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INTRODUCTION
O

>N A SUNNY DAY in about420 B.C. we may picturethe peopleof Rhamnous,in a

holiday mood, gatheringon a saddlebetween two hills abovetheir city to celebratethe
anniversaryof what must have seemedthe proudestmomentin their history.1 Over the roofs
of their homes below, they could see the sparkling blue arm of the Aegean Sea that separatedtheir city from the island of Euboia.
For it was down this passagethat the Persianfleet someseventyyearsbeforehad sailedto
comeashoreat Marathon aroundthe next cape, intent upon defeatingthe Greeksand incorporatingthem as a vassal stateof the PersianEmpire.So surewere the Persiansof victorythat
they had already chosen a massive block of marble from the island of Paros for a victory
monument,and they had broughtit with them to erectoverthe defeatedGreek armies.
The people of Rhamnous had readiedthemselvesto fight, but they also invokedthe aid
of their city's patron goddess, Nemesis. So invoked, because Nemesis was angered at the
effronteryof the Persians, she assisted the Greek troops in routing them and driving them
back into the sea. And now the very block of Parian marble abandonedby the Persians in
their hasty retreat stood before them, seventy years later, carvedinto a statue of Nemesis.
The new cult image of the goddesswas to be installed in her new temple.
So Pausanias (1.33) would have us believe, and whether the accountis true or legendary
is of less importancethan the clear debt which the people of Rhamnousfelt to their goddess,
with whose help their homes had been saved,their pride restored,a signal victorywon, and
the Great King chastised for his hubris. The story of Nemesis' retribution was already
currentin the 1st centuryB.C., when the poet Parmenioncomposedan epigramon her metamorphosisfrom the marble block, preservedfor us in a collectionof epigrams publishedby
Philip of Thessalonica in his Garlandof Philip, ca. A.D. 40:
M

EA7no-6EZL-arpo7raLo
boLw

pos A6os Etvat,
KaL'pLoV
EsqNE-TLv,
'
EV'iLKOs'8pvV0ET-a 0Ea PaAvoVvrTosE7' oXOatg
KaLoro4trj 'ArTOl&
taprnaptoV.
VLK?7)

,op'v
'7AXax0qv

This article is based on my dissertation,submittedin 1980 to PrincetonUniversity. My work in Athens
was supported by fellowships from the American School of Classical Studies (White and Stevens Fellowships), the American Association of University Women (Dissertation Fellowship), and the Archaeological
Institute of America (Olivia James Fellowship). I am grateful to Mr. Basilios Petrakos,Ephor of Attica, for
his gracious permission to study the Temple of Nemesis and the frieze course of the Temple of Poseidon at
Sounion for my dissertation,and for permissionto publish the results here. At the American School, I have
benefited very much from the encouragementand support of its Directors and the communityof scholars,
especiallythe late Colin N. Edmonson,and Charles K. Williams, II. I am greatlyindebtedto the late William
B. Dinsmoor, Jr.; he was always generouswith his expertise. For assistanceof many kinds in the later stages
of preparing this article, I thank J. K. Anderson, John McK. Camp II, Robert S. Carter, Theodore H.
Chenoweth, CrawfordH. Greenewalt,Jr., Kim J. Hartswick, Carol L. Lawton, Lynda S. Mancebo, Ingrid
D. Rowland, Andrew F. Stewart, and Ronald S. Stroud. I am particularlygrateful to T. Leslie Shear, Jr.,
who supervisedmy dissertationand patiently read subsequent drafts;beyond that his instructionand luminous example have improvedall my work.
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I, the stone of whom the Medes hoped to make a trophy, was changed
opportunelyto the form of Nemesis, the goddessjustly planted on the shore of
Rhamnous to be a witness to the Attic land of victoryand the skill of her artist.2

In a triumph of archaeologicaldetectivework, Georgios Despinis carefullyreconstructed the shattered fragments of the statue of Nemesis describedby Pausanias, and he has
shown that it was in fact carvedfrom a single blockof Parian marble.3The image was made
by the distinguishedAthenian sculptorAgorakritos,and it was housedin a new temple built
expressly for it, a suitable thank-offeringto Nemesis from the people of Rhamnous.
The Temple of Nemesis is the smallest peristylar Doric temple of the 5th centuryB.C.,
built with the precision, artistry, and sophisticationdistinctiveof Athenian architecturein
this period. The present work providesa descriptionof the temple, with course-by-course
reconstructionsof the entablature,based on the remains on the site in the public domain,
which were studied during 1977-1979. The Temple of Nemesis is unusually well preserved, some parts showing Roman repair work, with the krepidomaand part of the stylobate still in situ and the blocks of approximately85%of the peristyle extant. The platform
of the temple and all the blocks and many fragmentswere measuredand drawn as a basis
for the reconstructionis
presentedhere.
NEMESIS
The sanctuaryof Nemesis at Rhamnousis the best known cult centerof the goddess.4She is
the personificationof the abstractconceptof Divine Retribution,especiallythat arousedby
indignationat injustice. Nemesis first appears as a goddessin Hesiod (Th., 223; Op., 200),
but her oldest actual cult was probablyfoundedca. 575 B.C. in Smyrna,after the destruction
of the city by the Lydians.5In her cult at Rhamnous,she was a guardianof human actions,
with clear chthonicassociations.6Her role in the Battle of Marathonelevatedher status and
2Anthologia graeca, XVI.222. Text and translation from W. R. Paton, The Greek Anthology V, Cambridge, Mass. 1953, pp. 292-293. For the date of the collectionof epigrams,see A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page,
The Greek Anthology: The Garland of Philip I, Cambridge 1968, pp. xlvii-xlix;

text and translation,

pp. 296-297; commentary,II, p. 327.
3 Despinis, part I.
4 Rhamnous became so widely recognizedfor its sanctuaryof Nemesis that some ancient authors refer to
Nemesis as Rhamnousia or Rhamnousis, e.g., Kallimachos,Dian. 232; Catullus, 64.394; Ovid, Met. xIv.694;
Apuleius, Met. xi. F. W. Hamdorf gives a catalogueof representationsof Nemesis in art and other evidence
for her cults (Griechische Kultpersonifikationen der vorhellenistischen Zeit, Mainz 1964, pp. 35-36, 96-97).

Evidence for attention to her cult in Athens includes the following: an altar found in the Athenian Agora
(Agora I 4790 + IG 112, 4817a, A. E. Raubitschek, "GreekInscriptions,"Hesperia 12, 1943 [pp. 14-88],
pp. 87-88, no. 26); an altar found near the Theater of Dionysos (IG 112, 4747); an altar to Nemesis and others
found in the Kerameikosexcavations(IG 112, 4865); a copy of the cult statue of Nemesis at Rhamnous found
at 29 Praxitelou Street, N.M. 3949 (Despinis, pp. 28-29); a copy of the head of the cult statue of Nemesis
(Agora S 1055); and an inscribed throne for a priest of Nemesis Ourania (IG 112, 5070). I am grateful to
Dr. Judith Binder for these referencesto dedicationsto Nemesis in Athens.
5Pausanias refers to a temple and statue of the two Nemeseis in Smyrna (VII.20.9). Because Nemesis is a
personification,her cults probably arose independently,and it is not necessaryto assume a relationshipbetween the cults at Smyrnaand Rhamnous.
6 For a full discussion of various aspects of her cult, see B. Dietrich, Death, Fate and the Gods, London
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gave lasting renown to her sanctuaryat Rhamnous, for it was she who assuredthe rightful
outcomeof the battle, the great victoryfor Athens.
Nemesis shared her sanctuarywith the goddess Themis. A small Archaic temple, almost certainlydedicatedto Themis, stands next to the Temple of Nemesis.7 Like Nemesis,
Themis is also a personificationof abstractconceptsof rightfulnessand fairness:Themis is
Justice, or Law as establishedby custom (LSJ, s.v. OE4lS),or Just Order;Homer first refers
to Themis as a goddess,and she is one of the Titans, accordingto Hesiod (Th., 133-137),
but the date of the beginning of actual cultic activity is not clear.8She too had a chthonic
provenance,for she was considereda daughter of Ge or another form of Ge.9 Themis is
often associatedwith the Moirai (her daughters,the Fates), Zeus Agoraios,or Bendis, but
at Rhamnous,where more dedicationsto her have been foundthan in any other place, she is
associatedwith Nemesis.
MODERN EXPLORATION OF THE SANCTUARY
In moderntimes, the sanctuaryand temple of Nemesis at Rhamnouswere first exploredby
an expedition sent by the Society of Dilettanti in 1813.10Although on their way to Asia
Minor, they were deterredby reportsof pirates around Smyrna and decidedto spend their
time in Attica instead. The party was led by Sir William Gell and included the architects
John Peter Gandy and Francis Bedford. It was Gandy, then twenty-four years old, who
1967, esp. pp. 157-176; for the cult of Nemesis in the Roman period, see L. Robert, Les gladiateurs dans
l'orientgrec, Limoges 1940 (reprintAmsterdam1971), esp. pp. 306-307.
7 The temple was first drawn by J. P. Gandy (chap. 7, pp. 51-52, pls. 1-5). In a careful analysis of the
inscriptions found in the small temple, A. Wilhelm demonstratedthe existence of two separate offices for
priestesses, one for Nemesis and one for Themis ("Themis und Nemesis in Rhamnous," WJh 32, 1940,
pp. 200-209). An Archaicpredecessorfor the Temple of Nemesis, beneaththe presenttemple, was postulated
by B. Bergquist (The Archaic Greek Temenos, Lund 1967, pp. 42-43), followed by Boersma (pp. 77-78,
143); finds from the recent excavationsprovideevidencefor the earlier period of cult activity for both deities
(B. Petrakos,IHpaKTlKa' 1982 [1984], pp. 135-136, and pp. 142-153 [on the Temple of Themis]).
8 Pausanias mentionsa statue of Themis in the Temple of Hera at Olympia, made by Dorykleides(mid- to
late 6th centuryB.C.), and an altar of the Themides at Troizen, said to have been dedicatedby King Pittheus
(II.3I.5; V.I7.I-4); he also describesa temple and cult statue of Themis at Thebes (IX.25.4), a temple at Patras
(VII.2O.9), and a temple in Tanagra (IX.22.I).
There is evidencefor cults of Themis in severalparts of Greece,
but the cult probablyoriginatedin central Greece (see H. Vos, Themis,Assem 1956, pp. 39-69). Her earliest
appearancein vase paintingis on the dinosby Sophilosin the BritishMuseum, ca. 580-570 B.C. (A. Birchall,"A
New Acquisition:an Early Attic Bowl with Stand signedby Sophilos,"BMQ 36, 1971-1972, p. 109, pl. 34).
9 E.g. Aischylos, Eu., 2-4; Euripides, IT, I259-1269; Pausanias, x.s.6. Themis has Delphic ties in these
passages;see Dietrich, op. cit. (footnote6 above), pp. 168-170.
10The backgroundof the expeditionis describedin detail by Lionel Cust and Sidney Colvin, History of the
Societyof Dilettanti, London 1898, pp. 153-164. The stated purpose of this (Second) Ionian Mission was to
visit various sites in Asia Minor ("Samos, Sardis, Aphrodisias, Hierapolis, Tralles, Laodicea, Telmessus,
Patara, Cnidus," p. 153). The party was twice delayed in Athens, however, because pirates preventedsafe
travel by sea. During the first delay (1812), they excavatedand measuredbuildings at Eleusis, and duringthe
second delay (1813), they visited sites in Attica: Rhamnous, Thorikos, and Sounion. Their work was published in The Unedited Antiquities of Attica, London 1817, and Antiquities of Ionia, Part V (Suppl. to Part

III), W. R. Lethaby, ed., London 1915.
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I Some years
took the measurementsand made the drawings of the temples at Rhamnous."
after the trip to Greece, Gandy designed several buildings in England, including one for
Lord Elgin. He also continuedhis study of antiquitiesand collaboratedwith Gell on a book
about the buildings of Pompeii.12
Gandy'swork at Rhamnousis admirable.His measurements,given to the hundredthof
an inch, have provedto be generally reliable, and his descriptivedrawings combinebeauty
with meticulouscare.13Less valuableare his reconstructions,speculations,and those partsof
the work which require a broaderknowledge of parallels in ancient architecturethan was
then available.As a pioneerin a disciplinethen in its infancy,Gandyrecordedin his notesand
drawingsmuch informationwhich would otherwisebe lost, sincethe templesin the sanctuary
of Nemesis were much betterpreservedwhen he visitedthem than they are today.14
Our understandingof the historyof Rhamnoushas been greatlyimprovedby the work of
Jean Pouilloux (1954), who studiedthe fortressand the inscriptionsfromthe site. Agorakritos' cult statue of Nemesis was brought to life again by Despinis' study of 1971. Basilios
Petrakos'exemplary excavationsat Rhamnousand its environsduring the last decadehave
added importantnew informationabout the town of Rhamnous, the cemeteryand Sacred
Road, and the sanctuaryand its buildings.15No study of the Temple of Nemesis has been
made since Gandy's, although certaindetails of its constructionhave been discussed.16
His name is at the bottomof each plate in The UneditedAntiquitiesof Attica, chaps. 6 and 7.
Topographyof Edifices and Ornamentsof Pompeii, 2 vols., London 1817, 1818. In the
preface to the first edition, it is stated that the drawings were the work of Gell (with a "cameralucida")and
that the text was by Gandy.
13 The membersof the expedition receivedstrict instructionson this point from the Earl of Aberdeen:
We cannot too strongly urge you to exercise the utmost accuracyof detail in your
architectural measurements;recollecting always that it is the chief object of the
Societyto promotethe progressof architectureby affordingpracticalassistanceto the
architectsof this country,as well as to gratify a generalcuriosityrespectingthe interesting monumentsof antiquity still remaining in those parts.
(Cust and Colvin [footnote10 above],p. 153).
14 Raikes, Leake, Wordsworth,and others subsequentlyvisited Rhamnousin the 19th centuryand mention
it in their journals, but they add little informationto Gandy's:Raikes, in Memoirs relating to Europeanand
Asiatic Turkey, R. Walpole, ed., London 1817, pp. 308-309; W. M. Leake, Travels in Northern Greece II,
London 1835, pp. 433-435; idem, Demi of Attica, London 1837, pp. 32-43; for other bibliography,see J. G.
Frazer, Pausanias'sDescriptionof Greece,London 1898, II, p. 455.
15 See Bibliography for reports in HlpaKrLKa'and 'ApX'E4 by Petrakos, as well as his other articles on
special topics.
16 Orlandos ("Note")reportssome of Stais' findingsfrom his excavationsof the 1890's and includeshis own
observationson the temple and a few correctionsof Gandy'swork;Shoe providesa sectionof the temple, taken
through the flank; Plommer compiles previously published measurementsof the Temple of Nemesis, the
Hephaisteion, and the Temple of Poseidon, with remarkson their similarities and differences,and drawings
of the temples; Hodge (WGR) restores the wooden rafters and the ceilings; Dinsmoor ("Fantasies")reconstructsthe frieze, discussesan inscriptioncarvedon a blockof the architraveof the temple, and rejectsa metope
which had been assigned to the temple; Hodge and Tomlinson discuss the stippled panels on the steps of the
temple; H. Knell ("Vier attische Tempeln klassischer Zeit," AA [JdI 88] 1973, pp. 94-114) discusses the
oy
question of the "TheseumArchitect";Iliakis ("Ornament"and <<HavaKaraoKEv7? 7r7s avaTo\LK7s 0o's
12 Pompeiana: The

vaov

r7qs NEo/Ea7B

-ro PaAvoivra-MLa

o-ra XpovLa 7ov aVToKpaTopa IovLavoiv;>>, AEXr
E7TLoKEv?)

35,

1980, A' [1986], pp. 206-223) discussesthe painted ornamenton upper parts of the temple and repairsto the
temple in the Roman period.
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4. Sectionsthrough the platformof the Temple of Nemesis

THE TEMPLE OF NEMESIS
MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES OF CONSTRUCTION
The upper two steps and the entire superstructureof the Temple of Nemesis are built of
white marble with bluish veins which was quarriedat Agia Marina, about two kilometers
from the sanctuary.17 Since the quarrywas so near, the cost of transportingthe marblemust
have been relatively low. The quarry is still being worked today;few traces of the ancient
workings are left, although Hodge and Tomlinson found there an apparentlyancientblock
with a wedge-shapedcutting.18
The best preservedblocksretain a whiteness and a polish which approachesthat of the
Pentelic marble used in the buildings on the Akropolis at Athens, but many blocks have
sufferedsevereweatheringand damage.The blue veins give a grayishcast to the stone when
weathered,and these veins are weak points where many blockshave split into severalpieces.
This splitting is particularlynoticeableon the drumsof the columns:they were cut with the
grain horizontal, perpendicularto the vertical axis, a common practice which required a
more difficult and time-consuming technique than cutting along the grain but yielded
drums better able to withstand the stress of the load. Subsequentdamage and weathering
have causedthe drumsto break along the grain (P1.37:a).
Part of the foundations,the euthynteria,and the lowest step were built of gray marble,
also quarriedlocally. The ridge to the west of the sanctuaryis formedof this dark stone and
probablyservedas a quarry for these parts of the temple.19 A block of dark marble used as
packing in the foundationsof the temple was left with the marks of the wedges still on it.
The block is unusually long (ca. 2.5 m.) and lies close to the northeastcornerof the temple
(P1.3 1:c).
The use of a differentkind of stone for the lower step is a featurethe Temple of Nemesis shareswith severalbuildingsin Athens:the Older Parthenon,where the bottomstep is of
Kara limestone, the Hephaisteion above the Agora, where the bottom step is of poros, and
the west facade of the Propylaia, where the orthostates, string courses, and lowest step
below the wings are made of Eleusinian limestone.It was convenientand economicalto use
the darkerstone at Rhamnous,since it was quarriedvery close to the temple. The intended
visual effect may have been to providea transitionin color and texture between the ground
and the white marble steps.20
Plommer (p. 95) erroneouslycalls the marble "Pentelic";Gandy (p. 43) notes that the marblecame from
"neighbouringmountains"and is similar to that used for buildings on the Athenian Akropolis.
18 Hodge and Tomlinson, p. 192, pl. 52, fig. 8. A. Milchhbfer also reportedtraces of the quarries in the
Limiko valley in the area around Agia Marina (in E. Curtius and J. A. Kaupert, Karten von Attica, ErlauternderText III-VI, Berlin 1889, p. 50 and IX, Berlin 1900, p. 3). Wooden (or iron) wedges were used to
lift the blocks from their beds in the quarries (A. Dworakowska, Quarriesin Ancient Greece [Academia
ScientiarumPolona:BibliotecaAntiqua XIV], Wroclaw 1975, pp. 104-111.
19
Gandy observedquarry marks "abouttwenty yards from the temple"(p. 43).
20 W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia, Suppl. V, Observationson the Hephaisteion, Princeton 1941, p. 37; Hodge
and Tomlinson, p. 191. L. T. Shoe notes a varietyof sophisticateduses of dark stone in the Propylaiaand the
17
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The third type of stone used in the temple is a reddish conglomerate,probably also
quarriedlocally.21The matrix has a soft, clayliketexture and is easily damagedby weather.
The buildersevidentlydid not fully trust the propertiesof the conglomerate,for they used it
only under the floors:as packingbetween the toichobateand stylobatebeneaththe peristyle
paving and in the interiorof the cella and porches (P1.31:a). None of these surfacescarried
much weight; at most the conglomeratesupportedonly marblepaving slabs, and even these
in the peristylewere carriedby projectingflangeson the marbleblocksof the toichobateand
stylobateand by the marble blocks of the middle step. The floor of the cella and the center
row of paving slabs of the peristyleon the east end are supportedby the conglomerateblocks
alone. In the interior of the cella, where the edges of the blocks of conglomerateare still
discernible,the blocks are of a fairly uniform size, ca. 1.20-1.30 x 0.50-0.60 m., although
the slabs which supportedthe cult statue are of doublewidth, 1.10-1.20 m. The buildersof
the Temple of Nemesis were among the first to use conglomerateas a building material in
Classical times.22
One block of gray poros was re-used as packingbeneath the peristyle pavementon the
south side, near the southwest corner (Fig. 2, P1. 31:b). This block is pierced by a square
hole. The marble block adjacentto it on the west is neatly cut and probably also had an
earlier use. These two blocks happen to be visible; there are probablyother re-used blocks
buried in the substructure.
TooLs
At least four different types, of chisel were used in construction.23A flat chisel, ca.
0.015 m. wide, was used to carve the cuttings for T-clamps, dowels, and the lewis holes on
the top surfaces of the geison blocks. A pointed chisel was used for pry holes and to carve
away large areas. The pointed chisel was also used for surfaces in an intermediatestage,
between the quarry surfaceand the semifinishedsmoothpicking. A chisel with a fine point
was used for the surfacesof the column drums.A toothedchisel was used to smoothsurfaces
use of Hymettian marblein the Stoa of Zeus Eleutheriosin the AthenianAgora ("DarkStone in Greek Architecture,"in Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, CommemorativeStudies in Honor of TheodoreLeslie Shear, Princeton
1949, [pp. 341-352], pp. 344-348). The lowest step of the Temple of Poseidonat Sounion is of the same white
Agrileza marble as the rest of the superstructure;the lowest step of the Temple of Ares at Athens was of
Pentelic marble.
21 Beyond the ridge to the west of the temple is a steep gully, and on the opposite hill is the scar of a road
which was cut some years ago but never completed.The cuttingrevealsbeds of reddishconglomerate,and this
hillside was probablythe source for the stone used in the temple.
22 In the Stoa of Zeus Eleutheriosin the Athenian Agora (built ca. 430-420 B.C., with its akroteriafinished
at the end of the 5th century), conglomeratewas-used in the retainingwall on the west side, which was built
somewhat later than the Stoa itself (H. A. Thompson, "Buildingson the West Side of the Agora,"Hesperia 6,
1937 [pp. 1-226], p. 45, and AgoraXIV, p. 97, note 83, and p. 100); conglomeratewas used in the Monument
of Dexileos in the Kerameikos,394 B.C. (W. Wrede, AttischeMauern, Athens 1933, p. 23; conglomeratewas
used in the initial building of the Monument,of the Eponymous Heroes ca. 350 B.C. (T. L. Shear, Jr., "The
Monument of the EponymousHeroes in the AthenianAgora,"Hesperia 39, 1970 (pp. 145-222), p. 191, note
1, and pp. 191-196); Martin (pp. 115-116) cites other buildings which used conglomerate.
23 For a convenient summary of Athenian building techniques, including illustrations of tools, lifting devices, and clamps, see J. McK. Camp II and W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr., Ancient Athenian Building Methods
(Excavationsof the Athenian Agora Picture Book No. 21), Princeton 1984.
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which had to be perfectly horizontal but not polished. A drill was used for undercutting
moldings. The surfaces on the Temple of Nemesis exhibit many differentstages of finishing, but many of the conspicuoussurfacesdid receivethe final polishing:these blocks have
an extremelyfine, satinlike finish.
HOISTING

AND SETTING

Two differenttypes of holes were cut for lifting devices.Some blocksof the epistyle and
frieze have a large pair of undercutholes for use with lifting tongs (P1.31:d). The blocksof
the geison have a single, narrow (0.015 x 0.105 m.) hole for a lewis. The holes are centered
so that the block would be balancedwhile in the air. Lifting bosseson the large blocksof the
orthostatesand antae of the walls, for use with ropes, were not completelyremoved.
Some of the larger blocksof the epistyle, frieze, and tympanahave a bevelededge on one
bottom end to accommodatea pry bar. Pry holes on the top surfacesof the blocks, used in
shifting the blocksabovethem into their final position,may be observedon most blocksfrom
most courses of the temple, from the lowest step to the geison and tympanon. They often
indicate the direction of laying of the superimposedcourse. In the entablaturethey were
often cut adjacentto rectangularverticaldowels, used to securethe courseabove.
The blocks of the upper parts of the temple were fastened together with double
T-clamps of iron, leaded in place. Many blocks still have iron and lead in the cuttings.The
geison, sima, and coffergrids were doweledverticallyinto positionon the next lower course.
Occasionallya dowel was placed quite close to a T-clamp.24
GUIDELINES

Several types of setting lines may be observedon the temple.25Incised lines were used
on the euthynteriaand steps for the placementof the next course, and on the top surfaceof
the geison for the placementof the tympanon.
On several geison blocks, the soffitsof the mutules have heavily incised guidelines used
for carvingthe guttae (P1.33:a). This techniquewas probablydevelopedoriginallyfor construction in poros, where the lines would have been concealedby the stucco finishing. A
close parallel for these guidelines for guttae has been reportedon the early Archaictemple
of Athena Aphaia at Aigina.26
On one bottomdrum, D10, the preliminaryguidelinesfor the placementof an empolion
in the center are preserved(Fig. 5, P1. 33:b). The guidelines were laid out with a compass:
the centerof the drum is dividedby eight arcs whose radii are the same as the outer circumference of the drum; these are enclosedby a circle 0.105 m. in diameter,concentricto the
center of the drum. A square inscribedwithin the circle would have been ca. 0.075 m. on a
side. On intermediatedrums, the cuttings for empolia would have been startedin this way,
This close positioning sometimes occurs in the Hephaisteion (Dinsmoor, Jr., "Hephaisteion,"p. 232,
ill. 6).
25 A. Petronotisnoted setting lines on the krepidoma(Bauritzlinien, Munich 1968, pp. 200-201).
26 E.-L. Schwandner,"Zu Entwurf, Zeichnung und Magsystem des alteren Aphaiatempelsvon Aegina,"
in Le dessin d'architecturedans les societe'santiques (Actes du Colloque, 1984), Strasbourg1985, pp. 81-83,
fig. 5.
24
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but the cutting on D1 0 was never completed,and that surface became instead the resting
surfaceof a bottomdrum, as the fluting aroundthe lower circumferenceindicates.
Similar guidelines have been found on poros blocksbelongingto the early Archaictemple of Aphaia at Aigina, on a block from the Temple of Athena Polias at Priene, and on the
pedestal of a column of the Temple of Artemis at Sardis.27There, six or eight rather than
four petal-like divisions are etched within a small circle;this type of preliminaryincision
would have been used for dividing the outer circumferenceof a circle into 12, 18, or 24
parts, in the case of a six-petaled division, or 16 (or 32) flutes, where there is an eightpetaled division.28For a column with 20 flutes, we would expect a five-petaled division
(Fig. 6:C). This too is readily accomplishedwith a compassand straightedge,but requires
understandinghow to dividea circleinto ten parts;this discoveryis attributedto Pythagoras
and is codifiedin Euclid's Elements (IV.Io).29
UNFINISHED SURFACES

One of the unusual and conspicuousfeatures of the Temple of Nemesis is the unfinished conditionof many of the surfaces. For the treatmentof the krepidoma,stylobate,and
columns, see the discussionof these parts below under ArchitecturalElements.
USE OF COLOR

Traces of paint can still be observedon a few blocks and fragments.The hawksbeak
molding of G33 has traces of green paint (perhapsoriginally blue) within lightly engraved
27 Schwandnerobserved a similar incision on a block from the toichobateat Aigina, and a second block
shows a later stage of the processof dividing the flutes, with guidelines radiatingfrom the center to the outer
edges of a column (op. cit., p. 78, figs. 3 and 4, and pp. 80-81; idem, Der dlterePorostempelder Aphaia auf
Aegina, Berlin 1985, figs. 14, 44, 45, 80, and pp. 131-132). The later stage has also been observedon a drum
from the Propylaia and a drum from a Doric treasuryat Delphi (A. K. Orlandos,Les mate'riauxde construction et la techniquearchitecturaledes anciensgrecs II, Paris 1968, p. 80, figs. 75 and 76 (discussedpp. 79-8 1)
and Martin, p. 301, fig. 140). W. Koenigs noted a drawing with six divisionsof the compasson a block from
the Temple of Athena Polias at Priene ("Pytheos,eine mythische Figur in der antiken Baugeschichte,"in
Bauplanung und Bautheorie der Antike (Diskussionenzur archdologischenBauforschung4), Berlin 1983,
p. 91 and fig. 2 on p. 93). An incised drawing (which surely had a similar function)was noted on the Temple
of Artemis at Sardis by L. Haselberger ("Berichtuber die Arbeit am juingerenApollontempelvon Didyma,"
IstMitt 33, 1983 (pp. 90-123), p. 121 and pi. 26:2). Roman masons used a similar simple system of compassdrawn circlesas spacingdevicesfor the fluting of the columnson the Temple of Hadrian (and otherbuildings)
in Rome (A. Claridge, "Methodsof Fluting CorinthianColumns and Pilasters,"in Citta e architetturanella
Roma imperiale [AnalectaRomana Instituti Danici, Suppl. X], Odense 1983, pp. 119-128).
28 The divisions are easily accomplishedwith a compass and straightedge;the division into six parts is
easiest (which may accountfor the early popularityof columnswith 12 flutes), using the point of the compass
(still set at the radius of the outer circle) placed on the circumferenceand drawn to crossthe center,leaving an
arc there (Fig. 6:A). For division into eight or its multiples, the compass-pointshould be placed at half the
radius to divide the outer circle, then at those outer points to form the arcs in the center (Fig. 6:B). During
actual construction,a line would have been engravedbetween the center of the drum and the outer tip of a
"petal"(and the mid-point between "petals")to the outer circumferenceof the drum (at a point marked by
another swing of the compass). A later stage of this process, after the "petals"have been chiseled off for the
anathyrosisof the drum and the cutting of the empolion, but with the radiatinglines still remaining, is preservedon drums from several places, noted above.
29 Euclid,Elements iv.Io dependsin part on ii. ii, which is also Pythagorean;
for discussion,see T. L.
Heath, A Manual of GreekMathematics,Oxford 1931, pp. 102-103, 223-224. See Fig. 6:D, E.
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lines. A fragmentof a fascia with a delicatelyincisedmaeanderpatternhad red, yellow, and
blue stains within the checkeredpattern. Other pieces now in the storeroomat Rhamnous
have been studiedfor traces of color by Iliakis.30
When Gandy visited the site much more color was preservedthan is now visible. He
says of the cofferlids, "The ovalo (sic) in the pannels (sic) of the lacunariawere painted:the
green colour is in some places still visible. The star-like figure appears to have been gold
He also remarks,"Allthe membersof the cornicewere paintedor
upon a groundof blue."'31
gilt; among the ornaments introducedis the lotus, resemblingthe sculpturedmoulding in
the capitals of the antae, and along the flank walls of the Erechtheumat Athens: and the
meander,nearly similar to that carvedin the interiorfrieze of the temple of Theseus."32
REFINEMENTS

The stylobateof the temple has no curvature.The euthynteriaand the preservedportions of the first and second steps of the north side do rise in the centerca. 0.02 m. (Fig. 7).
The east end of the temple has settled, however, and this slight differencein height on one
side cannotbe considered"curvature".Goodyearnotes Penrose'sobservationthat the Temple of Nemesis had no curvature,along with the Erechtheion,the Temple of Athena Nike,
and the Temple of Apollo at Bassai, and a few earlier temples.33The Hephaisteion and the
Temple of Poseidonat Sounion do have curvature.Goodyearsuggests that building a temple with curvaturewas very costly, especially because of the necessaryworking of the column drums, and that it may have been eliminated for reasons of economy in the temples
noted.
Although unfluted, the columns of the peristyle in the Temple of Nemesis could have
had entasis, like most Doric columns of the 5th centuryB.C.They inclined slightly inward,
and the entablaturewas contractedto adjustfor the inclination.The rakinggeison projected
slightly forward.The antae and walls should have been slightly inclined inward, but there
is no evidenceto provethis assumption.
ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
KREPIDOMA

The full depth of the foundationsis unknown, since the area aroundthe temple has not
been completelyexcavated,but because it is built on an artificialterraceit is probablethat
the foundations are quite deep and substantial (P1. 29). The temple is placed somewhat
lower than the adjacentArchaictemple of Themis (Fig. 8).
Iliakis, "Ornament".
Gandy, p. 46. Iliakis ("Ornament,"pi. 55:b) illustratespart of a coffer lid with the star pattern.
32 Gandy, p. 45.
33 W. H. Goodyear,GreekRefinements, London 1912, pp. 118-121. For the special "convex"or outward
curvatureat Bassai, see F. Cooper, The Temple to Apollo at Bassai, diss. University of Pennsylvania, 1970,
pp. 108-111.
34 The Temple of Themis and the Temple of Nemesis were built so close together that at the northeast
corner of the smaller temple they are only 0.084 m. apart (Fig. 8, P1. 32:a). The treatmentof the steps and
euthynteriaof the Temple of Nemesis shows that adjustmentshad to be made because of the presenceof the
30
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The Euthynteria

Elevations taken on the euthynteriaalong all four sides show that the east end of the
temple was built slightly lower than the west, for the southeastcornerof the euthynteriais
0.034 m. lower than the southwest corner,and the northeastcorneris 0.012 m. lower than
the northwest (Fig. 7). The euthynteria at the center of the east side actually sags some
0.035 m. lower than the northeastand southeastcorners.If this occurredbecauseof settling
(into the fill of the artificialterrace),some discrepancymust have been observedeven while
the temple was under construction,for an adjustmentwas made on the top surface of the
euthynteria:a small ledge, 0.001-0.011 m. high, was left on the top surface, set 0.07 m. in
from the front edge of the course (P1. 34:a). The blocksof the first step were placed on this
ledge. The maximum height of the ledge occurs at a point ca. 1.50 m. north of the center
along the east facade, and the ledge graduallytapers to the northeastand southeastcorners.
This technique for leveling courses was not used elsewhere on the building. The blocks of
the first step, preservedin place along the center of the east front, neverthelesssag in the
middle 0.028 m. lower than the preservedends of the course. Apparentlythe building has
continuedto settle since antiquity.
The vertical face of the euthynteria is carefully finished 0.11-0.14 m. from the top
surfaceand left rough below. The top and sides of the finishedarea on the individualblocks
have a smooth band 0.015-0.02 m. wide around the edges, with light stippling inside the
band (P1. 33:c). The visible top surface of the euthynteria, 0.07 m. wide, is smooth
(P1.34:a). A setting line for the blocksof the first step was engravedin the top surfaceof the
euthynteria and is clearly visible wherever the blocks of the step are missing. Because the
present surface of the terrace slopes down from the southwest to the northeast,the rough
vertical face of the euthynteriais buried on the south side of the temple but fully visible on
the north and east (P1.35:a).
The Steps

When Gandy visited the site, the steps and stylobate were completely preserved in
place.35Today the lowest step is preservedexcept at the southeastand northeastcorners;the
second step is missing along the entire east front and at the northwest corner;and the top
step (stylobate)is preservedonly along two-thirds of the south side and a small part of the
west end. Where blocks are missing, pry holes on the next lower course provide evidence
for the joints in the course it supported. The stylobate, restored to finished dimensions,
smaller building: on the two blocks of the first step closest to the northeastcornerof the smaller temple, the
stippled surfaceon the upper part of the riser has not been smootheddown, as it was on all other blocksof the
first step (P1.33:c). Furthermore,a projectingflangeon the euthynteriawas chiseledoffjust at the point where
the two temples are closest;the flange was left unworkedfor a distanceof ca. 1.50 m. to the west of this point.
These two details indicate that the builders were working in a tight space, limited by the north wall of the
smaller temple. The extreme proximity of the two temples is unusual; if we assume that there is an Archaic
temple to Nemesis beneath the present structure, probably the wish for continuity at the sacred place influencedthe locationof the Classical temple. Possibly the earlier foundationswere partly re-used.
3 Gandy, p. 44.
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measured 9.96 x 21.431 m. Gandy measured the stylobate as 10.022 x 21.464 m. on the
east and north sides (32' 10.57" x 70' 5.03"t).36

The two lower steps are similar in the mannerof their constructionand treatmentof the
visible surfaces (P1. 34:b). The length of the blocks varies from 0.819 to 2.633 m., but the
length of the blocks of the bottom step is fairly regular on the north side (ca. 1.25 m.), and
the length of the blocks of the second step is fairly regular on the north and west sides (ca.
0.95 m.). No consistent "unit" or layout was used.

The blocks of each course, both those visible as treads and risers and the blocksbehind
them which helped support the course above, are cut in irregularpolygonal shapes, tightly
fittedtogether.37Many of the blocksmust have been cut to the propershape while they were
being laid; this "tailoring"is indicatednot only by the intricatefitting of the blocks,but also
by the chisel marksbehindthe setting lines of the steps, which vary between sets of pry holes
and show that the resting surfaceswere individuallypreparedfor each block (P1. 36:a, b).
This type of constructionprovideda strong,solid supportfor the superstructurewith almost
no clampingof the blocks. Double T-clamps are used only on cornerblocks.
The height of each of the two lower steps is 0.30 m., measuredon the south side, the best
preserved.The width of the treads varies slightly, since the vertical faces of the risers were
left unfinished.The finishedwidth would have been 0.328 m.; the width with the protective
surfaces varies from 0.332 to 0.355 m. The finished risers would have been of the usual
type, with a plain, verticalface.38
The Stylobate

The stylobatepaving consistsof blocksof almost uniformsize, ca. 0.95 m. long and 0.85
(on the south) or 0.94 m. (on the west) wide. On the south side are preservedtwo blocksof
double length, 1.906 and 1.903 m. long, and the pry holes on the middle step of the north
side indicateone block of double length is to be restoredthere. The cornerblocks and those
adjacentto them were of different lengths because of the contractionof the spacing of the
cornercolumns. The columns generally rested on a joint, except those on a block of double
or irregularlength. Between the smoothedspaceson the stylobatewhere the columnsrested,
raised rectangular panels remain, with beveled edges and coarsely stippled top surfaces.
The stylobatewas left unfinished (P1.36:c).
Both the southwest and northeast corner blocks of the stylobate are preservedon the
groundnear their respectivecorners.The southwestcornerblockmeasures 1.458 m. (on the
south) by 0.95 m. (on the west). The northeast corner block measures 1.314 m. (on the
north) by 0.944 m. (on the east). Both have re-entrantcuttingson their inside cornerswhich
accommodatedthe diagonally adjacentpaving block of the peristyle (P1. 36:d). These cuttings differ on the east and west ends, 0.526 x 0.121 m. on the southwest cornerblock and
Gandy, pl. 1.
Despite the intricate cutting, it is always easy to distinguishthe edges of the blocks from "cracks",pace
Plommer (p. 95).
38 The special treatmentof the lowest and middle steps of the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion, with a recessed panel and a cavettomolding, is unique (Fig. 9, P1.32:b).
36
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9. Comparisonof the krepidoma:Hephaisteion, Temple of Poseidon at Sounion, Temple of Ares, and
Temple of Nemesis

0.401 x 0.095 m. on the northeastcorner block. The original cornerwas left uncut below
the level of the paving.
The paving blocksof the peristyle are also uniform in size, 1.263 m. long and 0.877 m.
wide on the south side, and on the east side, 1.293-1.305 m. long and 0.888 m. wide. The
top surface of the paving of the peristyle was left with raised, roughly chiseled panels
0.053 m. high. A band 0.05 m. wide was smoothedon the inward side of the blocks,where
they lie against the toichobate,close to the joint. The rough panels are unfinishedsurfaces.
Unfinished Vertical Surfaces

In additionto the panels on the stylobateand paving blocks,unfinishedareas were also
left on the verticalsurfacesof the krepidoma.The risers of the steps each have a raisedhorizontal band, 0.045-0.053 m. below the surfaceof the treadand 0.10 m. (on the lowest step) or
0.12 m. (on the middle step) wide (P1.35:b). The band is roughly flat on top and beveledat
the bottomand projectsca. 0.013 m. fromthe verticalsurface,althoughthe degreeof projection varies from block to block and side to side of the temple. The band is generally
continuous,but there is an occasionalbevel at a joint betweenblocks,and in severalplacesthe
band has been workedoff and replacedby a smoothverticalband. The projectinghorizontal
band is roughly chiseled. Above and below the horizontal band, the steps were left lightly
stippled,with a smoothborderon the sides and bottomedge (cf. Fig. 9).
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The top step (stylobate)also has a raised horizontal band on the face (0.144 m. high)
and, in addition,a raised lip on the top surface (P1.36:c). The height of the step with the lip
is 0.322 m. and without the lip 0.306 m., thus only slightly (0.006 m.) higher than the two

lower steps.39The lip is polished on all sides and was used as a point of referencefor laying
these blocksand perhaps also the columns.
The function of the stippling and of the raised bands has been discussed in detail by
Hodge and Tomlinson, who compare the treatment to similar unfinished surfaces on the
steps of the Hephaisteion, the Temple of Poseidonat Sounion, and the Temple of Ares and
concludethat the surfacesare "deliberateand final (though with probablescope for further
treatmentat Rhamnous)but they are inspiredby the appearanceof unfinishedwork, which
must have been well known to the architectfrom buildings which were subsequentlyfinished."40That these surfaces are deliberate and final seems unlikely, however, especially
since the rough-pickedband on the risers is interruptedat somejoints by a smoothedvertical
edging. In additionto the surfacesleft on the steps at Rhamnous,the fluting of the columns
was never finished and the stylobate paving never smoothed.These are certainly to be regardedas "unfinished".41
It seems far more likely that the buildersintendedto smoothall these surfaces,but time
and money for the work ran out, just as they did for the Propylaia in Athens. If funds or
time were limited, other parts of the building receivedthe "finaltouches"first:for example,
the moldings in temples of the 5th century were almost always painted. Evidently it was
thought more importantto have the moldingsproperlyarticulatedwith paint or the ceiling
coffersdecoratedthan to have the steps smoothed,or, in the case of the Temple of Nemesis,
to have the columns fluted.42We can find reasons to appreciate the "unfinished"effect
aesthetically,as Hodge and Tomlinson have done, but such appreciationis not sufficientto
demonstratethat the builder'soriginal intentionwas to leave parts of the temple unfinished.
Hodge and Tomlinson are surely right, however, in assertingthat unfinishedbuildings of
the Classical period inspireddeliberate"rustication"in the Hellenistic age.

39 Hodge and Tomlinson (pp. 189-190) point out that if the lip were removed,as it was surely intendedto
be, the height of the top step would then not be one dactyl higher than the lower two, thus "breaking"Dinsmoor'sproposed"rule";they suggest that the gradationin height of the stippled horizontalbands would have
providedthe desired variation. (They do not give a referenceto this rule but presumablythey refer to Dinsmoor, "Ares,"p. 25, where he suggeststhat the stylobateof the Temple of Ares should have been increasedby
approximatelyone dactyl;he notes, however [in note 56 on p. 25], a deviationfrom this in the Hephaisteion
[0.015 m. addedto the top step for a total height of 0.364 m.] and the Temple of Poseidonat Sounion [0.028 m.
addedfor a total height of 0.381 m.].)
40 Hodge and Tomlinson, p. 190.
41 Cf. the discussionof these surfaces (and others like them) in Kalpaxis, pp. 135-137, 142.
42
Cost might have been a factoras well. Boersmacalculatesthe cost of fluting the columnsof the Temple of
Nemesis: a minimum of ca. 2,700 drachmas,and a more likely maximum of ca. 7,800 drachmas (Boersma,
p. 78).
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COLUMNS OF THE PERISTYLE

The Shafts

The Temple of Nemesis had six columns on the facadesand twelve on the flanks. The
columns were composedof individual drums of varying heights. Fifty column drums and
fragmentsof drumswere found on the site, five of them bottomdrumsalmost in place on the
stylobate. Seven capitals are preserved.At the time of Gandy's visit, seven bottom drums
were still in situ on the south side of the temple as was one in the pronaos,and "thepositions
of the prostrate columns [were] perfectly discernible."43Because the drums were subsequently scatteredaroundthe site, it is no longer possibleto assign them to their exact original positions, although their diameters indicate their position vertically within a column.
Most of the drums had been broken into many smaller fragmentsand were cementedand
doweledtogetherin 1959-1960 by the Greek ArchaeologicalService.44
Since the columns were never completelyfluted, a bottomdrum is readily recognizable
by the band of twenty flutes, ca. 0.048 m. high, aroundits lowest circumference,which was
preparedbefore the drum was set into place (P1. 37:b, c). The flutes are finished to a fine,
polished surface. Above the fluting on each bottom drum is a beveled edge, ca. 0.013 m. in
height, above which a rough, coarsely stippled working surface begins. On many drums a
smoothband marksthe borderbetween the working surfaceand the bevelededge. Both the
smoothband and the bevelededge are carefullyworked,even though they were not intended
to be permanent. The total height of this worked strip (finished flutes and beveled edge)
varies from 0.061 to 0.075 m. The rough-pickedsurfacehas a projectionof 0.028 m. measured from the centerof the finished flutes.
The lower diameter of the bottom drums is 0.714 m. measured on the arrises and
0.675 m. between the centers of opposite flutes.45The best preservedflutes are 0.111 m.
wide at the bottom of the drums (calculatedfrom the diameter,they would be 0.1117 m.),
and the flutes taper to 0.086-0.088 m. beneath the annulets on the capitals. The lower
diameter of the drums measured on the working surface varies from 0.722 to 0.739 m. A
circular relieving edge on the resting surface of the drums is recessed 0.012 m. from the
centerof the flutes.
The top surfaces of the bottom drums, both ends of the intermediatedrums, and the
bottom surface of the capitals (P1. 38:a) have in their centers square cuttings for wooden
empolia, ca. 0.09 m. to a side and 0.03-0.05 m. deep. The size of the cuttings decreaseson
the upper parts of the columnto ca. 0.075 m. square. The cuttingsfor the empolia also show
very careful and precise workmanship,as most of them have an even beveled edge around
the perimeter,varying in width on differentdrums from 0.0015 to 0.005 M.46
43

Gandy,p. 44.

44I. Kontes and B. Petrakos,<<'EpyadrLaLyEvoj,uEaL Kara ro 1960?, AEXr 16, 1960, B' (1962), pp. 36-39.
45 If the builders followed the standardpractice of increasingthe diameterof the corner columns by onefiftieth, the cornercolumns would have been 0.728 m. (0.714 50 = 0.01428; 0.01428 + 0.714 = 0.72828 m.).
Only fifteen of the thirty-two bottomdrums are preserved;none of them has the larger diameter.
46
See above, pp. 147-149, for the probableexistence of guidelines for cutting the empolia.
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Fifteen of the original thirty-two bottom drums are preserved. Their height varies,
0.625-0.981 m.: apparentlythey were cut (as was usual) to arbitraryheights. Similarly,the
intermediatedrumsvary from 0.650 m. to 1.002 m. high. Becauseof the variationin height,
the degreeof inclinationmeasurableon the five drumson the stylobatevaries from 0.005 m.
to 0.007 m. The highest edge of the drums is usually the inner edge, at the point closest to
the walls of the cella. The inward inclinationof the column axes is estimatedat 0.027 m.47
Gandy gives the total height of the column, including the capital, as 13' 5.45", or
4.101 M.48 The height of the column is equal to 5.743 lower diameters.
The exact interaxial spacing of the columns is difficultto measure,becauseonly two of
the drums on the stylobate on the south side, the third and eighth from the west end, are
precisely in their original positions. The fourth, fifth, and seventh drums have been moved
slightly out of position. The sixth drum was pushed onto the steps between the two temples
(and later replaced by the Greek ArchaeologicalService).As a result, today the interaxial
spaces vary from 1.890 to 1.952 m. More reliable are the measurementsgiven by Gandy,
since he took them when the temple was better preserved.He gives the interaxial space for
most intervals along the south side, and they vary from 6' 2.9" (1.90246) to 6' 3.2"
(1.91008), with an average over eight intervalsof 1.9062 m. This distance is equivalent to
2.6697 lower diametersof 0.714 m.49
Gandy gives the interaxial space between the southeastcornercolumn and the next on
the south side as 5' 8.95" (1.7513 m.). At the southwestcorner,he gives the distancefromthe
center of the second column from the west to the west edge of the stylobate as 7' 0.67"
(2.1506 m.). If one-half the diameter of an enlarged corner column (0.364 m.), together

with the distance from the perimeterof the column to the edge of the stylobate (0.05 m.) is
subtracted,the result is a corner interaxial distance of 2.1506 - 0.364 -0.05 = 1.7366 m.
Hence, the angle contraction,in respectto the averageinteraxial spacing, on the south side
of the temple would have been 1.9062 - 1.7366 = 0.1696 m. at the southwestand 1.9062
1.7513 = 0.1549 m. at the southeast.50
Because of the small size of the temple, the actual spacing of the columns is among the
narrowest found in preservedClassical buildings, with a clear space between columns of
only 1.1922 m. The closest parallel is the Metroon at Olympia, built one hundred years
later, ca. 320 B.C.; its stylobatemeasures 10.62 m. x 20.67 m., with 6 x 11 columns,and the
interaxial spacing is 2.01 M.51 The lower diameterof the columns,0.85 m., provideda clear
Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"p. 180. The figure 0.027 m. is equivalentto 1/12 of Dinsmoor's"Doric Foot".
Gandy, pl. 11. The figure should be reliable, since Gandy remarksthat the column drums were in their
original (fallen) positions.
49 Gandy, pl. 1. On the north side, Gandy notes that the average space is 6' 3.08", or 1.907 m. Dinsmoor
(AAG3,p. 339) gives the interaxial space as 1.904 m., which is exactly 2 2/3 (2.666) times 0.714. But none of
the spaces measuredby Gandy were exactly 1.904 m. It happens that the lower diameter0.7-14m. is exactly 2
3/16 times 0.32640, the Doric Foot "reckoned"by Dinsmoor for Rhamnous, and thus an interaxial space of
1.904 would be exactly 5 5/6 D.F. (5.833). Such tidy computationsclearly can be derivedonly by choosinga
mean.
50 Dinsmoor (AAG3,p. 339) gives the cornerspacing as "c. 1.730 m." (This is exactly 5 3/10 of his "Doric
Foot".)
51 Dinsmoor, AAG3,p. 339.
47
48
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space of 1.16 m. In the Stoa Basilcios in the Athenian Agora, built at the end of the 6th
century, the interaxial spacing is 1.920 in., close to the 1.9062 m. at Rhamnous, but the
columns are only 0.6144 m. in diameter,which provideda larger clearanceof 1.3056 in.52
The difficultyof scaling down the Doric order may have been one reason why the builders
chose to have a peristyle of 6 x 12 columns, rather than the arrangementof 6 x 13 columns
in the 5th century.
The Capitals
Seven capitals are preserved,two of them cemented together from several fragments
(P1.38:a, b).53 The abacusis 0.754 m. squareand 0.130 m. high, the echinus,0.100 m. high.
52 T. L. Shear, Jr., "The Athenian Agora:Excavationsof 1970,"Hesperia 40,1971 (pp. 241-279), p. 243,
note 4. I am grateful to ProfessorShear for the slightly differentdimensionscited here, which will appear in
his final publicationof the Royal Stoa. The problemof the spacing of the columnsin small Doric buildings is
discussedby Coulton (Architects,pp. 88-89, 91-92).
5 An eighth capital) C8, is larger than the others and has a different profile (Fig. 10:A and P1. 38:c). Although the capital is of Agia Marina marble,it cannotbelong to the presentTemple of Nemesis, becauseof its
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Below the echinus are three annulets and the beginningof the flutes, which vary slightly, so
that the total height of the capital is 0.311-0.313 m. The top has a relievingsurfaceextending 0.041-0.043 m. fromthe outer edge, 0.001-0.002 m. high. The bottomalso has a relieving surface,recessed0.007 m. from the centerof the flutes and 0.002 m. high. The diameter
of the bottom is 0.546-0.551 m. measuredon the arrises, 0.527 m. between the centers of
opposite flutes. The flutes are 0.086-0.088 m. wide.
It is fortunate that the capitals are relatively well preservedat Rhamnous, for their
profiles provide welcome evidence for the date of the temple. For the Doric capital, the
height and curve of the echinus, the height of the abacus, and the proportionof the two
togetherwere particularlysubjectto experimentationand change over time, perhaps more
so than any other part of the temple.54Analysis of the measurementsand of the curveof the
profileof the capitalsof the Temple of Nemesis (Fig. 10:B) shows that it is closestto those of
the Stoa at Brauron and the Temple of the Athenians on Delos.55The diameters of the
Doric column at its base and top in relationto the height of the columnsalso provideuseful
evidence for dating. The columns and capitals of these three buildings are similar in size
(see Table 1).
TABLE

Rhamnous
Brauron, Stoa
Delos, Athenians

1: Column and Capital Dimensions

Lower
Diam.

Upper
Diam.

H. capital

L. abacus

H. abacus

H. echinus
and filleting

0.714
0.711
0.769-0.776

0.551
0.546
0.630

0.311-0.313
0.310
0.352-0.357

0.754
0.758
0.854

0.130
0.118
0.139-0.145

0.182-0.183
0.192
0.212-0.213

In his thoroughstudy of the ratio of various parts of the orderin Doric buildings of the
5th century B.C., Bouras has demonstratedthat the Stoa at Brauronis closely similar in its
proportions(and decorativeparts) to the monumentsof the last quarter of the 5th century,
and he dates the Stoa to ca. 420.56 His tables illustrate a close similarity of proportions
height and profile.The profileis similar to that of the poroscapitalsGandy assignedto the Temple of Themis,
to the capitals of the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina, and to those of the Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi;
hence it should be dated to the late Archaic period. A relieving edge on its upper surface shows that it supported an architrave(rather than a votive) and must have belonged to an earlier building in the sanctuary,
perhaps the Archaic Temple of Nemesis (cf. footnote7 above). Pieces of an Archaichawksbeakmolding also
of Agia Marina marble, probablyfrom an epikranitis,may have belongedto the same building (Ep8 234A);
Shoe (pp. 126-127; pl. LX:12) assignedthe moldingto the present Temple of Nemesis, although she dates it
to the later 6th or early 5th century.
54J. J. Coulton,in an analysis of profilesof Doric capitals,has shown that the developmentof the profilesis
not always smooth, but that it is consistentwithin certainregions or periods of time ("DoricCapitals:A ProportionalAnalysis,"BSA 74, 1979, pp.-81-153).
55 Bouras,p. 39, fig. 18; Courby,Delos XII, p. 118, fig. 128. The dimensionsgiven here for the Stoa and the
Temple of the Athenians are those of Bouras and Courby. Courby observesthat in its capital, as in other
details, the Temple of the Athenians on Delos recalls the Parthenon(pp. 117-118, 202-205).
56 Bouras, pp. 149-159.
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2: Proportions of Columns and Capitals
I

Argos, Heraion, N. Stoa
Delphi, Treasury of the Athenians
Olympia, Temple of Zeus
Athens, Parthenon, pteron
Athens, Hephaisteion
Sounion, Temple of Poseidon
Athens, Temple of Ares
Athens, Propylaia (E, W)
Athens, Propylaia (small cols.)
Rhamnous, Temple of Nemesis
Brauron, Stoa
Delos, Temple of the Athenians
Athens, Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios
Bassai, Temple of Apollo, pronaos
Bassai, Temple of Apollo, pteron
Argos, Heraion, New Temple
Eleusis, Prostoon of Philo
Nemea, Temple of Zeus
Tegea, Temple of Athena Alaia
Delphi, Tholos
Stratos, Temple of Zeus
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
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.238
.231
.200
.218
.200
.220
.228
.227
.222
.238

.248
.172
.030

II
.353

III
.690

.346
.331
.326
.332

.706
.581
.650
.620

.320
.316
.313
.312
.310
.305
.302

.577
.620
.568
.563
.560

.300
.291
.278
.275
.274
.269

.550
.490
.466

IV
1.120
1.045
1.012
1.205
1.210
1.210

V
1.310

VI
6.300

VII
4.800

VIII

1.352
1.249
1.302
1.325

6.214
7.193
6.890
7.000

4.595
5.649
5.280
5.280

1:1.273
1:1.410
1:1.217
1:1.208

7.431

5.862

1:1.335

1.271
1.300
1.216
1.310
1.335

1.273
1.267
1.252
1.239

7.540
7.810
7.763

6.590
6.250
6.264

1:1.259
1:1.190
1:1.430

1.125
1.350
1.365
1.430
1.518
1.464
1.485

1.205
1.180

8.100

6.020
6.840

1:1.295

1.178
1.227
1.212
1.270

9.950
9.950
9.206
10.000

8.520
8.120
7.597
7.880

.601

.526
.505

1:1.550
1:1.610
1:1.595

Taper of column (lower diameterminus upper diameter):lower diameterof column
Height of echinus:total height of capital
Height of capital:upper diameterof column
Height of abacus:height of echinus
Side of abacus:diameterof echinus beneath annulets
Side of abacus:height of echinus
Lower diameterof echinus:height of echinus
Height of epistyle: lower diameterof column, dividedby height of epistyle

between the Temple of Nemesis, the Stoa at Brauron,and the Temple of the Athenianson
Delos (ca. 425-417). These three buildings form a group which should be dated after the
Propylaia in Athens (438-432).
Bouras' tables are reproducedhere in Table 2. Column I shows the ratio of the
amountof taper of the columnto the lower diameter.Here the Propylaia (0.220), the Temple of the Athenians on Delos (0.222), the Stoa at Brauron (0.227), and the Temple of
Nemesis (0.228) all have similar proportions.
Column II shows the ratio of the height of the echinus dividedby the total height of the
capitals. The proportions of the Temple of Nemesis (0.313) and the Stoa of Brauron
(0.312) fall between those of the Propylaia (0.320 and 0.316) and the Temple of the Athenians on Delos (0.3 10).
57 Bouras, pp. 149-153. The figures for the Temple of Nemesis are based on my own measurements;all
others are those of Bouras. The differencebetween our figuresis slight and does not affectthe relativeposition
of the Temple of Nemesis in the tables.
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Column III shows the ratio of the height of the capital to the upper diameter of the
column. Again the proportion of the Temple of Nemesis (0.568) is between that of the
Propylaia (0.577) and those of the Stoa at Brauron(0.563) and the Temple of the Athenians
on Delos (0.560).
In Column IV, the height of the abacusis dividedby the height of the echinus.The Stoa
at Brauron has a lower proportion(1.216) than the Propylaia (1.271), the Temple of Nemesis (1.300), or the Temple of the Athenianson Delos (1.310), but the Temple of Nemesis
nonethelessfalls between the Propylaia and the Temple of the Athenianson Delos.
Column V shows the ratio of the length of the sides of the abacusto the diameterof the
echinus beneath the annulets. The proportionsof the Temple of Nemesis (1.267) and the
Stoa at Brauron (1.252) are similar, but the proportionof the Parthenon(1.249) is smaller,
while that of the Temple of Zeus at Stratos (1.270) is greater. With these two exceptions,
the Doric order was designedwith a decreasein this proportionas time passed. Again the
Temple of Nemesis falls between the Propylaia and the Temple of the Athenians.
Column VI shows the ratio of the length of the sides of the abacus to the height of the
echinus abovethe annulets. Here again, the proportionat Rhamnous (7.540) falls between
that of the Propylaia (7.43 1), and those of the Temple of the Athenians (7.763) and the Stoa
at Brauron (7.810).
In Column VII, the lower diameterof the echinus is comparedto its height. The Temple of Nemesis (6.590) has a greater proportionthan the Stoa at Brauron (6.250) and the
Temple of the Athenians (6.264). These three buildings with the Temple of Apollo at Bassai (6.020) form a group falling between the Propylaia (5.862) and the later Heraion at
Argos (6.840).
Finally, Column VIII shows a ratio which relatesthe columnto the courseimmediately
above it, the epistyle: the height of the epistyle comparedto the lower diameterof the column dividedby the height of the epistyle. The Temple of Nemesis (1:1.259) falls between
the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (1:1.208) and the Hephaisteion (1:1.217) on one side,
and the Propylaia (1:1.355) and the Temple of the Athenians (1:1.430) on the other. The
Temple of the Athenians on Delos is close to the Parthenon (1:1.410), which, as we have
seen, occasionallyhas exceptionalproportions.With these two exceptions,and those of the
Propylaia and the Stoa at Brauron (neither of them temples), the temples show a gradual
increase in this proportionover time. The design of the epistyle of the Temple of Nemesis
(in its relation to the lower diameter of the column) lies between that of the Temple of
Poseidonat Sounion and that of the later Heraion at Argos.
This analysis shows that in the Temple of Nemesis the proportionsof each part of the
column and the capital, their appearanceand dimensions,and the proportionsbetween the
column and the epistyle are most closely related to those of the Stoa at Brauron and the
Temple of the Athenians on Delos. To judge from the capital and column, the Temple of
Nemesis should be dated after the Propylaiaand close to the Stoa at Brauronand the Temple of the Athenians on Delos, thereforeca. 430-420 B.C. (see furtherpp. 226-227 below).
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EPISTYLES

Over the thirty-two columns of the Temple of Nemesis were thirty-two blocks of the
epistyle which, togetherwith their backers,spannedthe intervalsaroundthe peristyle. One
complete corner block and pieces of two other corner blocks of the exterior epistyle are
preserved,as well as one complete intermediateblock, pieces of two others, and two fragments. Only three pieces of the interior (pronaos) epistyle are left. Across the pronaos,the
epistyle was probablydividedinto five blocks carriedabovethe columnsof the pronaosand
the antae. The opisthodomoswould also have had an epistyle acrossthe width of the cella,
but no preservedblocks can be assigneddefinitelyto it.
The blocksof the interiorand exteriorepistyles have the same height but differ in their
moldings.The interiorepistyle is distinguishedfromthe exteriorby its heaviermoldingsand
larger taeniae, regulae, and guttae. On the blocks with lighter moldings, the regula is
0.377 m. long (the width of the triglyphs)and 0.048 m. high, while on the blockswith heavier
moldings,the regula is 0.425 m. long (restoredon the basis of the spacingof preservedguttae)
and 0.057 m. high (Fig. 11:E, F). The heightsof the taeniae also differ,0.044 m. and0.056 m.
for exteriorand interiorrespectively.On the exteriorof the temple, the width of the regulae
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11. Comparison of profiles of the regulae: A) Parthenon. B) Hephaisteion. C) Temple of Ares.
D) Temple of Poseidonat Sounion. E) Temple of Nemesis, exterior. F) Temple of Nemesis, interior.
G) Temple of Apollo, Bassai. H) Temple of the Athenians, Delos.
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should correspondwith the width of the triglyphs;this is the principal reason for assigning
the blockswith lighter moldingsto the exteriorepistyle.58
Gandy's restorationof the temple was made with the assumptionthat the pronaos epistyle and frieze were carriedfrom the anta acrossthe width of the flank pteromaandjoined
the back of the exterior frieze and epistyle on either side;this reconstructionof a continuous
epistyle and frieze has been accepted by all modern scholars.59Apparently the specific
blockswhich would indicatethe continuousentablaturewere not well preservedeven when
Gandy visited the site, for he also incorrectlyassignedthe epistyle blockswith heaviermoldings to the exterior, and the lighter epistyle to the interior.60
The principal evidencefor an extendedepistyle and frieze now discernibleon the temple is the spacing of the peristylecolumns,in which the third from the facadeon each side is
aligned with the antae of the pronaos. Although the arrangementof the peristyle does not
necessarilyindicate that the frieze and epistyle over the pronaoswere in fact carriedacross
the pteromata,the two columnson the flanks could have providedthe necessarysupportfor
blocks extendedfrom the pronaos.61
Additional evidence for an extended frieze is providedby the northern and southern
returns of the antae, which have a length of 0.722 m., greater than those of the opisthodomos.This dimensionis preservedon the northeastand southeastcornerorthostatesof the
outer walls and antae (blocks 162L and 163M). This greaterlength suggests a restoration
of an epistyle block and its backer carriedacross perpendicularto the returns, rather than
an epistyle block surmountedby a simple cornertriglyph.
Evidencefor this juncture of blocksabove the anta might have been providedby backer
blocks for the frieze or epistyle of the exterior order,with appropriatecuttings for the joint,
but none were present on the site. If the epistyle and frieze were carried across the pteromata, there should be a cutting at the backs of the peristyle geison blocks wide enough to
receive both them and a wide frieze crown (correspondingto the epikranitis) above them.
The geison blockswhich have been restoredto the positionsat the possiblepoint of juncture,
however, are not preserved at the back and therefore provide no evidence for the inner
entablature.
The arrangementon the west end of the temple is much more certain. The back of the
one geison block of the flank that can be restoredin the position opposite the antae of the
opisthodomosis preservedand has a cutting for the epikranitis,which was carriedacrossthe
pteromatato provide support for the ceiling beams. The ceiling beams change directionat
this point: they were parallel with the long axis of the temple over the end pteroma (west
porch) but perpendicularto the long axis over the flanks. Cuttings to receive the course
58 The distinction between the interior and exterior epistyles was first observed correctly by Dinsmoor
("Fantasies,"pp. 179-186). He notes four other temples (in the Peloponnese)where the interior epistyle has
heavier moldings than the exterior. Dinsmoor suggests that at Rhamnous there was "a desire to make the
porch epistyle ... look smaller by enlargementof the Doric mouldings"(p. 184).
59 Gandy, pl. 3; Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"p. 182.
60
Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"p. 182.
61 The earliest example in mainland Greece for this ground plan is the Classical temple at Kalapodi (ca.
480-460 B.C.); see further discussionof this point below, p. 224.
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crowning the pronaos entablaturemust be restoredon the correspondinggeison blocks at
the east end as well, whether or not the pronaos epistyle and frieze carriedover the pteromata. The cutting for an epikranitis alone, however, would be narrowerthan one for the
whole entablature.
The Temple of Ares had a continuous frieze and epistyle carried across to the outer
colonnade,but their outer appearanceis unknown.62In the Hephaisteion and the Temple
of Poseidon at Sounion the columns and antae of the pronaos are aligned with the third
flank column of the peristyle, and epistyle blocks are carriedacrossto the outer colonnade;
the epistylia are crowned with Ionic moldings, and the frieze above them is a continuous
Ionic frieze. The Temple of Nemesis, however, is entirely in the Doric order, without the
lonicisms of the other two temples. The pronaosepistyle is Doric with Doric moldings,and
it should have carried a Doric frieze. If it had a Doric frieze, there should have been triglyphs, 0.42 m. wide to agree with the width of the heavy regulae, alternatingwith metopes
estimatedto be 0.615 m. wide. A half-triglyph, or a re-entranttriglyph, would fall at the
juncture of the extendedfrieze with the backerof the exteriorfrieze. At the presenttime no
such pieces exist on the site, and both solutions seem unlikely.63Dinsmoor had suggesteda
"blankfrieze" to get around this difficulty, but a blank frieze over Doric columns and a
normal Doric epistyle would be an extraordinarysolution.64
Although at presentthere is no proof for the existenceof an extendedepistyle and frieze
over the pronaos, it seems on balance likely that they were carried across to the peristyle:
this is the best explanation for the wide return of the antae. Given the limitations of the
evidence,a conservativesolution is illustratedin the reconstructionsin Figures 12, 15, and
21, with both frieze and epistyle extending over the antae of the pronaos but terminating
over the return of the antae of the opisthodomos.
The Exterior Epistyle

Most of the few blocks of the epistyle left on the site can be assigned to their original
positions,with the evidenceprovidedby the configurationof the regulae and the findspotsof
the blocks (Figs. 11, 31). The cornerepistyle blockshave the usual arrangement,with their
long sides presentedto the facadesand their shortends on the flanks.On the three preserved
corners,the short end has a regula with five guttae, and the sixth gutta is cut on the adjacent
intermediateblock on the flank. This division, a more economicalway of cutting the block
than the L-shape required by the length of a full regula, is used on the northeastcornerof
the Parthenon.65The other three cornersof the Parthenonhave the full regula cut on the
return;so too do all four cornersof the Hephaisteion.66On the Temple of Ares, both a split
62 The existence of the continuous frieze and epistyle is shown by a preservedwall block from behind the
frieze: McAllister, pp. 32-33, fig. 17.
63
Re-entrant angles: Coulton, Architects, pp. 129-133; J. J. Coulton, "The Treatment of Re-entrant
Angles,"BSA 61, 1966, pp. 132-146.
64
Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"pp. 182-183. In the Propylaiato the Akropolisat Athens, there is a blank frieze
on the west face of the southwestwing, abovean epistyle with an extendedregula along its whole length and a
continuousrow of guttae. This entablatureis set over rectangularpillars.
65 A. Orlandos, H apXLTEKTOVLK7jTOVHapOEvWvoq, Athens 1976, pls. 8, 31, 33.
66 Koch, p. 53, ill. 35.
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13. Epistyle blocks El-E8

regula and a full regula were used on two opposite corners.6 The long sides of the corner
blocks have two complete regulae and one half-regula. Block El is the best preserved corner
epistyle block. Its full length is 2.077 m. (or 2.106 m. if the depth of the regula on the return
is included). El was found east of the northeast corner, to which it belongs (Fig. 13).
The southeast corner epistyle block, E2 (Fig. 13), was found lying close to that corner of
the temple. Only the actual corner of the block is preserved, with a present length of
0.451 m. The return, which would be on the south side, has a regula with five guttae,
0.32 8 m. long. The height of E2 is 0.5 67 m.
67

Dinsmoor, "Ares,"p. 27; McAllister, pp. 16-17.
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The northwest corner epistyle block, E3 (Fig. 13), was found lying just north of the
northwest corner.Slightly less than half the block is preserved,includingthe outer corner,
with a length of 0.872 m. One of a pair of lewis holes is preservedon the top surface.
An intermediateblock, E5 (Fig. 13), lay north of the northwestcornerof the temple. Its
full length is preserved(1.749 m.), which includesa half-regulaon the left end, a full regula
in the center, and one-sixth of a regula (with one gutta) on the right. Because of the short
regula on its right end, and because it was found below the appropriateposition, E5 is
assigned to the north flank, adjacent to the northwest corner. The length of this block,
1.749 m., added to the width of the short end of the corner block, 0.328 m., comes to

2.077 m., exactly the length (east face) of El, the northeastcornerblock.Sincethe interaxial
space between cornercolumnsand adjacentflank columnswas contractedto ca. 1.73 m., the
joint between the corner block and the block on the flank falls only 0.019 m. outside the
central axis of the cornercolumn.
Another intermediateblock, E4 (Fig. 13), was found lying upside down east of the
centerof the east side of the temple. The face of this block carriesa dedicatoryinscriptionof
the Roman period (p. 237 below). The block has one completeregula in the centerand two
half-regulae on each end (one cemented).Becauseof the inscriptionon its face, the block is
assigned to the center interval on the east side. Although the complete length is not preserved,it may be restoredas 1.879 m.
There are three pieces of other epistyle blocks (Fig. 13): E6, the right end of a block;E7
and E8, each a fragmentfrom the left end of a block.These pieces cannotbe assignedto any
specificlocationon the epistyle.
The calculateddimensionsof the epistyle would have been 9.8492 x 21.2828 m. These
figures are obtainedby addingthe length of the cornerblocksto the appropriatenumberof
interaxial columnar spaces and subtracting0.027 m. on each side for the inward inclination of the column axes (2 x 2.077 + 3 x 1.9062 -2 x 0.027 = 9.8492 m.; 2 x 2.077 + 9 x
1.9062 -2 x 0.027 = 21.2828 m.).
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Parthenon [A]
Propylaia (Central Hall)
Propylaia (Wings)
Hephaisteion [B]
Temple of Ares (restored)[C]
Temple of Poseidon, Sounion [D]
Temple of Nemesis (exterior) [E]
Temple of Nemesis (pronaos) [F]
Temple of Apollo, Bassai [G]
Temple of Athenians, Delos [H]
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3: Epistyle Dimensions and Proportions
Height of
Taenia

Height of
Epistyle

Ratio
T:E

0.11303
0.091
0.077
0.0762
0.076
0.072
0.046
0.056
0.074
0.064

1.348
1.150
0.810
0.836
[0.836]
0.834
0.567
0.567
0.722
0.566

1:11.93
1:12.63
1:10.52
1:10.97
[1:11]
1:11.58
1:12.326
1:10.125
1:9.76
1:8.843

The blocks of the epistyle were clampedto each other with double T-clamps, but they
were not doweled into the abaci of the capitals. The top surfacesof the capitals have relieving edges 0.04-0.053 m. wide on all four sides but no other cuttings.At Sounionthe epistyle
blocks of the Temple of Poseidonwere doweled into the capitals with small verticaldowels
(P1. 38:d). These epistylia were much larger blocks, however, with a length of 2.522 m.
Whether the epistylia of the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Ares were doweled is not
known.
The Epistyle Backers

One nearly complete epistyle backer, EB1 22A, was found on the north side of the
temple. Its length (1.88 m.) and height (0.567 m.) match the length and height of the epi-

style blocks. The top of the outer face of the block was crownedwith a fascia 0.092 m. high
and 0.015 m. in projection.Its bottomsurfacehas two weatheredlines where it restedon the
relieving edges of the capitals. It is curious that only one of the original 32 blocks from the
outer peristyle has survived, but, like the epistyles themselves and the wall blocks of the
temple, their convenient,squared-off shape must have made them attractiveto scavengers
for building material.
The Pronaos Epistyle

Only three pieces of the interiorepistyle are preserved(Fig. 14). Becauseall were found
close to the north side of the temple at its east end, they are assigned to the pronaos rather
than to the opisthodomos.The pieces include the left end of a block, E9; the right end of a
block, E1 1; and the centerof a block,E10. The cuttingsfor T-clamps on E9 and E1 1 match,
and so they are assigned adjacentpositions. Since only parts of the blocks are preserved,
their exact locationswithin the coursecannotbe determined.In the reconstructionin Figure
12, their positions are arbitrary.
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In Doric buildings in the secondhalf of the 5th century,the proportionof the height of
the taenia to the total height of the epistyle changes.The measurements(in meters) and ratios are given for severallater 5th-centurybuildingsin Table 3 (p. 169 above;cf. Fig. 11).68
This comparisonshows a general developmentof a taenia heavier in proportionto the
whole height of the epistyle. The taenia on the exterior of the Temple of Nemesis is unusally light for the second half of the 5th century;it is closestto those of the Parthenonand
the central hall of the Propylaia. As we shall see, there are other details in the Temple of
Nemesis which recall details in the Parthenon.The proportionof the pronaostaenia, however, falls between that of the wings of the Propylaia (the last part of the construction,which
stoppedin 432 B.C.) and that of the Temple of Apollo at Bassai (built in the 420's).
FRIEZE

Above the thirty-two columns and thirty-two intervalsof the peristyleof the Temple of
Nemesis was a frieze of sixty-eight triglyphs (eight paired as corner triglyphs) and sixtyfour metopes. Of those on the north, south, and west sides, only eleven metopes and eleven
triglyphs are missing today. The frieze on the east was replacedin the Roman period, and
half the replacementblocksare preserved.The metopesand triglyphswere carvedon blocks
in combinations of two, three, and four units, but most blocks were four units long
(P1. 39:a). Some are very well preserved;others are in small, broken, and badly weathered
pieces. In 1977 the blocks could be found scatteredaroundthe temple, usually not far from
the side to which they belong.
The triglyphs were designedto be 0.377 m. in width, and eleven of twenty completely
preservedtriglyphs measure precisely 0.377 m., while others vary from 0.366 to 0.382 m.;
they average 0.3769 m. Twenty-one metopes are completelypreserved,ten of them set between triglyphs on the same block and eleven on the ends of blocks,where the next triglyph
on the adjacentblock overlappedthem. The ten metopes with fixed widths average0.5715
(i.e. ca. 0.572 m.). Four measure 0.572 m., while the others vary between 0.566 and
0.575 m. The eleven metopes on the ends of blocks average 0.5836 m., varying from
0.572 m. to 0.592 m. (The overlap of the triglyphs on perfectly preserved blocks varies
slightly, 0.021-0.024 m.) Together, the widths of the averagetriglyph of 0.377 m. and the
average metope of 0.5725 m. equal 0.949 m., a measurementwhich recurs as a module
throughout the building. The heights of completely preserved blocks are 0.576 m. (two
blocks) and 0.577 m. (two blocks);they average0.5765 m.
The frieze has been discussedmost recently by Dinsmoor, who measuredthe length of
twelve frieze blocks and noted four additional blocks of the Roman period on the site.69
68 Parthenon: Orlandos (footnote 65 above); Hephaisteion: Koch, p. 53; Temple of Ares: McAllister,
de More'e,Paris 1833,111, pl. XXXIII; Bassai:Blouet,
pp. 16-17; Sounion:A. Blouet, Expe'ditionscientiJfique
II, pl. X; Propylaia: R. Bohn, Die Propyliien der Akropoliszu Athen, Berlin 1882, pl. XI; Temple of the
Athenians, Delos: Courby,De'losXII, pp. 121-122.
69 Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"pp. 195-203; his elegant reconstructionof the frieze course and its jointing system is based on the numbersof triglyphs and metopeson the 12 blockshe measuredand the orderin which the
units are arranged.The four cornerblockspresenttheir long sides on the flanks;betweenthem, blocksof three
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Twenty-eight blocks are accessibletoday, five of them replacementsof Roman date. The
cuttingson the top surfacesof the twenty-threeoriginal blocksprovidewelcomeevidencefor
their original arrangement,and a more certain reconstructionof the frieze can be made
when this evidencefrom the cuttings is used togetherwith the lengths of the blocksand the
combinationsof triglyphs and metopes (Fig. 15). The blocks have the following cuttings:
1) cuttings for T-clamps on top at each end and at the back (their exact locationon the side
varies enough that if two cuttings match, an originaljoin is certain);2) dowel holes on top,
parallel to the face of the block, for attaching the geison blocks, and pry holes used for
positioning;3) shift cuttings at the bottomof the block.
Among these cuttings, the most useful for reconstructionare the dowel holes for the
geison blocks. Blocks were customarilydoweled into the next lower course at the bottom
edge of one joint surface, where hot lead could easily be poured around the dowel from
above, before the next adjacentblock was set into position. A hole cut near the exposed end
of the dowel hole on the lower course held the end of the pry used to shift the upper block
lengthwise into position. These pry holes indicatenot only the directionin which the upper
block was laid but also which side of the dowel hole coincidedwith the edge of the upper
block. On the frieze blocks,the dowel and pry holes give the exact placementof the edges of
the correspondinggeison blocks.
As on most Doric temples of the 5th century, the soffit of the geison was carvedwith
mutules and viae and placed over the frieze so that there was a mutule over each triglyph
and each metope, with viae between. At Rhamnous, the individualgeison blocks have two
mutules and two viae, with the exception of the cornerblocks, which have two mutules on
each side with viae between, and the two blocksin the centerof each side of the temple. Each
center block has two full mutules and one half-mutule;the latter combineto form the odd
center mutule required by the odd number of intercolumniationson each side. Since the
cornerblocksend with a mutule at thejoint, it follows that intermediategeison blockswith a
via on the left side belong left of center, and those with a via on the right belong right of
center.The viae of the geison occur over the sides of the metopes,and so the locationof the
dowel and pry holes on a frieze block (on the left or the right side of the metopes) can indicate that the geison block above it ends in a via on the left, and belongs left of center,and
the frieze blockitself belongsleft of center;or that the geison blockends in a via on the right,
and the geison and frieze blocksbelong right of center.
units alternatewith blocksof four units and form a neat, logical arrangement.On the east front, the replacement blocks have two units each with one single metope next to the northeastcorner.This reconstructionof
the north, south, and west sides, although pleasing in pattern, cannot be correct.It does not include all the
blocks on the site, and it requires blocks of a shape which does not exist there. The combinationsof triglyphs
and metopes on the extant blocksalone make the reconstructionimpossible:fifteenblocksof four units with a
triglyph on the right end (MTMT) now exist, although only six are used in the reconstruction;there is one
original block of two units (MT), but there is no place for it in the reconstructionof the north, south, or west
sides. Furthermorethere are no intermediateblocks of four units with a metope on the right end (TMTM),
although his reconstructionrequires six of these. Dinsmoor apparently did not measure the cuttings on the
blocks,for he does not discuss them.
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16. Frieze blocks F1-F8

The evidenceof dowel holes, then, makes it possibleto place frieze blocksleft or right of
center,and since the matchingdowel holes on the bottomsof the geison blocksare preserved
on many blocks,the directionof laying can help determineto which side of the temple a block
belongs.The clue is the positionof the pry hole usedto shift the blockinto position:if the hole
is to the left of the dowel, it was used to shift the blockfromleft to right;if on the right, it was
used to shift the blockfrom right to left. The directionof laying is generallyconsistentalong
one side. As we have seen, the long sides of the cornerepistyle blockswere on the ends of the
temple, while the frieze blocks abovethem had their long sides on the flanks, following the
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standard practice of breaking verticaljoints in masonry construction.Corroboratingevidence for this arrangementis found on E3, the northwestcornerepistyle block. It has a pry
hole 0.406 m. fromthe left end, which was used to set the cornerfrieze block.
Three cornerblocks of the frieze are preserved,belonging to the southeast,southwest,
and northwest corners (Fig. 16). Fl, the southwest cornerblock, was found in two pieces,
one lying near the southwest corner,the other on the north side of the temple. Large lewis
holes are cut into its top; it may have been the last laid blockof the course.F2, the southeast
cornerblock,lay close to the southeastcornerof the temple. F3, identifiableas the northwest
cornerblock even though badly weatheredand damaged,was found north of the northeast
corner.
The North Flank
The block from the centerof the frieze courseon the north side, F8 (Fig. 16), is the only
preserved frieze block which has a dowel hole for the geison in the center of a triglyph
(0.693 m. from the left edge of the block). Because the dowel would have attacheda geison
block with a half-mutule, that is, a center block, F8 also must belong in the center. It is
assignedto its positionon the basis of its presentlocationjust north of the centerof the north
side. F8 has four units (MTMT), and the geison block above it was pried to the left.
The position of F8 on the north side, with its left triglyph in the exact centerof the side,
leaves space for eight metopes and eight triglyphs between its right triglyph and the left
metope of F3, the northwestcorner.Since the majorityof preservedfrieze blockshave four
units each (MTMT), it is highly probablethat four such blocksfilled this space.
Three blocks found along the north side of the temple can be assignedto the northwest
part of the frieze. All three have dowel and pry holes for geison blockswhich ended in a via
on the right side; thereforethe frieze blocks themselvesbelong right of center. The geison
blocks were pried to the left, as were the center geison blocks above F8. F9 (Fig. 17) has a
cutting for a T-clamp on the left which matches the clamp cutting on the right of F8; the
T-clamp cutting on the right matches that on F 10 (Fig. 17). Although the left side of F 11
(Fig. 17) is brokenand the cutting for a T-clamp is not preserved,it is assignedhere next to
F10. A fourth block, F12 (Fig. 17), assumed here to be full length (MTMT), is restored
adjacentto Fl1. The northwest corner block F3 is badly damaged, as are Fl1 and F12,
while the rest of the frieze on the north side is better preserved.
The other possiblepositionsfor blocksF 11 and F 12 are towardthe east end of the south
flank, or on the west side toward the south. As we shall see, however, these positions are
occupiedin the proposedreconstructionby other blocks found lying close to those sides.
Between the centerblock F8 and the missing northeastcornerblockwere nine triglyphs
and eight metopes.Theoretically,they could have been carvedeither on three blocksof four
units (MTMT) and one of five units (TMTMT) or on three blocks of four units
(MTMT), one of three units (TMT), and one of two units (MT). There are no blocks of
five units on the site. Such a length would have been difficultto quarry and cumbersometo
maneuver into position. It is most likely that the five units were carved on two separate
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17. Frieze blocks F9-F16

blocks, since F23 gives evidence of a block of two units and F17 of a block of three (both
assignedto the south flank).
Three blocks of four units were found north of the north side, east of the center. Each
has dowels which indicate that the geison blocks above them ended in a via on the left and
belong left of center,and so these frieze blocksalso belong left of center.A fourth block, F4,
also belongs left of center for the same reason. The preservedlength of F4 is only 0.835 m.,
but the block is restored here with three units (TMT) to a full length of 1.281 m. F4 is
placed adjacentto the northeastcorner,since it ends in a (restored)triglyph on the left side,
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which is requiredof this position. Next to it are assigned F5 (MTMT), F6 (MTMT), and
F7 (MTMT). Most of the cuttings for T-clamps on these blocks are not preserved,so that
the exact order of the blocks is not certain. Nonetheless, F5 is placed next to F4 because its
back preserves a T-clamp cutting for attachmentto the backer block of the frieze. Four
blocks would have met behind the frieze block in this position: two backer blocks for the
exterior frieze, and one frieze block and one backercarriedacrossto the peristyle from the
northeastanta. F5 is assigned here since its four-unit length could accommodatesuch numerous connections;a block of two units restoredhere would have resulted in yet another
joint close to the others. Since F7 has no T-clamp cutting for attachmentto the backerblock,
and F6 is not sufficientlypreservedto determinewhether it was clampedat the back, F5 is
preferredfor this critical position. In the reconstructionin Figure 15, a space for a block of
two units, which is not preserved,is reservedon the left of the centerblock F8.
The SouthFlank
Although the centerblock of the frieze on the south flank is not preserved,it is assumed
that its treatmentwas like that of the north flank, F8. With this arrangement,the geison
blocksaboveit would then have had theirjoint (betweenhalf-mutules)over a triglyphin the
middle of a block rather than at the end of a block. The jointing of the blocks between the
southwestcornerand the centerblockis then the same as that of the easternpart of the north
flank: this section of the frieze, in additionto the cornerblock, is composedof one block of
three units, three of four units, and one of two units (Fig. 15; cf. Fig. 18).
F 17 (TMT) belongs left of centerbecauseof the dowel hole for the geison above,and as
a block of three units ending in a triglyph on the right, it can only fit the position adjacentto
the cornerblock Fl or the equivalent position on the northeast.The position next to Fl is
confirmedby the matchingT-clamp cuttingson F1 and F17.
F18 (MTMT), a block of four units, belongs left of center because of the dowel holes
for the geison, which indicatethat the geison block endedin a via on the left and belongs left
of center.The cutting for a T-clamp on the left end matchesthat on the right end of F 17.
F19 (MTMT), a block of four units, also belongs left of center because of the dowel
holes for the geison. On the evidenceof the T-clamps, the left side of F19 adjoinsF18. F20
(MTMT), a block of four units belonging left of center, probablyfollows F19 to the right.
The T-clamp cuttingon the right side of F19 is not preserved,but F20 is the only remaining
four-unit block which can be assigned to the south side. Both F19 and F20 lie north of the
north side of the temple, and both are unusually well preserved.Their positionon the south
flank of the temple is assured by the directionof laying of the geison course above:on the
western part of the south flank, the blockswere pried from left to right and the dowels set on
the right side of the geison blocks. On the eastern part of the north flank, the geison blocks
were pried from right to left and the dowels set on the right side of the geison blocks. In
additionto F19 and F20, some of the geison blocksabovethem, G22, G26, and half of G24,
also were found lying north of the temple, near the east end and are much better preserved
than blocksassignedto the north flank (see p. 194 below). At sometime afterthe destruction
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18. Frieze blocks F 17-F23

of the temple this group of blocksmust have been movedto the north side, perhapswhen the
Societyof Dilettanti were investigatingthe smaller temple.
Like the center frieze block, the two-unit block for the positionjust left of center is not
preserved.
We might have expected that the space between the center block and the southeast
corner would be filled by four blocks of four units each, as on the northwest flank. Here,
however, the space was occupied by three blocks of four units each and two of two units
each. This arrangementprovideda solid constructionabovethe third column from the east,
where the frieze was broughtover from the southeastanta of the pronaos.
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To the right of centeron the south flank, the geison blockswere pried from left to right
and doweledon the left, just as those left of center.Geison blocksG30, G28, G15, and G14,
all assignedto the easternpart of the south flank, preservedowel holes on their left sides, as
does the cornerblock G 1.
On the evidence of the dowel and pry holes for the geison course above, three frieze
blocksare assignedto the southeastflank, F21 (MTMT), F22 ([M]TMT), and F23 (MT).
All these blocks lie southeast of the southeast corner. F23 (MT), the two-unit block, is
restorednext to the cornerblock F2. While the clamp cuttingis not preservedon the left end
of F2, the assignmentis assuredsimply becauseF23 is a blockof two units;the shortblockis
required next to the corner so that F22 ([M]TMT) can be placed on its left, in a position
indicatedby an unusual cutting. F22 has a peculiarlyplaced dowel hole for the geison, only
0.046 m. to the right of the right edge of the left triglyph. The length of the dowel hole is
slightly more than half the width of the via on the geison above (0.094 m.) and was cut in
this position to fasten a geison block with a half-via on its left side (see p. 193 below). This
geison block, G 14, exists on the site. The correspondingdowel hole is preservedon its left
end, and it fits into position R, just east of the frieze broughtover from the southeastanta of
the pronaos.
F21 (MTMT) also has a peculiarity:there is no dowel hole for the geison block,only a
shallow, square shift hole. This cutting, located 0.08 m. to the right of the left triglyph,
shows that there was a joint in the geison course above it. The geison block resting on the
right half of F21 endedin a via on the left and was not doweled;it thereforewas the one laid
last over this sectionof the frieze. The geison block assignedfor other reasonsto position P,
directlyover the right side of F21, is completelypreservedat its left end and has no dowel
holes, which confirmsthat the block was the last laid in this section,(P1.40:a).
The geison blockover the left side of F2 1, G30 in position0, had a dowel in its left side,
although the correspondingdowel hole on the left half of F21 is broken away. Block G30
must have been the first laid in this section of the geison, and the square hole on F21
was used to shift it exactly into its properposition. In the reconstructionof the frieze in Figure 15, space is left for one block of four units and one of two units between F21 and the
centerblock. Neither of these is preserved.
The West Front

Since the cornerblocks Fl and F3 end in a triglyph on their shortersides, which form
part of the frieze of the facade,it follows that both blocksadjacentto the cornersmust end in
a metope: one on the left, adjacent to the northwest corner,,and the other on the right,
adjacentto the southwest corner.
F16 (MTM) is the only block on the site today with two metopes and a triglyph. The
dowel holes for the geison indicate that it ended in a via on the right and belongs right of
center;F 16 is restorednext to the southwest corner. The geison blocks on the west facade
were pried from right to left and doweled on the right end. Three geison blocks from the
west facade preserve dowel holes,on the end: G45 (belongs left of center), G56, and G49
(belongsright of center).
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This leaves space in the frieze course for four blocks of four units each. Three such
blocks are preserved:F13 (MTMT), F14 (MTMT), and F15 (MTMT). F15 has a pry
hole near a broken,hollow area where the dowel hole would have been cut. The placement
indicatesthat the geison block aboveendedin a via on the right. The only positionfor Fl 5 is
to the left of F16.
F13 (MTMT) belongs left of centerbecauseof the placementof the dowel hole for the
geison. It is assigned here next to the northwest cornerblock F3, although it could also fit
the positionjust to the right of the one assigned. F14 (MTMT) is so weatheredthat almost
no top surface exists, and no cuttings are preserved.F14 could fit in any of the three positions between the northwest corner and F 15; it is assigned here to the right of F 13. The
presentlocationof blocks F 13, F 14, and F 15 near the west end of the temple is an important
considerationfor assigning them to the west facaderatherthan to the north flank. They are
large blocks,and it is unlikely that they were movedfar from their proper side.
The East Front

No identifiablepiece of the original frieze of the east facade is on the site today;there
are, however, several replacementblocks of the Roman period which are discussedbelow.
Although the Classical east frieze is missing from the site, modernscholarshave considered
it as a possible location for a sculpturedmetope of unknown proveniencenow in the Villa
Albani at Rome. Ernst Langlotz suggestedthat the east side originallyhad sculpturedmetopes, and he found an iconographicallysuitable candidatein the Albani piece, notingthat not
only its subject (interpretedas Artemis and Leto killing the Niobids) but also its stylistic
date would be appropriatefor the Temple of Nemesis.70DinsmoorrejectedLanglotz'attribution on the basis of the dimensionsof the metope, which he consideredto be too small to
suit the building.71
Langlotz assumed that the Albani metope had been cut from a larger block which included triglyphs, even though, as Dinsmoor remarks, the "thicknessand conditionof the
back of the slab in the Villa Albani are unknown."72If the slab were sawn, either from a
dismantledlarger block with triglyphs or directly out of its place on the building, it may
have lost some height and width in the process, and the smaller measurementscited by
Dinsmoor would not by themselves provide sufficient reason to reject Langlotz' attribution.73Langlotz' supposition that the block was cut down is doubtful, however, since in
70 E.

Langlotz, "Eine Metope des Nemesistempelsin Rhamnous,"Scritti in onore de Bartolommeo Nogara,
Vatican City 1937, pp. 225-230, pl. XXI; Karusu, "Akroter,"p. 182, fig. 50:1; F. Hiller, Formgeschichtliche
Untersuchungen zurgriechischen Statue des spaten 5. Jahrhunderts v. Chr., Mainz 1971, p. 55, note 120 and

pp. 63-69; Ridgway, pp. 30-31, 34, 39.
71 Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"pp. 199-203.
72 Dinsmoor ("Fantasies,"p. 202): " . . . at presentit seems to be a comparativelythin slab, but this in itself,
unless future examination should reveal Greek tooling rather than Roman chipping or sawing on the back,
would not militate against a Rhamnountineorigin."This conclusionis apparentlythe result of his assumption
that a sculpturedmetope might have been cut on the same block as triglyphs.
7 Other reasons put forth by Dinsmoor for rejectingthe slab are the height and projectionof the taenia,
which he says do not match blocks on the site today. The height of the taenia on the frieze blocks still extant,
however, does vary; on the best preservedblocks it is as follows: 0.052 m. (on three blocks), 0.053 m. (two
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Greek templesof the Classical periodcarvedmetopesare cut on individualslabs and slipped
between the triglyphs.74The small scale of the Temple of Nemesis would not necessarily
have forceda departurefrom this custom,for even the Treasury of the Atheniansat Delphi,
with triglyphs and metopes of dimensionssimilar to those on the Temple of Nemesis, has
figured metopes carvedon individual slabs. Practical concernssuch as ease of carving and
handling made separately carved metopes the common practice, and the technique also
facilitatedthe use of a differentmaterial for the metopes,if that was wanted.
Although no pieces of the original east frieze have been found at Rhamnous, it is clear
from the preserved southeast corner block that individual metopes were not used: F2
(MTMT-T) has no slot to receive a thin metope slab. It has anathyrosisalong the surface
which adjoinedthe metope of the next block on the east fapadeand a cutting for a T-clamp
to fasten the two togetherin a locationwhich indicatesthat the missing easternblockhad the
usual thicknessof ca. 0.32 m.
The slab in the Villa Albani is now set in plaster, which makes measurementof its
dimensionsdifficultand uncertain.Both the left and right edges, however,are partly visible
and each has a finely beveled edge characteristicof metopes fitted into slots between two
triglyphs.75Since individualinsertedmetopeswere not used at Rhamnous,the Albani metope could not have belongedto the temple.
Although the original blocks of the east frieze are not preserved,the system of jointing
may be deducedfromthe epistyle blocksand by analogywith the west fapade.Epistyle block
El, belongingon the northeastcorner,is preservedin its full length of 2.077 m. Two sets of
pry holes on its top surface were used to set the blocks of the frieze: 1) a pry hole 0.199 m.
from the left end, of a shape and depth similar to other original pry holes used on the building; 2) four pry holes, 0.94-0.996 m. from the right end, cut when repairswere made in the
Roman period (see below); three of these are perpendicularto the face of the block and are
larger, deeper, and more roughly cut than the pry holes for the original construction.The
fourth, parallel to the face of the block, is also roughly cut. The hole closest to the left edge
blocks), 0.054 m. (one block), with an averageof 0.0526 m. Dinsmoor measured0.051 m. on the Albani relief
and 0.0545 m. at Rhamnous. Since there is a greatervariationamong the preservedexamples than Dinsmoor
realized, the height of the taenia is not a valid reasonto rejectthe metope. (On some blocksthere is a relieving
edge 0.001-0.002 m. high; one wonderswhether the Albani metopehas this treatmentand whether Dinsmoor
consideredit in his measurementsof the blocks at Rhamnous.) The projectionof the taenia, which Dinsmoor
measured on the relief as 0.004 m., in contrastto the 0.0125 m. he measured at Rhamnous (which in fact
varies too, 0:012-0.013 m.), also does not provide firm evidence for rejection.The smaller projectionof the
taenia on the sculpturedmetope could have been required by the heads of the figures, which are carved to
extend up over the taenia.
14 After the Archaicperiod,the first instanceof carvedmetopeson the same blockwith adjoiningtriglyph(s)
are the metopesfrom the Temple of Athena at Ilion, of the early 3rd centuryB.C. (B. Holden, The Metopes of
the Temple of Athena at Ilion, Smith College, Northampton, Mass. 1964, p. 6 for composition;for date,
pp. 1-5 and 29, and W. Hoepfner, "Zum Entwurf des Athena-Tempels in Ilion," AM 84, 1969, pp. 165181). Ridgway (pp. 27-28) points out how infrequentwere sculpturedmetopesin the Classicalperiod;except
for the Parthenonand Hephaisteion, no Doric temples in Athens or Attica had carvedmetopes.
5 I confirmedthis detail in November, 1987; the edges of the metope in the Villa Albani were then visible.
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was probablyused to position a blockof three units (MTM) adjacentto the far right corner
(like F16 on the west); four blocksof four units (MTMT) would then have filled the rest of
the space.
The secondset of pry holes, close to the right end of El, was cut for a blockof two units
which was pried from right to left. The fourth Roman pry hole, parallel to the face of the
epistylion, was used to help place a final, single metope next to the corner triglyph. This
metope, a replacement,was the last laid block of the repairedfrieze.76
The Replacement Blocks of the Roman Period

Five blocks of two units each are preservedof the nine carvedfor the east frieze in the
Roman period.These blocksare easily recognizableas replacements:their marbleis darker
and coarserthan that of the original blocks;they have large, rectangularholes with sloping
sides in the top surface, a cutting for a type of lewis used in the Roman period;three of the
five blocks have crude cuttings for T-clamps; the width of the triglyphs and metopesvaries
several centimeters;and the height of the taenia is 0.085 m., uniform across the tops of the
metopesand triglyphs (Fig. 19, P1.39:b).
Since the replacementblocksof the geison were not doweledinto the replacementfrieze,
and since the few T-clamp cuttings were so rough, it is not possible to reconstructthe
original arrangementof the blocks.In Figure 15, the three blockswith T-clamps (F24, F25,
and F26) are shownjoined over the centerof the front, with the other two (F27 and F28) to
the right of them.
The Frieze Backers

Ten blocks which were used as backersfor the original frieze remain on the site; they
have the same height as the frieze, 0.576 m. Those which preservetheir full length would
have backed frieze blocks of four units. The outside face, presented to the interior of the
peristyle,is completelysmoothand carriesno moldings.77The geison blockswere often, but
not always, doweled into the backerblocks as well as the frieze blocks. One block, FB1, as
indicatedby the beveledangle on its left end, backeda cornerblockand is probablyfrom the
northeastcornernear which it was found. Another, FB4, is an original frieze backerwhich
was re-used in the repairs of the Roman period. The original T-clamp cuttings are still
partly visible underneaththe large, rough cuttings of the later period (P1.39:c).
Friezes of Contemporary Attic Temples

Because the frieze of the Temple of Nemesis is so well preserved,its design and construction offer particularly interesting points of comparisonwith friezes of contemporary
76
There is furtherevidencethat the single metope was used only in the later period:there is no pry hole for
the northeast corner block of the frieze on El, although there is one on E3 for the northwest corner. This
suggests that the northeastcorner block was lifted into place with tongs, as was the southwest corner block.
The adjacentblock on the east, restoredhere as MTM, was probablyalreadyin place.
7 Gandy shows the frieze backerscrownedwith the moldingswhich belong to the epikranitis (pl. 5).
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FIG.19. Replacementfrieze blocks F24-F28

temples (Fig. 20). The triglyph-and-metopefrieze is emblematicof the Doric order,and its
design must have been of special concernto architects.
As noted above, the frieze course of temples with sculpturedmetopes in the Classical
period typically consistedof individual triglyphs alternatingwith individualmetopes, each
carvedon a thin slab and set into slots behindthe outer edges of the triglyphs.Like the frieze
of the Parthenon, the frieze of the east front of the Hephaisteion is composedof separate
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Temple of Nemesis
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carved metope slabs inserted between triglyphs slotted to accommodatethem. The same
systemis used, however,on the north, south, and west sides, even for all the plain metopes.78
The height of the frieze is 0.828 m., the width of the triglyphs 0.519 m., and the width of the

metopes0.772 m.
Several triglyphs from the Temple of Ares are preserved.79Their sides are slotted to
receive thin metope slabs, a design like that of the Parthenon and the Hephaisteion. The
height of the triglyphs is 0.837-0.838 m., the width 0.554-0.555 m. Only fragments of
metopes have been found: their original width is not certain, and it is not known whether
some may have been carved.
On the Temple of Poseidonat Sounion,the height of the frieze courseis 0.829 m. Most
of the frieze blocks were 1.276 m. long, with two units (MT or TM; P1. 39:d);the longest
blocks were 1.787 m. long, with three units (MTM or TMT). There were no single
metopes or blocks of four units. The triglyphs are 0.521 m. wide and the metopes0.737 m.
(the actual width is 0.755 m., but 0.019 m. would have been concealedby the overlapping
edge of the triglyph on the next block). Because of the larger size of the metopes and triglyphs, the use of only two lengths of blocks,and the even numberof intervalson the temple
(with 6 x 13 columns rather than 6 x 12 as at Rhamnous), the system of jointing in the
frieze of the Temple of Poseidonwas much simplerthan in the Temple of Nemesis.
Although the frieze course of the Temple of Poseidonis not so well preservedas that of
the Temple of Nemesis (only fifteen blocksof the original sixty-four are on the site today),
neverthelessit is possibleto reconstructthe arrangementof the courseand the systemofjointing, and to assign the survivingblocksto an approximatepositionwithin their propersides.
Suggestionsfor the arrangementof the blocks proposedby Orlandosand Plommer did not
considerall blockson the site and were made without a correctunderstandingof the geison
course.80A new reconstructionof the frieze course is possible now because of a thorough
study of the geison courseby W. B. Dinsmoor,Jr.81See Appendix II, pp. 247-249 below.
The frieze of the Temple of Poseidonhas a fairly simple and logical design, made easier
in the planning by the even numberof intercolumniations.The actual fitting and construction of the blocks was done in a somewhat more complicatedway than in the Temple of
Nemesis, however,as two additionaltypes of cuttingswere used, the square holes for lifting
and the dowel holes for fastening the blocks to the epistyle course below (cuttings 3 and 4,
Appendix II, p. 247 below).
In these four temples, then, what appears to be a "standard"Doric frieze may be constructed in quite different ways. The usual method, with single metopes between single
triglyphs, was advantageousfor sculpturedmetopes but was also used for uncarvedones.
78 Koch, pp. 53-54; I was able to confirm this observationby inspecting the joints of each metope and
triglyph of the exterior frieze.
79 Dinsmoor, "Ares,"pp. 27-28; McAllister, pp. 20-21.
80A. Orlandos,?Toi3 'v l2ovvicp vaov roV HOoTEdMO8S'TOLXOL
Kat 3po4nj?, 'ApX'E4 1917 (pp. 213-226),
pp. 224-226; Plommer,pp. 83-85.
81 Dinsmoor,Jr., "Poseidon,"pp. 211-238.
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The methodsused in the Temples of Poseidon and Nemesis, groups of triglyphs and metopes togetheron blocks,reducedthe numberof joins and clamps, eliminatedthe need for an
intermediatebackerfor each metope, and would have requiredless labor and time in carving and construction.The design of the frieze in the Temple of Nemesis is more intricate
than that in the Temple of Poseidon,and there are the technicaldifferencesnoted above as
well, but the conceptof multiple units is similar. When we contrastthe design of the frieze
in the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Ares with that used in the Temple of Poseidon,the
differencecannot be attributedto a differencein scale; possibly the quantity or quality of
marble was a consideration,but very likely the distinctivesystems of jointing indicate that
they were designedby differentarchitects.
GEISON

No study or reconstructionof the geison of the Temple of Nemesis has yet been made,
although sections of the flank geison have been published by Gandy, Orlandos, Shoe, and
Hodge.82Gandy's observationsare of special interest,since the geison is still well preserved
today and the accuracyof his measurementsand drawingsmay be tested.
Gandy published measurementsand sectionsof typical blocks and a partial drawing of
the top of the geison. His measurementsare generally accurate.His sectionsof the flank do
have two differencesfromthe actual blocks:he shows the top surfaceat the frontof the block
as perfectlyhorizontaland parallel with the bottomresting surface,and he omits the second
bottomdowel which attachedthe block to the backerof the frieze course (pl. 5). His section
of the horizontaland raking geisa for the fronts is accurate(pl. 7).
Gandy's plate 10 shows the roof tiles, the epistylion (AA), ceiling beams (BB), and a
quarter (the northeast corner?) of the geison course. His drawing was probably only intended to indicatethe appearanceand fasteningof the blocks in general. It is misleadingto
the reader,however,because he has drawn the cornergeison block as rectangularin shape,
with an addedvia and mutule on the flank side;the subsequentdivisionsof the blockson the
flank, and the placementof the dowel holes for the sima, are inaccurate.The configuration
of the top surface of the corner block and of the adjacentblocks on the front horizontal
geison is also inaccurate.The drawinghas been made neaterand more regularby extending
the forward edge of the rafter support on the flank blocks to the corner and horizontal
blocks. On plate 11, an elevationof the side of the temple, the joint between the cornerand
flank blocks is shown correctly,with the cornerblock square.
Like Stuart and Revett, the pioneers of architecturalstudy, Gandy was careful and
accuratein his measurementsof the geison. His final drawings,probablymade in London,
82 Gandy, pl. 5; Orlandos, "Note,"p. 313; Shoe, pl. LXXVII; Hodge, WGR, pp. 112-115, fig. 23:f. Orlandos' section of the flank geison (fig. 5:a) incorrectlyshows the top front surface of the block as horizontal
and parallel to the soffit(in this he follows Gandy as do Shoe and Hodge). His sectionof a cornerblock (fig. 8),
apparentlythe southeastcorner,is inaccuratein the length of the raised support for the sima, representedas
approximately 0.40 m. long, whereas the block on the site today measures 0.157 m., with 0.045 m. to be
restoredover the hawksbeakmolding. The ledge of the southwestcornerblock (which has a differentsection)
is 0.435 m. long, and so perhaps he conflatedthe two designs. Hodge has made several helpful observations
about the rafters,which will be discussedbelow.
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do have errors in them, but these may have been intentional changes made for the sake of
neater draftsmanship.
The geison and the frieze of the Temple of Nemesis are the best preservedcoursesof the
superstructure.Just as it is possibleto reconstructthe original positionof most blocksof the
frieze, so too the blocks of the geison may be put back together (Fig. 21). Originally the
course consistedof four cornerblocks, twenty intermediateblocks on each flank, and eight
intermediateblockson each end. Of those original sixty blocksthere remain forty-threeand
sixteen fragments.Five blocks and four fragmentsare left from the Roman replacementof
the east geison. The geison blocks were found scatteredaround the temple, many of them
not far from the side to which they belong. By analyzing the distinctive cuttings on the
blocksand the orderof the mutules and viae, it is possibleto determinethe original position
of most blockswithin the course.
Except for the corner blocks and center blocks whose dimensionsare peculiar to their
position, the blocksof the geison have lengths of 0.930 to 0.957 m. The designedlength was
probablyca. 0.949 m. The blocks have two mutules (each ca. 0.377 m.) and two viae (each
ca. 0.094 m.) on the overhang.

Each block coveredthe full width of the frieze and its backer, and the vertical back of
the blocks is crownedby a hawksbeakmolding 0.046 m. high, which should have matched
the one for the epikranitisof the cella wall, no'longerpreserved,facing at the same height.
Immediatelyabove the hawksbeak,the ceiling beams of the peristyle rested on a ledge cut
into the back of the geison block.
The Corner Blocks

The cornerblocksmeasure 1.212 m. square on averageand have two mutules and a via
on each projectingside, with a via 0.282 m. squarebetween them on the corner.On the back
of the blocks a square ledge is cut to receivethe end of a ceiling beam, and below it in a reentrantangle was a hawksbeakmolding,which continuedon adjacentblocks.These features
are sharedby three of the four preservedblocksand shouldbe restoredon the fourth (G3).
The top surfaceof the cornerblockswas cut in two differentways, one used on the east
end and the other on the west. They differ in the form of the supportfor the cornerblockof
the tympanonand the raking geison. The southeastcornerblock, G1, found near the southeast corner of the temple, supportedthe corner sima on an inclined ledge 0.262 m. wide,
which extends the full length of the block on the flank side (Fig. 21). Behind this ledge, the
top of the geison block is flat for 0.314 m., then inclines upward (0.047 m. over 0.208 m.).

The end of the raking geison rested on the flat and inclined areas behind the corner sima.
The cornerblock of the tympanonwas laid on the flat top (the northernpart) of the geison
block, underneaththe raking geison.
In additionto a lewis hole, G1 has a cutting for a T-clamp on the end that adjoinsthe
fronthorizontalgeison. Gi lacks a T-clamp cuttingon its flank side, probablybecauseof the
inclinedsupportfor the rakinggeison, w;hichraisedthe height of the blockaboveits neighbor
at the place where the clampswere usually set. A square dowel was probablyused to set the
cornersima block (as on G3), but the outer cornerof G 1 is brokenoff, and the cutting is not
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preserved.Gi joins 120D, a small piece preservingthe front cornerof a cornergeison block,
but the cuttingfor a dowel for the cornersima is not preservedon it either. On the top surface
along the front (east side) of G1 is a roughlychiseledarea (P1.41 :b),evidenceof repairwork,
probablyin the Roman period.Three dowels are preservedon the soffitof G 1, with a fourth
to be restored;these dowels attachedthe blockto the frieze and its backer.
A cornerblock for the northeastcorner,G2, was made accordingto the same design as
G1, but it was not finishedand probablywas not used. It was found below the terracewall,
northeastof the temple. Its top was left roughly picked, and the surfaceabovethe nosing of
the front hawksbeakmolding was never worked down (P1. 40:b). There is no cutting for a
T-clamp to the front horizontalgeison. Iron remainsin the lewis hole, which suggestseither
that it was re-used as a dowel hole or that when some attemptto lift the blockwas made, the
devicewas left in the hole. The recessedledge for the ceiling beam was left with a very rough
surface which could not have been intended to receive a polished marble ceiling beam
(P1.40:c). The bottomsurfaceof the blockwas finishedin everydetail, except that there are
no dowels for attachmentto the coursebelow. Dinsmoor calls this block a "membrumrejectum".83 Perhaps the block was brokenin the processof lifting it onto the temple. No identifiable fragmentof a secondnortheastcornerblock is on the site today.
The southwestcorner,G3, was found near a cisternbeyondthe northwestcornerof the
temple, an area to which many blocks have been moved. (See pp. 176-177 above.) Its top
surfacediffers from that of G1 in that the inclined ledge for the supportof the sima, except
at the corner,is much wider, 0.40 m. This ledge has a square,blind dowel hole to accommodate the dowel for the cornersima, and two lateral dowels for the adjoiningflank sima.84At
the corner the sloping ledge is only 0.257 m. wide, which leaves a recessed area 0.254 m.
deep on the front to receivethe raking geison (Fig. 22, P1.41:a). The tympanonblockswere
laid behind it, which leaves a pediment floor ca. 0.30 m. wide. A lewis hole of the usual
shape is in the center of the block. On the side adjoiningthe flank geison, the block has a
narrow lip projecting0.006 m. beyond the anathyrosis;this servedto make up a slight discrepancyin blocksizes.85Since the backand sides of the blockare brokenoff, no dowel holes
on the soffit are preserved.The mutules have very deeply incisedguidelines used in carving
the guttae (P1.33:a).
The northwest corner block, G4, was found in the area southwest of the temple
(P1. 40:d). Only the back corner of the block is preserved,but enough remains to indicate
that its shape was similar to G3 rather than to G1, since it lacks the inclined surface to
accommodatethe raking geison found on G1. G4 has a dowel hole and a pry hole, used for
the first block of the raking geison.
Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"p. 203.
For the blind dowel hole, see below, pp. 203, 210 and footnote 102.
85 Including this lip the block may be restoredto 1.214 m. on its flank side, exactly the length on the flank
of Gl. Only the hawksbeak moldings on both blocks are partly missing, but the depth of the hawksbeak
(0.043 m.) is well attestedon many other blocks.
83
84
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The Flanks

On the top surface,just behind the ledge which supportedthe ceiling beams, all flank
geison blockshave a raised strip which supportedthe rafterplate (Fig. 24). These strips are
roughly cut and vary in height and width; slots for the ceiling beams are cut in the inside
face. From the raised strip to the front hawksbeak,the top surface of the block is flat and
smoothed and has a downward inclination of 0.025 m. toward the front; most of the
inclination for the roof is taken up in the bottom sima block. The flank blocks all have a
lewis hole, narrow and rectangularwith one sloping side, in the center of the top surface
(P1.42:a).
The two center blocks on each flank geison have an extra via and a half-mutule in
additionto the usual two mutules and two viae. The two half-mutules meet over the exact
centerof the sides. Since the cornerblocks all end with a mutule, intermediateflank blocks
which end with a via on the right belong right of center,and those with a via on the left belong left of center. The blocks with half-mutules must necessarilyjoin in the center of the
geison course because they end with a via on the side opposite the half-mutule (this is fully
preservedonly on one block, G5, but it is sufficientto establish the pattern, which is then
consistent with all the other blocks). The twenty intermediatepositions of blocks on the
flanks are letteredhere from A to T on each side (Fig. 21).
In additionto the arrangementof the mutules and viae on the blocks,there are several
cuttingswhich help determinetheir original positionswithin each side: 1) T-clamp cuttings
on the ends for attachmentto adjacentblocks (these shouldmatchwithin 0.005 m.); 2) vertical rectangulardowel and pry holes on the top for anchoringthe sima blocks.The dowels are
locatedat even units of ca. 0.945 m. (the length of the sima blocks),and the pry holes indicate
the directionof laying of the sima;3) shallow slots on the backof the raftersupportabovethe
beam ledge, which accommodatedthe ends of the ceiling beams. Becausethe ceiling beams
change direction at the porches, and because of the unequal depth of the east and west
porches, the cuttings for beams along the flanks are a useful and accurate indication of
placementwithin the three sectionsof the flanks (east or west end, or oppositethe cella wall);
4) verticalrectangulardowels at the bottom,usually in pairson one end, for attachmentto the
frieze courseand its backers.These indicatethe directionof laying of the geison.
Accordingly,six criteria must be consideredsimultaneouslywhile deciding where to
place an individual block within the reconstructionof the geison, and all six should be
satisfied:1) whether the block ends with a via on its right or left side and belongseither right
or left of center;2) whether the blockwas doweledinto the frieze coursebelow it on its right
or left side and was set from the right or the left; 3 and 4) whether the cuttingsfor T-clamps
on the right and left sides of its top surfacealign with the T-clamp cuttingson the blockson
either side of the proposed position; 5) whether the dowel hole and pry holes on the top
surface of the block for the sima course above it are consistentwith the jointing of the sima
and its directionof laying on that flank (right to left or left to right); and finally, 6) whether
the slots for the ceiling beams on the back ledge of the block are appropriatelyspacedfor its
proposedposition. Not all this informationis preservedon everyblock,however,and eleven
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of the forty flank blocksare missing, which necessarilyintroducesan elementof uncertainty
into the reconstruction.
An additional factor in the reconstructionis the accommodationof the epikranitis
course continuedas a beam across the pteromatafrom above the antae of the pronaos and
opisthodomosand set into the backsof the geison blocksoppositethe antae.86Becauseof the
length of the geison blocks chosen by the architect (with two mutules and two viae per
standardblock, ca. 0.949 m.), the rectangularrecessedarea which receivedthe crossbeam
would have been cut across two contiguous blocks in each instance, so eight blocks in all
would have had this special cutting, peculiarto positions C, D, R, and S on the north flank,
and positions B, C, Q,and R on the south flank (Fig. 21).
The slots for the ceiling beams cut into the backs of the blocks are especially valuable
evidencefor the reconstructionof the geison. During the original constructionof the temple,
the spacingof the slots for the ceiling beams was determinedby two factors:the groundplan
of the temple and the width of the beams and ceiling cofferschosenby the architect(beams
and coffersare preservedand are discussedbelow, pp. 218-221). The east porchof the temple is deeper than the west porch, and so three geison blocks on the north and south flanks
were requiredto coverits depth, while on the west end only two were needed.Hence, blocks
in positionsA, B, and C on the north flank, and R, S, and T on the south flank, should have
had no cuttings for ceiling beams (since the beams of the porch ran parallel to the long axis
of the temple, Fig. 24), and, at the west end, blocksin positionsS and T on the north, and A
and B on the south, also should have had no cuttings for beams, since there too the beams
ran parallel to the long axis of the temple.
Blocks from the flank geison with the slots cut into them, then, should fit positions D
through R on the north side, and positionsC through Qon the south flank. Yet the centerof
the temple is the same on both flanks and was filled on both flanks by blocks in positionsJ
and K. On the north flank, the space left (east) of center between position D (where the
ceiling beams change direction,now perpendicularto the long axis of the temple) and position J was occupiedby five blocks,whereas on the south flank, the space left (west) of center
was occupiedby six blocks,between positionsC (where the beams changeddirection)and J.
The space right (west) of centeron the north flank between positionsK and R was occupied
by six blocks, but on the south flank, five blocks filled the space right (east) of center, between positions K and Q.Therefore we should expect the spacing of slots for the ceiling
beams to differ on individual blocks in diagonally opposite positions on the temple, while
blocks directly opposite each other should have slots for beams in mirror image (Fig. 21).
The overall spacing for the beams on all sides of the temple would then have been precisely
symmetrical.
86 The crossbeamwas necessaryfor the support of the two outermostceiling beams above each side of the
end porches,where the beamswere parallel to the long axis of the temple, and it providedthe transitionfor the
changeof directionof the beams abovethe flank pteromata,which were perpendicularto the cella wall. I have
assumedhere that the crossbeamon the east was wider than on the west, so as to coverthe frieze and its backer
(as a frieze crown), which were very likely also carriedacrossto the colonnade(for discussionof this point, see
pp. 164-165 above).
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The four centerblocksof the flank geisa are G5, G6, G7, and G8. G5 must fit positionJ
of the north flank, becausethe slots for the ceiling beams will only fit with the spacingof the
ceiling beams of the north pteroma, and the sima was pried from the right, as on other
blocks on this side. G5 was found north of the center of the north side. G6 adjoinedG5 in
position K on the right. Although only the front left corneris preserved,the half-mutule is
on the left side, and the top surfacehas a pry hole to the right of a brokenarea ca. 0.094 m.
fromthe left edge, where probablythere was a dowel hole for the sima, pried fromthe right.
The other possibility for this position is G8, also with a half-mutule on the left; but the
spacing of the slots for ceiling beams on G8 indicate that it belongs on the south side, in
position K. G7 fits position J on the south; only the front right corneris preserved,but the
top surface has a pry hole near the edge of the block, prying from the left to a dowel on K
(now brokenoff); the directionof laying of the sima was fromleft to right on the south flank.
South Flank
With the cornerblocks and the centerblocks at J and K fixed in position, there remain
eighteenpositionsfor the blocksof the south flank (Fig. 22). Five of them, A, B, R, S, and T,
require blockswithout slots for beam ends, since they are over the east and west pteromata,
where the ceiling beams ran parallel to them. Four of the blocks, in positions B, C, Q, and
R, should be cut to accommodatethe crossbeamscarriedacross from the antae of the pronaos and opisthodomos.
G12, which belongsleft of center,has no slots for ceilingbeams (P1.42:b). The T-clamp
cutting on the left end matchesthe cutting on the southwestcornerblock G3. It also lacks a
dowel and pry holes for the sima, which can be expectedon a block adjacentto the corner.
G12 fits position A.
G13, in position B, has a cutting in the back right cornerto receivethe crossbeamfrom
the anta of the opisthodomos.There are no slots for ceiling beams, and the T-clamp cutting
on the left end matches the cutting on the right end of G12. Furthermore,G13 cannot fit
position C of the north flank (the only other possibleposition) becausethe distancebetween
the cutting on the back and the horizontal geison fits only on the south side; the distance
from the west end is fixed by the placementof the cutting for the crossbeamand is shorter
than the distance between the pronaos and the east end. Also, the pry holes show that the
sima was pried from the left, appropriateto the south flank.
G2 1, in position C, has a cutting on the back left cornerto receive the crossbeamand
part of a slot for a ceiling beam on the right side of the back ledge. Although neither the left
T-clamp cutting on G21 nor the right one on G 13 is preserved,the blocksshare the cuttings
for the crossbeamand so must be adjacent.G21 cannot fit position D of the north flank, the
only alternativeposition, becausethe cutting for the epikranitisand the spacing of the ceiling beam slot fit only on the south side.
G22, G23, G24, G25, G26, and G27 fit positions D through I, respectively.All have
cuttingsfor T-clamps preservedon both ends which matchthose of their neighbors.Most of
the blocks now lie closest to the southwest side, and the placement of these blocks on the
southwest, rather than the northeast, is certain. The T-clamp cuttings on G21 and G22
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match,which places the blockson this side, and the prying of the sima is from the left rather
than fromthe right as on the northeast.87Furthermore,the seriesof six blocksis too long for
the northeastsection becauseon the north flank the greaterdepth of the east porch shortens
the distance between the center blocks (in positions J and K) and the epikranitis course
extendedas a crossbeamfrom the north anta and set into blocksin positions C and D.
This linked series of blocks provides evidence for the distributionof the ceiling-beam
slots and the spacing of the beams:0.960 m. from centerto center,with an averageinterval
of 0.599 m. between beams. The spacing of the dowels for the sima is usually ca. 0.94 m.,
with slight variation. The last laid undoweled sima block on the south flank was set over
geison blocks in positions E and F; the block adjacentto it on the west, over blocks in positions D and E, was doweled on both sides.
Over the south side of the east pteromawere blocksin positionsR, S, and T. The blocks
in positions R and Q ought to have had cuttings on the left and right back cornersfor the
crossbeamor crown courseabovethe frieze, which was probablyextendedover the pteroma
fromthe south anta of the pronaos.No identifiablepiece of the blockfor positionQ survives.
G14, whose back is entirely brokenoff, has a half-via on the left side, a very unusual configurationand unique among preservedblocks of this temple. Enough of the top surface is
preservedto indicate that the sima was doweled on the right side of the block, so that G14
must belong either to the southeast or northwest section. G14 was found lying near the
southeastcornerof the temple, as were all the blocksfrom the southeastsection. The dowel
hole on its left end matches exactly the one in the frieze block below it, F22. Only a block
with the half-via could have been doweled into the preserveddowel hole in the frieze block
(see p. 178 above). Although G14 is brokenoff at the back, and thereforeno cutting for the
extended epikranitis (frieze crown) is preserved, it fits position R. The extra length
(0.052 m.) in the half-via can best be explained by the position adjacentto Q; these two
blocks were probably modified because of their position opposite the south anta of the
pronaos.
G15 and G16 lack slots for ceiling beams and thereforebelong over the east pteroma.
G 15 has part of a T-clamp cutting preservedon its right end and so cannot fit position T,
adjacent to the corner block, which has no cutting for a T-clamp on its left end. The
T-clamp cuttingon G15 does matchone on the left side of G16, and so G15 must fit position
S and Gi 6, position T. The dowel holes and pry holes for the sima preservedon the top
surfaceof G15 are consistentwith the spacing of the sima and the directionof laying (from
the left) on the south flank.
This leaves five positionsright of centerin the southeastsection,L through P, and there
are four blocks preservedwith the proper sequence of mutules and viae, G28, G29, G30,
and G31. All four blockswere found near the south side of the temple, at its east end. G30
fits next to G31 on the evidenceof the T-clamps. On G31 the slot for the ceiling beam is cut
slightly wider than usual; this adjustmentmay be explained if G31 fits position P, adjacent
87 Blocks G22 and G25, in positions D and H, and G24, in position F, were found lying north of the northeast side of the temple. Two blocksfrom the southwestpart of the frieze coursebelow them, F 19 and F20, also
lay in that area (see pp. 176-177 above).
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to Q,which was modified to receive the crossbeamfrom the south anta. (The wider slot
would have providedgreatermaneuveringspace for the positioningof the beam adjacentto
the filler panel above the epikranitis course; a half-coffer would have bridged the space
between them.) Hence G30 probablyfits position 0 and G3 1, position P. G29 cannotjoin
G30 in position 0 because of the differencesin the cuttings for the T-clamps but fits either
position L or M. G28 could fit position L, M, or N; the right end is brokenand the T-clamp
cutting is missing. The T-clamp cuttingon the left end of G29, however,does not matchthe
cutting on the right end of G28, and so G28 must be placed to the left of G29. Since G29
cannot fit position N, the only two possible positions for the blocks are L (G28) and M
(G29), and position N is left unoccupiedby a preservedblock. The spacing of the dowel
holes for the sima and its directionof laying are quite regularon all four blocks.
On the south flank existing blockshave been assignedto all positionsexcept two, N and
Q.Assuming that the blockin position N had the averagewidth of 0.9485 m., and the block
in position

Qwas narrower by one half-via

(0.9485

-

0.042 = 0.9065 [0.907] m.), then the

total length of the geison courseon the south side was ca. 21.96 m.
North Flank
All blockswhich can be assignedto the north flank were found lying on the north side of
the temple. This side has sufferedthe worst destructionof the four, and from every level of
its superstructurethe blocks are poorly preserved.The north flank is the most exposed to
the harsh winds and rain which drive in from the sea, and the badly weatheredconditionof
its blocks and fragmentsbears witness to the force of the elements.
The center blocks are in part preserved,with G5 in position J and G6 (a fragment)in
position K (see p. 191 above). There are three blocks, G9, G10, and Gll, which are well
enough preservedto indicatethat they have no slots for ceiling beams on their backs. These
belong to the east and west pteromata,where the ceiling beamsran parallel to them. G9 and
G 10 both have a via on the left, and so they belong over the east pteroma.G 10 has part of a
cutting for a T-clamp on the right; if we may assume that the northeast cornerblock was
similar to that at the southeastcornerin that it was not clampedon the flank side, then G10
cannot fit position A. GlO is preservedto its full length of 0.943 m. It has no cuttingson the
back right corneror any special alterationsnecessaryfor the blockin positionC which, with
the block at D, accommodatedthe frieze crown broughtover from the north anta. G10 most
likely fits position B.
G9 is very badly weathered on all sides. It is impossible to tell whether there was a
T-clamp cutting on the right. The backright cornerand the right side are brokenoff, and so
we cannot know whether there was a cutting to accommodatethe frieze-crownblocks.The
fact that the lewis hole is slightly left of center suggests a restorationof normal length (ca.
0.94 m.) rather than an extra long length with an additionalhalf-via, as on the south flank
(G14). For this reason G9 more likely fits position A than C.
Although Gllis brokenall around, enough of the back ledge is preservedto show that
there were no slots for ceiling beams. The block ends in a via on the right, and so it must
belong to the west pteroma, in position S or T. Since the back left corneris brokenoff it is
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impossible to know whether there was a cutting for the crossbeamcarried over from the
northwest anta. The front overhangis also brokenleaving no evidencefor the sima, which
could have indicatedwhether the block was adjacentto the corner.Here Gl is arbitrarily
assignedto position T, closest to the well-preservedwest end.
There are four blocks with viae on the left side, which fit the intermediatepositions D
through I. Two of them, G17 and G18, are not well enough preservedat the back beam
ledge to determine whether they had slots for ceiling beams. Both have cuttings for
T-clamps on the left side. Neither blockmatchesG10, in position B, and so neither could fit
position C. G17 has no special cutting on the left back, which would be necessaryfor position D. Although its back left corner is not preserved,G18 has a normal length and distribution of viae and mutules and therefore is unlikely to fit position D, which may have
been short by a half-via, as was block Q on the south flank (p. 193 above).
Blocks G17 and G18, as well as G19 and G20, which have slots for ceiling beams, must
fit into positions E through I. Of these only G20 has a cutting for a T-clamp preservedon
the right end. This cutting does not match those on the left ends of G17, G18, G19, or G5
(in position J). G20 must be on the left of the missing block in the sequence E through I;
therefore E cannot be the unfilled position, and G20 could be in position E, F, G, or H.
Some additional evidence may be found in the sequence of dowel holes for the sima. It is
likely that G18 was to the right of G17, because the dowel for the sima was cut on G17
closer than usual to the left end (0.179 m.), and an unused, shallow dowel hole (with no
adjacent pry holes) toward the front of the block was cut even closer to the left end
(0.144 m.), while the dowel hole for the sima on G18 is a bit furtherthan usual from the left
end (0.206 m.). The slightly long sima block (0.955 m.) that would have rested on G17 and

G18 would then be followed to the right by a slightly short (0.93 m.) sima block over G18
and G19. The length of the next sima block,over G49 and G20, would be the usual 0.94 m.
Only two fragments are preservedof the intermediateblocks to the west of center, L
throughS. BlocksG32 and G33 had viae on the right and dowel holes for the sima blockson
the right end. No other evidence for their positions is preserved.Here they are arbitrarily
assignedto positions L and M, closestto the better preservedeastern sectionof the flank.
The Horizontal Geison of the Faqades

All the horizontal geison blocks of the west end are preservedand were found lying
along the west side of the temple. Only a few original blocksof the east end are left; most of
these were near the north side, but a few fragmentswere widely scattered.The replacement
blocksof the Roman period also lay along the north side of the temple.
The fronthorizontalgeison blockshave an averagelength of 0.938 m., with two mutules
and two viae on the overhang.As on the flanks,the centerblocksare increasedby the width of
one via and one half-mutule, to an averagetotal length of 1.217 m. Blockswith a via on the
left side belong left of center,and those with a via on the right belongright of center.
The horizontalgeison has a flat top surfacewhich supportedthe tympanonblocks and
their backersand formedthe floorof the pediment(P1.42:c).A weatheringline, observableon
most of the blocks,indicatesthe edge of the tympanon,0.299-0.304 m. from the front of the
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block. The front horizontalgeison blocksare 0.0375 m. higher than those on the flanks;the
addedheight may havebeen intendedto strengthenthe floorof the pedimentto carrystatuary.
The higher part of the blockis behind a small ledge abovethe nosing of the front hawksbeak
molding,0.0375 m. high and 0.045 m. deep;the nosing is inclinedslightly forward.
On the backof the blocksis a ledge for the supportof the ceiling beams. Only two geison
blocks, G46 and G47, have shallow vertical beam slots at the back of the ledge. The same
hawksbeakmolding as on the back of the flank geison is carriedacrossthe back of the front
horizontal geison. On the top surface of the blocks are cuttings for T-clamps, and on the
undersurfaceare dowel holes for attachmentto the frieze. Some blocksshow pry holes used
to set the blocks of the tympanon;one (G44) has a dowel hole for the attachmentof the
centralblock of the tympanon.
West Front
All blocks of the west horizontal geison lie west of the temple (Fig. 23). There is no
evidenceof repairs or replacementsof the Roman period on this end.
The center blocks have the same arrangementof mutules and viae as the center blocks
on the flanks: each has an extra via and half-mutule. G43, with an extra via and halfmutule on the right, fits position D. G42 ends in a half-mutuleon the left and fits positionE.
The T-clamp cuttingson the right end of G43 (in position D) and on the left end of G42 (in
position E) are well preservedand perfectly aligned. Pry holes on the top surface of G43
were used to shift the central blocks of the tympanoninto place, from the north. The outer
central block of the tympanon (P5 161E) is preservedin its full length of 1.877 m. When
restoredto its position, the northern edge of the tympanon block and the pry holes on the
geison are aligned.
With the central blocks D and E in position, there remain three available positions to
either side of the center. Blocks G48, G49, and G50 all end in a via on the right, and belong
right of the center. G48 has a cutting for a T-clamp on the left end which matchesthat on
the right of G42, the centerblock in position E; G48 fits position F.
Since a T-clamp cutting on the left end of G49 matches that on the right end of G48,
G49 fits position G. There is also a pry hole on the top surface of G49, 0.236 m. from the
right edge, used to shift the blockof the tympanonadjacentto the centralblock.The distance
between this pry hole and the south edge of the centraltympanonblockcorrespondswith the
length of the tympanonblock which should have rested there, 1.884 m., the same length as
P1, assigned to the east front, and P2, its mirror image on the west front (Fig. 25). G50 is
brokenon the left side, and the cutting for a T-clamp is not preserved,but G50 must belong
in position H, since that is the only one available for it.
G45, G46, and G47 all end in a via on the left side and belong left of the centerblocks.
G45 has a T-clamp cutting on its left end which matchesthat on the right end of the northwest cornerblock G4, and so G45 fits position A. The T-clamp cutting on the right end of
G45 matchesthat on the left of G46. G46 also has two pry holes for shifting the tympanon
blocksadjacentto the centralblockson the north side. These pry holes were cut at a distance
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fromthe centralblockroughly equivalentto the length of the preservedtympanonblock P2,
1.884 m. G46 fits position B.
A T-clamp cutting on the right end of G47 matches that on the left side of G43, the
center block in position D; G47 fits position C. Both G46 and G47 have slots for ceiling
beamson the verticalface of the ledge which supportedthem, althoughno otherblocksfrom
the horizontal geison of the west or east ends have these slots. Presumably three ceiling
beams of the west porch must have been cut slightly longer than necessary, so that this
adjustmenthad to be made.
East Front
The original east horizontalgeison of the Greek period was replacedin Roman times.
Only a few fragmentsof the original blocks are preserved,most of which now lie east and
northeast of the temple, although one was found on a high ridge outside the sanctuary
approximately100 m. to the west.
One center block remains, G44, found lying east of the temple, partly on the foundations of the altar. G44 has an extra via and half-mutule on the right side in additionto the
usual two viae and two mutules;it belongsin position D as the southerncentralblock. It has
two dowel cuttingsand one pry hole on the top surface.Only the second,deeperdowel hole
(furtherfrom the left end) has pry holes adjacentto it and was actually used for the central
block of the tympanon.The placementof this dowel hole aligns correctlywith the restored
length of the central tympanon block. (Both the central block of the tympanon and those
adjacentto it were doweledto the geison blocks,unlike the tympanonat the west end, where
no dowels were used.) One of the tympanonblocks (P1) immediatelyto the right (north) of
the center block was found lying near the west end of the temple;it has a dowel hole on its
smaller, taperedend.
No remainingfragmentscan be assignedto the left (south) of G44.
One block and two fragmentswith a via on the right belong right of center. The block
G53 is preservedto its full length of 0.937 m. Since it has no dowel or pry holes on the top
surface, it cannot belong in position G, where the block of the tympanon adjacentto the
center would have had its northern edge. A fragment, G52, has a T-clamp cutting on the
right end which exactly matchesthat on the left side of G53. Not enough of G52 is preserved
to indicate whether it had an extra half-mutule and was the northern central block, or
whether it had dowel and pry holes and belongedin position G. Only positionsF and H can
be eliminated,since G52 is at the left of G53. G52 and G53 could fit either positions E and
F, or G and H. A third fragment,G51, preservesonly the front left corner,with a T-clamp
cutting on the left end, which does not match that on the right end of G53. Hence, if G52
and G53 were in positions E and F, then G51 fits position H, or if G52 and G53 were in
positionsG and H, then G51 fits position F (it cannothave been in position E becauseit has
no half-mutule). Here the blocks have been assigned arbitrarily, G51 to position F, and
G52 and G53 to G and H.
The two blocks from the east end which preservemuch of their width (G44 and G53)
have lewis cuttings in their top surfaces, of the same type and dimensions as those in the
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flank blocks. The geison blocks of the west end have no lewis holes, except G47. Also, the
cuttingsfor the T-clamps on the blocksfromthe east end are placedcloser (by 0.05-0.07 m.)
to the front of the block than are those at the west.
Two fragments,G59 and G57, may be assignedto the east end for the reasonthat there
is no place for them at the west. G57 belongs south of the central blocks, since it ends in a
mutule on the right. Nothing can be determined about the position of G59, which is a
fragmentof the back ledge for the supportof the ceiling beams.
Repairs of Roman Date
There are five geison blocks and several fragmentswhose rough top surface and poor
workmanship distinguish them from the other blocks discussed above. The tops of these
blocks were left rough picked across the whole surface, including the nosing of the front
hawksbeak molding. The ends of some have uneven and roughly chiseled cuttings for
T-clamps. The lewis holes are large (e.g. 0.061 x 0.106 m.), deep rectangles,arrangedin
pairs acrossthe length as on G61 or singly as on G60 and G63. None of the blockssurvives
in its full width; G60 and G63 may have had a second, inner lewis hole aligned with the
ones preserved,which are centrallylocatedlengthwise on the block (P1.42:d).
Since the backsof the blocks are gone, we can only assume that the arrangementfor the
support of the ceiling beams across the porch was similar to that of the original geison
blocks.
The length of the blocks does not seem follow any discerniblepattern of "units".Two
blocks,G60 and G61, end with a partial mutule on the left end. The placementof the lewis
hole on G63 shows that the block must be restoredto an unusual length of four mutules and
four viae. It appears that these blocks were cut to fit whatever length was needed without
regardto any unit.
Only two blocks, G60 and G64, and fragmentG68 have cuttingsfor T-clamps on their
well-preserved ends. It is possible that the workmen consideredit unnecessaryto clamp
down everyjoint, because T-clamps were used erraticallyand infrequently.It is also possible that some of the original geison blocks (such as G44, in position D) were in good enough
conditionso that they were not replacedand that the replacementswere put in next to them,
unclamped. There is no evidence of any reworking of the T-clamp cuttings on the original blocks (as, for example, on frieze-backerblock FB4, where the holes for the original
T-clamps were re-cut). The rough-pickedtop surface of the replacementsadds to their
overall height.
Because of the irregularuse of T-clamps and the lack of any standardunit of length, it
is impossible to restore the replacement blocks to their original positions. The T-clamp
cuttingson the blockswhere preservedmatch neitherthose on other replacementblocksnor
those on any of the original blocks.
The craftsmenwho cut these blocks did not work with the same care and expert precision which is distinctiveof the original blocks.The profileof the hawksbeakmoldingis only
a crude imitation. The length of the mutules and viae varies up to several centimeters,even
on the same block. On the soffit, both the visible and the resting surfaces were smoothed
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with a claw chisel but not polished. These details indicate that the blocks were cut in the
Roman period. The use of T-clamps, although sporadic,also suggests a Roman date.88
Geisa of Contemporary Attic Temples

Studies by W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr. of the geisa of the Hephaisteion and the Temple of
Poseidon at Sounion permit their comparisonwith that of the Temple of Nemesis.89The
geison blocks of the three temples differ in overall dimensions,the arrangementof the center and corner blocks (where preserved), the treatment of the top surfaces, and general
workmanship.
Since the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Poseidon are approximatelythe same size,
with 6 x 13 columns, the overall dimensions of their geisa differ only slightly: 14.428 x
32.490 m. (original)on the Hephaisteion,and 14.110 x 31.764 m. (restored)on the Temple
of Poseidon. The differenceappears in the individualblocks:the normal flank block of the
Hephaisteion varies in length between 1.287 and 1.296 m., with an average of 1.2918 m.,

while on the Temple of Poseidon,the lengths of the typical flank blocksvary from 1.259 to
1.268 m., presumably designed to be 1.261 m. On the Temple of Nemesis, with 6 x 12
columns,the overall dimensionsof the geison are 10.266 x 21.945 m. (restored),with individual blockson the flanksvarying from 0.93 to 0.958 m., with an averageof 0.948 m.
A standardfeature of the design of peripteraltemples of this period is the alignmentof
the third columnof the flanksfromthe east end with the antae of the pronaoscombinedwith
the extension of the frieze over the pronaosacrossthe peristyle.On the west, the epikranitis
over the frieze of the opisthodomoswas continued arcoss the peristyle as a beam. This
arrangementfacilitateda change of directionof the ceiling beams, so that on the flanks the
beams were perpendicularto the long axis of the building, while over the porchesthe beams
were parallel to it, with the shortest possible span. The designs of the individualblocks of
the geisa of the Hephaisteion, Temple of Poseidon,and Temple of Nemesis all indicatethis
customaryarrangement,with the back of the geison cut to accommodatethe pronaosfrieze
crown on the east end and the crossbeamon the west.
On both the Temple of Poseidon and Temple of Nemesis (and also the Temple of
Ares), the geison blocks are cut to the full width of the entablature,and the backs of the
blocks have a ledge which supported the ceiling beams of the peristyle. On these three
temples, the ledge was crowned by a hawksbeak molding which matched the epikranitis
molding opposite them. In the Hephaisteion, the geison blocks do not extend to the full
width of the entablaturebut are backedby separateblockswhich supportthe ceiling beams.
On the Hephaisteion and the temples at Sounion and Rhamnous,the cornerblocks are
square (those of the Temple of Ares are not preserved),with two mutules on each outer side
88 Several buildings in the Athenian Agora (e.g. the Odeion of Agrippa and the Temple of Ares), built or
rebuilt in the Augustan period, had T-clamps in their foundationsand superstructuresin imitation of the
techniquesof the 5th century. For further discussionof the repairs of Roman date, see pp. 235-239 below.
89 Dinsmoor, Jr., "Hephaisteion,"pp. 223-246; idem, "Poseidon,"pp. 211-238. The informationand dimensions cited here for the geisa of these two temples are taken from these articles.
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and viae between them, and the ordinaryflankblockshave two mutules and two viae each.90
Although the blocks at Sounion and of the Hephaisteion are similar in scale, the design for
the central blocks on the flanks differs. In the Hephaisteion, the center of the flank is
marked by the joint between two special blocks, each with an extra via and half-mutule.
The two half-mutules togetherformedthe centralmutule of the side. This is the design also
used at Rhamnous on the flanks and for the horizontalgeison of the facades.At Sounion, a
more elaboratesystem is used, with three special central blocks on each flank. The central
mutule falls on a block with one mutule and two half-mutules (L), flankedby two shorter
blockswith only one and one-half mutules (K and M). The differencewould have affected
the appearanceof the roof, since on the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Nemesis the joint
of the sima and the spacing of the coverand pan tiles had to be adjustedto coverthe central
joint. The differencesbetween the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Poseidon may not be
explained by a differenceof scale, since they are so close in size.
The top surfacesof the flank geisa in these three temples are designedin differentways,
with the result that the sima, rafters,and ceiling beams were supporteddifferentlyin each.
In the Hephaisteion, the top surfaceof the overhangof the geison is chamferedin order to
set the sima on the proper slope. The sima is supportedat the back by a long trapezoidal
block,doweled on each end. The raftersabut against the trapezoidalblock,which may have
had socketsto accommodatethem. The ceiling beams restedon a separatebacker.
In the Temple of Poseidon, the top surface of the overhangof the geison, which supported the sima, was cut in two stages: first horizontally,and then chamfered.Behind the
sima was a wedge-shapedbackerabout half the depth of the one used in the Hephaisteion.
The rafters butted against it and also rested on the geison block itself, unlike the rafters of
the Hephaisteion, which rested partly on backers and partly on ceiling beams (over the
pteromata)or coffer grids. The rafterswere thus somewhatlonger in the Temple of Poseidon. The wedge-shaped sima backer was doweled at one end, and part of the slope was
given by the top surface of the geison block, which is cut at an angle for that purpose. In
contrast to the four different top surfaces on the geison of the Temple of Poseidon (two
inclined and two horizontal), in the Hephaisteion the top of the geison is horizontal:the
chamferedouter edge and the trapezoidalsupportfor the sima providedthe properangle for
the sima and roof tiles.
The top surface of the geison in the Temple of Nemesis declines slightly forward,but
the slope of the roof is establishedchiefly by the sima, the back of which is cut in the necessary wedge shape. The configurationof this convenient sima block, which combines the
functions of three separate blocks on the other temples, might have been promptedby the
small scale of the Temple of Nemesis. A raised strip was left on the geison block, which
helped supportthe rafter (Fig. 24). The geisa of the Temple of Poseidonand of the Temple
of Nemesis both have shallow slots on the back, cut to accommodatethe ceiling beams.
90 On the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, the cornerblockswere rectangular,ending in mutules;intermediate
blocks (on the west end, for example), were primarily VMVM, with special blocks adjacentto the corner:
P. Grunauer, "Der Zeustempelin Olympia-neue Aspekte,"BonnJbb 171, 1971 (pp. 114-131), fig. 3.
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The techniquesused by the workmenfor fasteningthe blockstogetherand settingthem
into position were differenton each of the three temples. The top surfacesof the geison on
the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Poseidonexhibit a much more generoususe of dowels
than do those of the Temple of Nemesis. On the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Poseidon
there are separatesets of dowel holes for the sima and the trapezoidalbackers,while on the
Temple of Nemesis a single verticaldowel sufficedto anchorthe sima blocks.The blocksof
the Temple of Poseidon were clamped together in two places on each end, with small,
unusually thin double T-clamps. The blocks of the Hephaisteion were also clampedtwice
on each end. On the Temple of Nemesis, only one clamp is used for each joint, and the
clamps are thickerthan those of the Temple of Poseidon.
The blocks of the Temple of Nemesis were lifted into place with a single device, as the
lewis holes in the center of the top surfacesindicate. Neither the flank geison blocks of the
Hephaisteion nor those of the Temple of Poseidon have these cuttings, although the apex
block of the raking geison on the Hephaisteion has a pair of large holes for tongs. The
individualblocks of the geison at Rhamnouswere attachedto the frieze blocks and backers
by a pair of verticaldowels: at Sounion, a single dowel was used for each block. The geison
blocks in the Temple of Poseidon have pairs of horizontal dowel holes, square in section,
which may have been used to join or align the blocks.This type of cutting does not occuron
the Temple of Nemesis.
On the Hephaisteion, rectangularcuttings at the top of one joint edge of each geison
block were used in prying the adjacentblock into place. Such cuttings are not found in the
Temple of Nemesis or the Temple of Poseidon. Dowels with pour channels were used on
the Hephaisteion on the cornergeison blocks and the apex blocks of the raking geison but
not on the Temple of Nemesis, although a blind dowel was used for the cornersima on the
southwest cornerof the geison (G3).
The appearanceof the tooling differs on the three temples in all grades from rough to
fine, indicating that chisels with tips of slightly different widths were used. The different
marbleof each building (Pentelic, Agrileza, and Agia Marina) might have requiredslightly
differenttechniquesof tooling.
In view of the similarity of function,the differencesbetween the geisa of the Hephaisteion, the Temple of Poseidon, and Temple of Nemesis are considerable.Especially noteworthy are the differencesin the design of the jointing of the centralblocks,the differences
in the configurationof the top surfacesof the blockson the flanks (with resultingdifferences
in the design of the sima, sima backer,and rafter), and, finally, the extensive differencesin
the techniquesused in laying and fasteningthe blocks.
The jointing of the central blocks and the design of the top surfaceof the geison would
have requiredplanning, with attentionand thought given to the assemblyof the roof. Before
blocks of specific lengths could ordered from the quarry, the jointing system had to be
worked out. This technical planning would have been the responsibilityof the architect.
Given the conservativenature of Greek architecturalpractice,we shouldexpect an architect
to be consistent in the technical details of his buildings, even though he might change dimensions, proportions,or moldings. The differencesin the geison and roof discussedabove
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suggestthat the architectof the Temple of Nemesis was not the same personwho supervised
the Hephaisteion or the Temple of Poseidon.
PEDIMENT

The Tympanon

The tympanonon each end of the temple is composedof five blocks,with backersof the
same shape and size. Six of the ten blocksand backersfromthe west end are preserved,as is
one block from the east end.
The outer surfacesof both tympanonand backerswere polished smooth,but the backs
were left rough and slightly hollowed, with a smootherborderaroundthe edges, forminga
rough version of anathyrosis. The ends of the blocks have a finer anathyrosis, carefully
workedfor a perfectjoint. The blockswere clampedwith doubleT-clamps to each other but
not to their backers. On the top surfaces of most blocks are dowel and pry holes for the
raking geison. At one end on some blocks, the bottomedge shows a shift cutting. The front
surfaces of the tympanon blocks, like the top of the horizontal geison, show no traces of
braces,clamps, or dowels for pedimentalsculpture.
Six of the seven preservedblocks were found lying close to the west end of the temple.
The seventhblock, P1, was near the north side, close to the northwestcorner;it is the only
block which may be assigned to the east end. The shape and size of the blocks and the pry
holes on the front horizontal geison provide evidence for the original positions of all the
blocks (Fig. 25).
None of the blockson the west end was doweledto the horizontalgeison:althoughthere
are pry holes, there are no dowel holes for them on the top surfaceof the geison. None of the
six blocks assigned here to the west tympanon has dowel holes in its resting surface. One
geison block from the east end, however, centerblock G44, does have two dowel holes (one
unused) and a pry hole which would have been used for the tympanonblock immediately
south of the centralone.
P1 is the sole preservedblockwith a dowel hole, cut at the bottomof its right end. The top
surfaceslopes down from left to right, and the heights of the ends (0.828 and 0.394 m.) indicate that it stoodadjacentto a centralblock.Sincethere is no cuttingfor a purlin, it belongsto
the tympanonratherthan to its backers.Its shapeshowsthat P 1 belongseithersouthof center
on the west or north of center on the east. If it were placed on the west end, its right edge
would have restedon geison block G49, which has a pry hole in the appropriatepositionbut
no dowel hole. If P1 belongs on the east end, its right end would have rested on the geison
block in position G (in Fig. 21, G52, placed in this position without certainty).None of the
geison blocks which are candidatesfor position G are sufficientlywell preservedto show
dowel holes, but dowels were used at the east end for the tympanon,as the two holes on G44
indicate.Becauseof the dowel hole, P1 is assignedhere to the east end, northof center.
The large centralblock of the west tympanon,P5, was found lying west of the centerof
the west end. With its top surface cut to fit the apex of the pediment, it is immediately
recognizableas a centralblock (P1.43:a). The height of the blockat the peak, 1.045 m., is an
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25. Reconstructionof the west tympanon

importantdimension, for it gives the height of the pedimental space. The front surface is
smoothedand polished, and neither the front nor the back surface has cuttings for a ridge
beam; it thereforebelongs to the tympanon (Fig. 25). On the top surface are pry holes for
blocks of the raking geison but no dowel holes for the apex block, which must have been
doweled to the backer. The pry holes are 0.375 m. from the peak on the left side and
0.454-0.517 m. from the peak on the right side; the apex block of the raking geison must
therefore have been ca. 0.75-0.77 m. long. The tympanon block is ca. 0.28 m. thick; the
width varies slightly from top to bottom. Many blocks of the front horizontal geison have
weathering lines 0.300-0.304 m. from the front edge of the block, which define a space ca.
0.56 m. wide to accommodatethe tympanonblocks and their backers.
The top surfaceof P2 slopes down from right to left, and it has no cutting for a purlin.
Its height, ca. 0.40 m. on the left end and 0.828 m. on the right, indicatesthat it stoodnext to
a centralblock. The T-clamp cuttingon the right end matchesexactly the cuttingon the left
end of P5. P2 belongs to the tympanon,at the south side of P5.
P3 was found near the southwest cornerof the temple. It top surface slopes down from
left to right, and the heights of the ends (0.226 [pres.] and 0.188 m.) indicate that it is an
angle block, either the tympanonblockat the southwestangle or the backerat the northwest
angle. Because it was found lying near the southwestcorner,it is assignedthere.
P4, found lying close to P3, has a top surfacewhich slopes down from right to left and
heights of the ends (0.42 [pres.] and 0.162 m.) which indicate that it too is an angle block
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(P1.43:b). Since it was nearest the southwest cornerof the temple, it is assignedthere, as a
backerto P3.
The top surface of P7 slopes down from left to right, and the heights at the ends
(0.285 m. [pres.] and 0.18 m.) indicate that it is an angle block. It could be the tympanon
angle block at the southwest or the angle backerat the northwest;since the southwestangle
of the tympanon is occupiedby P3, and since P7 now lies near the northwest cornerof the
temple, it is assignedto the northwestangle as a backer.
P6, now in two pieces, lay near the northwestcorner(P1.43:c, d). Its top surface slopes
down fromleft to right; its height (maximumpres. 0.664 m.) indicatesthat it stoodnext to a
central block. There is a cutting for a purlin at the right end on the face, 0.336 m. high and
ca. 0.366 m. long, located0.175 m. abovethe bottomof the block. P6, then, is a backer,and
it belongs at the west end, north of the centralbacker.
The full length of the tympanonangle blocksat the west end is not preserved,but it may
be restoredon the basis of evidenceprovidedby the horizontalgeison. The southwestcorner
block of the geison, G3, has a raisedledge 0.446 m. wide along the flank, which slopes at the
pitch of the roof and supportedthe cornersima. Between this ledge and the cornerblock of
the tympanon,a wedge-shapedtransitionalblockmust be restored(Fig. 26). On the frontof
this blockwould have been carvedthe beginningof the moldingsand overhangof the raking
geison.91The top surfaceof G3, the southwestcornerblock,is not sufficientlywell preserved
to show tracesthat would indicatethe length of the transitionalblock.The northwestcorner
blockG4 does have a pry hole for the wedge-shapedblock,but since it was priedlaterally,the
hole does not indicate its length (Fig. 23). The angle block of the tympanonand the wedgeshapedblocktogetherhad a length of ca. 1.987 m., equal to the distancebetweenthe pry hole
for the tympanonblock and the ledge on the cornergeison blockwhich supportedthe corner
sima (this estimate is corroboratedby the length of the preservedtympanon blocks). The
wedge-shaped transitional block probably occupied about half the length (parallel to the
facade) of the cornergeison block inside the sloping ledge, or about 0.387 m.; on the front it
extendedinto the corner(to the south) an additional0.102 m. The length of the angle blocks
of the tympanonmay be restored,then, as ca. 1.987 - 0.387 = 1.60 m.
On the east end of the temple, the angles of the pediment were treated in a somewhat
differentway. The top surfaceof the southeastcornerblock of the geison, G1, is cut differently from G3, with a narrowerledge (0.197 m.) for the supportof the sima (Fig. 22). The
wedge-shapedtransitionalblock there must have been slightly longer, with an inclinedbottom surface.The shape is simpler than that used on the west end becausethe bottomof the
southernend would have rested directlyat the level of the crowninghawksbeakmolding of
the geison, whereas on the west end the transitionalblockhad to be cut ca. 0.043 m. to fit this
level (Fig. 26). The design of the transitionalblockfor the rakinggeison used on the east end
would have been similar to the one which shouldbe restoredon the Temple of Ares.92
91This block is restored on the analogy of block "Y"of the Parthenon (N. Balanos, Les monumentsde
l'Acropole,Paris 1936, pl. 7, figs. 5, 9, 10).
92 Dinsmoor, "Ares,"p. 19, fig. 9. The transitionalblock is not restoredin this drawing, but the top surface
of the geison requires it.
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The length of the pediment, measured between the crowning hawksbeakmoldings of
the corner geison blocks, would have been ca. 10.466 m. The height of the central block of
the tympanon, 1.045 in., added to the height of the raking geison (0.125 in., measured
verticallyat the apex), gives a total height of 1.17 m. The pitch of the roof was 1:4.47.
The Raking Geison

Many fragmentsof the Ionic raking geison from the two fronts of the temple are preserved (P1.44:a).93The profile of the raking geison is the usual one used in Doric architecture of this period, with a hawksbeak as a bed molding and an extended ("Ionic")drip
crownedby anotherhawksbeak.The overall dimensionsof the blocksmay be reconstructed
from evidenceIprovidedby the tympanoncoursebelow.
Dowel holes on the top surfaceof the tympanonindicatethat the individualblockswere
ca. 0.94 m. long. They projected0.366 m. beyond the face of the tympanon. Their depth
behind the face of the tympanonwas probablyca. 0.56 in., the depth of the tympanonblocks
with the backers, or a total depth of ca. 0.926 m. (Fig. 27). Their height (measured on
existing fragments)is 0.12 1 m.
One fragment,RG2, has a dowel hole on its top surfacefor the rakilngsima. Both RG2
and RG1 exhibit excellent workmanship.The soffit of the drip is polished smooth,and the
9" Eight fragments were collectedon the north side of the temple in 1977; many smaller fragmentswere
observedin the marble piles. All were subsequentlyremovedand are kept in the storeroomon the site. The
soffit of the overhangon the best preservedpiece (RG1) is 0.366 m. deep, including the hawksbeakmoldings
on the soffitand crown;its overall depth (not fully preserved)is 0.925 m.
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FIG.27. Section through raking geison block RG1 142C. Comparison of profiles of raking geison hawksbeaks: A) Hephaisteion B) Temple of Nemesis, original block C) Propylon, Sounion D) Temple of
Nemesis, replacementblock (A and C after Shoe, pl. LII:16, 17)

moldingsare cut with precision.Traces of paint remainon the crowninghawksbeakof RG1.
The Doric leaf appearslightly incised,but this effectis probablycausedby weathering.
The crowning hawksbeak molding of the raking geison is very similar to that of the
front horizontalgeison, with a tightly curvedundercutand an incisedhorizontalline immediately below the curve. The bed molding on the soffit of the raking geison has a greater
depth than the crowning hawksbeak.This type of hawksbeakis similar to the bed molding
of the raking geison on the Hephaisteion (dated by Shoe to ca. 425), but the profile of the
hawksbeakon the Temple of Nemesis is closest to that of the Propylon to the sanctuaryof
Poseidonat Sounion, ca. 420 (Fig. 27, A-C).94
At some later period, parts of the raking geison were replaced.The workmanshipdistinguishes these blocksfrom the originals:the resting surfacewas left roughly chiseled,and
the soffit of the drip still bears the marks of the claw-toothedchisel (P1. 44:a). The dimensions and profilesof the moldingsare irregular;the bed moldingon some blockshas a depth
up to 0.07 m., in contrast to the 0.054 m. of the original blocks (Fig. 27). The crowning
hawksbeakmolding on the replacementblocksis crudelyundercut.
94 Shoe, pl. LII:16, 17. The soffit bed moldings on the raking geison of the Parthenon,the Propylaia, and
the Temple of the Athenianson Delos all have a fillet below the hawksbeak,and the hawksbeakdoes not have
so great a projectionas the one on the Temple of Nemesis.
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These replacementblocks were almost certainlymade at the same time as the replacement blocksof the frieze and the front horizontalgeison, in the Roman period. There is not
enough evidenceto assign the fragmentsto their originalpositions,but it is probablethat the
replacementblocks also belong to the east end, where the other repairswere made.
ROOF

The Sima

The sima of the Temple of Nemesis is carvedon one blockwith the lowest pan tile and
has a centeredintegral stop for the covertiles of the roof (Fig. 28, P1.44:b). The back of the
blockis wedge shaped and continuesthe slope of the roof. The spacingof the dowel holes for
the sima on the top of the flank geison indicatesthat the blocks were 0.935-0.958 m. long,
with an average length of 0.948 m.95Each had a lion's-head water spout, spaced so that
there was one over every metope on the flanks. Severalpieces of the sima were on the site in
1977, two which preservedthe back and one which preservedpart of the frontwith part of a
lion's head. Several completeblocksare kept in the storeroomon the site.96
The design of the sima, combiningthe actual gutterwith the lowest pan tile and wedgeshaped support, is different from that used on the Hephaisteion, the Temple of Ares, and
the Temple of Poseidon.On those temples, trapezoidalsima backersare to be restored;they
were doweled into the geison and would have supportedthe sima (carvedon one blockwith
the lowest pan tile) and continuedthe slope of the roof, which began on the top of the projection of the flank geison blocks.97This type of trapezoidalsima backeris preservedin blocks
from the Temple of Apollo at Bassai, where the architectused a design for the geison, sima,
and sima backersimilar to that of the Attic temples (P1.44:c, d98).The smaller scale of the
Temple of Nemesis made it convenientto combine the sima and backer in one block, a
combinationalso used on the Temple of Athena Nike.
The profile of the sima is distinctive,with an ovolo crownedby a half-round astragal
and a fillet at its base (Fig. 28). The sima profile follows that of the middle pedimentof the
Propylaiabut with a greatercurveand depth.The depth of the ovolois similar to that on the
sima of the Temple of Athena Nike, but there the ovolo is crownedwith a cavetto.99The
ovolo form of the sima on the Temple of Nemesis is quite differentfrom the cyma-reversa
type on the Hephaisteion and the rakingsima of the Temple of Poseidonat Sounion.100The
cyma reversais crownedby an astragal on the Hephaisteion sima, while on the Temple of
Gandy illustrates a completeblock, pl. 7.
The blocks on the site in 1977 had the following maximum preserveddimensions:
RT1 68B Back of sima. Pres. L. 0.647 m., pres. W. 0.527 m. (Fig. 29).
RT2 69B Back of sima. Pres. L. 0.656 m., pres. W. 0.279 m.
RT3 102F Front of sima. Pres. L. 0.393 m., pres. W. 0.190 m., pres. H. 0.134 m. Preserveslower part of
lion's head on front. Found under wall blocksfrom the Temple of Themis.
97 For illustrations,see Dinsmoor, Jr., "Poseidon,"p. 218, ill. 6; Dinsmoor, Jr., "Hephaisteion,"pp. 226229, ills. 3 and 4; Hodge, WGR, p. 79, fig. 18.
98 The cutting on the side of the trapezoidalblock in P1. 44:c formedpart of a socketfor a rafter.
99 Shoe, pl. XIX:7, 5.
95

96

100 Dinsmoor, "Ares," p. 44, fig. 16.
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Poseidon it is crowned by an ovolo.101The choice of the ovolo sima crownedwith a halfround is distinctiveat Rhamnous:the architectdid not follow the patternsof the buildings
on the Akropolisor the other Attic temples.
One corner block of the sima is preserved.It belongs on the southwest corner (RT4
134D, Fig. 29, P1. 45:a), and part of its top surface servedas a base for the cornerakroterion. The blockis brokenon three sides but preservesthe profileof the rakingsima, which is
the same as that of the flank sima. It was fastened in place with a blind dowel; the dowel
hole, 0.043 m. square, correspondsto the one on the inclined ledge of the southwest corner
geison block, G3, located 0.3775 m. in from the front edge.102On the left side of the block,
higher up the slope of the pediment,a brokenedge projectsca. 0.011 m. along the front and
bottom;it is to be restoredas the lowest tile of the raking sima, and it confirmsthe accuracy
of Gandy's drawing on plate 10. This elaboratelyshaped block must have been fragile, and
it is not surprisingthat it broke where it did. The length of the bottom of the block on the
front side may be restoredto ca. 0.66 m., correspondingto the depth of the regular flank
sima blocks.103
A lion's head is to be restoredon the flank side of RT4; it completedthe row of heads
along the flank and servedas a spout for the last two rows of pan tiles at the west end. The
length along the flank of the cornersima block may be restoredon the basis of the length of
the support for it on the top of the cornergeison block G3. It was 1.147 m. long at the base,
the sima projectingca. 0.07 m. beyond the raking geison. This length is equivalent to the
width of a normal pan tile, ca. 0.476 m., addedto the depth of the raking sima, ca. 0.67 m.
This intricately cut block, RT4, also supportedthe corner akroterion.It had a ledge,
now broken, at such an angle to the slope of the sima that the base it formed would have
been nearly horizontal. The top of the base has a shallow depressionto accommodatethe
plinth of the akroterion;only part of two sides of the cutting is preserved.The bottomof an
approximatelysquare hole for a dowel is preserved,0.06 m. in from the preservedside and
0.324 m. back from the front of the block;it was probablyused to anchor the akroterion.
There are coarserchisel marksaroundthe edge of the cutting, which suggestthat the dowel
was removedand a repair or replacementmade at a later time (Fig. 29).
Because of the length on the flank side of the cornersima, the next adjacentflank sima
block must have been nearly triple the width of a pan tile, insteadof the usual doublewidth.
That this was in fact the case is confirmedby the absenceof dowel holes for a sima block on
the exceptionallywell preservedtop surfaceof G12, in positionA on the south. This extralong flank sima block was the last laid on that part of the flank, for it was not doweled. The
dowel hole on the top surfaceof G 13, in positionB on the south, was used for a sima blockof
101 Dinsmoor, Jr., "Poseidon,"pp. 221-223, ill. 15. The profile of the raking sima on the Temple of Poseidon is similar to that on the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina. The flank sima of the Temple of Poseidon, which
had a flat, piercedprofile, was re-used on the Temple of Ares in the Roman period (pp. 233-237).
102 On the Great Temple of Apollo, Delos, the northeastcornerblock of the geison also has a blind dowel for
the cornerakroterion(Courby,De'losXII, figs. 45, 46, 47, and 48) and so does the Hephaisteion.
103 Gandy gives the dimensionsof the base of the akroterionon the front and the side, but he gives no dimensions for the block as a whole (pls. 4, 10).
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normal length adjacentto the extra-long one, and it was pried from west to east. The distance between it and the right (eastern) edge of the ledge for the sima on the cornergeison
block is ca. 1.45 m., or approximatelytriple the width of the pan tiles.
The Tiles
Many fragmentsof pan and cover tiles which had been gathered into marble piles at
Rhamnous have subsequently been removed to the storeroom.Gandy illustrates the pan
tiles, ridge tiles, and ridge antefixes, and gives a reconstructionof their arrangementon half
of the roof (pls. 10-12). The fragmentson the site confirmhis measurements.The pan tiles
are 0.476 m. wide and 0.686 m. long, the covertiles 0.155 m. wide and 0.609 m. long. There
would have been 44 rows of pan tiles in addition to two end rows cut integrally with the
raking sima.
One ridge antefix, taken from the site in 1895, is now in the German Institute of Archaeologyat Athens.104It is 0.442 m. long at the base and 0.2946 m. high, measuredfrom
the tip of the palmetteto the apex of the soffit.
The Akroteria
In additionto the base for the cornerakroterioncarvedwith the cornersima (RT4), one
further fragmentfrom an akroterionbase is preserved,RT5 140D. It comes from the back
cornerof a base for a centralakroterion,and since it was foundnear the northwestcornerof
the temple it may be assignedto the west end (Pl. 45:b, c). The slope of the preservedcorner
indicatesthat it formedthe northeastcornerof the support.
Gandy illustratestwo cornerakroteria(P1.30:a), each composedof a griffinattackinga
stag (pl. 2), and he says, "The chimaerae on the acroteria,at the points of the pediment,
were found in front of the temple."105The griffins have since disappeared.106
Gandy gives
the dimensionsof bases for cornerakroteria, 1' 8.55" x 2' 4.3" (0.522 x 0.719 m.), and the
length of the base for a centralakroterion,2' 4.25' (0.7176 m.), but he does not say whether
these bases were found near the east or west front.
Gandy's restorationof the griffinson the east end was accepteduntil 1962, when Semni
Karouzoupublishedthe lower part of an akroterion,a plinth with feet, which she had found
in a cornerof the National Museum in Athens.107The sculpture is of Parian marble, like
the statue of Nemesis carvedby Agorakritos,and the style indicatesa date of ca. 420. On the
basis of the arrangementof the feet on the plinth, Karouzourestoresthe central akroterion
as Oreithyia and Boreas. She would restore running maidens rather than griffins on the
corners,on the analogy of the Temple of the Athenians on Delos.
The length of the plinth of Karouzou'sakroterionis 0.69 m., its depth 0.42 M.108 According to Gandy, however, the length of the base for the central akroterionis 2' 4.25"
104
M. Meurer, "Das griechischeAkanthusornament,"JdI 11, 1896, p. 132, fig. 20. This photographshows
that Gandy's drawing is accuratein every detail.
105 Gandy, p. 45.
106 B.
Petrakos,"La base de la Nemesis d'Agoracrite,"BCH 105, 1981 (pp. 227-253), pp. 228-229, note 5.
107
Karusu, "Akroter,"with pls. 44-48; a penciled note in the inventory book of the National Museum
suggests that the plinth may have come from Rhamnous.
108 Karusu, "Akroter,"
p. 179, note 1.
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(0.7176 m.), which allows almost no space for a plinth the size of Karouzou'sto be sunk into
the top, as was the southwest corner akroterion into RT4. Gandy's measurementshave
provento be accuratefor other parts of the temple, and so this one should not be ignored.
One could argue, as Despinis does, that the base which Gandy measured was a replacement of a later period.109The existence of RT5, however, suggests that at least the
western akroterionbase could have been availableto Gandy.110Although the workmanship
of RT5 is excellent, and it certainlybelongs with the original roof, it is now so fragmentary
that its dimensionsare not reliable criteriafor rejectingor acceptingKarouzou'sakroterion.
As we have seen, however, the pry holes on the top surface of the outer central tympanon
block at the west end (P5) indicate that the apex block of the raking geison was ca.
0.75-0.77 m. wide. It is unlikely that this block would have been much smaller than the
central akroterionbase.111 Oreithyia and Boreas would not have been comfortablyaccommodatedon the east end of the temple, if the central akroteriondetail was like that at the
west end.
The height of the central block of the tympanon on the west end (P5), 1.045 m., gives
the height of the pediment. Karouzougives no estimate for the height of the Oreithyia and
Boreas group, but its preserveddimensions suggest that it may have been designed rather
tall in proportionto the pediment,even though the pedimentwas empty of sculpture.
One might also note the absenceof fragmentsof wings on the site (none have ever been
reported):the conditionof the plinth now in the National Museum suggests that the statue
was brokenat Rhamnous.112For all these reasons it is doubtfulthat Karouzou'sOreithyia
and Boreas group belongs to the Temple of Nemesis.
The griffins found and drawn by Gandy should not be dismissedlightly as candidates
for the corners,for they are a type more commonto akroteriaand less so to dedicationsor
other freestandingsculptureone might find in a sanctuary.113Despinis, who acceptsKarouzou's attribution of the akroterionin the National Museum to the temple at Rhamnous,
points out that griffins and Oreithyia and Boreas make an odd combination.He notes that
griffins are frequently associatedwith Nemesis in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, and
he suggeststhat the griffinswere later replacementsfor the original, Classical akroteria.114
Despinis, p. 164.
In every instancewhere Roman replacementblocks exist side by side with Greek originals, Gandy gives
the dimensionsand appearanceof the original blocks.This is true for moldingsas well as whole blocks.Gandy
naturally would have chosen for his study the best preserved,finest examples, with the best workmanship,
since his foremostpurposewas to providemodelsfor contemporarybuilding (see footnote13 above). Nonetheless, even if the block Gandy measuredwas RT5, it is still possible that this, the original base for the western
central akroterion,was smaller than the original base for the eastern centralakroterion.
III On the Hephaisteion, the apex block of the raking sima (carvedin one piece with the central akroterion
base) did overlap the apex block of the raking geison very slightly (Dinsmoor, Jr., "Hephaisteion,"p. 230,
ill. 5).
112 In comparison,fragments of wings were found around the Stoa of Zeus in the Athenian Agora. (I am
indebtedto ProfessorH. A. Thompson for this observation.)
113 L. Beschi discusses several instances of griffins used for funerary sculpture:"Un nuovo teme della scultura funerariaattice,"in ITHAH, pp. 463-472.
114 Despinis, p. 163. C. Delplace also would date the association of griffins and Nemesis to the Roman
period;in remarkingon the cult statue of Nemesis, she was apparentlyunaware of Despinis' work (Le griffon
109

110

[Etudes de philologie, d'archeologie et d'histoire anciennes 20], Brussels/Rome 1980, pp. 303-305, 399-413).
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Despinis' explanation for the griffinsis a good one, especially since the southwest corner akroterionbase (RT4) has gouge marks which may indicate a repair or replacement,
and since part of the top surface of the southeast corner geison block also appears to have
been reworked.That the east end of the temple sufferedseveredamageto the frieze, geison,
and raking geison and was later repaired has been demonstrated (pp. 181, 198-200,
208-209 above). It seems probablethat the delicateakroteriawere also damagedand had to
be replaced.Since we should rejectthe group of Oreithyia and Boreas for any place on the
temple, the original central and cornerakroteriaremain unknown.
INTERIOR

The Temple of Nemesis has a pronaos,cella, and opisthodomos.Their combinedlength
is 15.045 m., and their width is ca. 6.50 m., measuredon the outsideof the walls. Inside, the
pronaos is ca. 5.15 m. wide and 3.022 m. deep, the cella ca. 5.17 m. wide and 7.32 m. long,
and the opisthodomosca. 5.15 m. wide and 3.509 m. deep.
The Cella

If we comparethe placementof the cella within the colonnadein three contemporary,
hexastyle Attic temples whose inner configurationis known, we see considerablevariation.
While the pronaos is placed similarly because the antae are aligned with the third column
fromthe front,the opisthodomosis designeddifferentlyin each temple. In the Hephaisteion
the opisthodomosis shallower than the pronaos,even though its antae extend to the second
interaxialspace on the flanks;this is the result of a deep cella. In the Temple of Poseidonthe
opisthodomosand pronaosare similar in depth, but the antae of the opisthodomosextend to
the axes of the third column on the flanks. In the Temple of Nemesis the opisthodomosis
deeper than the pronaos, and its antae extend to the second interaxial space on the flanks
(Fig. 6).115
The Pavement

The floor of the pronaos was paved with two rows of four blocks, 1.263 m. long and
1.074 m. wide, with their longer dimensionparallel to the east end. Four of these blocksare
approximatelyin place on the south side of the pronaos (P1.46:a). The floorof the opisthodomos was paved with two rows of four blocks, 1.019 m. wide and 1.338 m. long, their
longer dimensionperpendicularto the west end. One block is almost in place in the southeasterncornerof the opisthodomos.
The floor of the cella was paved with four rows of seven blocks, ca. 1.297 m. long and
1.05 m. wide, their longer sides parallel to the east end. Two blocks are preserved,one
almost in place in the temple (P1.46:b). Another,Fll 70B, has been placedon the platform,
in the interior of the temple. Cemented together from at least three fragments, it now
measures 1.293 m. long, 1.049 m. wide, and 0.202 m. thick. Both the paving block in the
115 The more complex interiorof the octastyleParthenoncoverseven more of the
space enclosedby its outer
colonnade;raisedon two steps, the prostylehexastylecolonnadesof both pronaosand opisthodomosare aligned
at their lowest step with the midpointof the flank columnsecondfrom each end.
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temple and Fll bear rough channelscut into their top surfaces.Possiblythese channelswere
associatedwith a screen, a table, or dedicationsset up in the cella.116
Elevationstaken on the temple show that the pavingof the cella was ca. 0.153 m. higher
than top of the toichobateand 0.239 m. higher than the (finished) stylobate and peristyle
paving. The floor of the pronaos is flush with the level of the pronaos stylobate and ca.
0.087-0.097 m. higher than the paving of the peristyle. Thus a visitor would have had a
short step up into the pronaosand anotherstep up into the cella.
The Columns of the Porches

The pronaoshad two columnsin antis;the lower drum of the southernone is still on its
stylobate. These two columns would have been slightly shorterthan those of the peristyle,
since the toichobateand stylobateof the pronaosare 0.0865 m. higher than the stylobateof
the peristyle.The height of the pronaoscolumnsmay be restoredas 4.0135 m.
At the front of both columns the working surface has been removedfrom eleven of the
twenty flutes, but the fluting was never completedor polished (P1.37:d). The several small
fragments from these columns on the site are readily identifiable by this incipient fluting, which could have been carried out at any time after the original constructionof the
building. 117

The opisthodomosalso had two columns in antis, but they and their stylobateare not
preserved.
The Walls

Four exterior orthostateblocks and many fragmentsare preserved.The height of the
orthostatesvaries slightly, 0.811 to 0.814 m. Their full length is not preserved,but one block
may be restoredto 1.501 m. This block probablycame from the pronaos or opisthodomos
walls, since the pry holes on the toichobateof the cella indicatethat the orthostatestherewere
ca. 1.00-1.10 m. long. The outer face of the blockswas left rough, and the lifting bosseswere
not chiseled off. The lower face of the blockswas recessedto a height of 0.126 m. from the
bottomedge (Fig. 30; P1.46:d). The blockswere clampedtogetherwith swallowtailclamps,a
formusually but not exclusivelyemployedin the Archaicperiod.118No tracesof lead remain
in any of the cuttings;the clampswere probablymade of wood ratherthan iron.119
The toichobateon the south side of the cella has two sets of pry holes used for the exterior
and interiororthostates.The patternof the chisel markson the top surfaceof the toichobate
116 For an illustration of a possible reconstruction,see B. Petrakos,A ConciseGuide to Rhamnous,Athens
1983, p. 14, fig. 5.
117
Cf. columns from the so-called "stoa"at Thorikos, re-used in the Southwest Temple in the Athenian
Agora and fluted in the Roman period:Dinsmoor,Jr., "FloatingTemples," p. 416 and note 10.
118
119

Martin,pp. 241-247.

Martin lists the many instances where wood was used instead of iron and lead (pp. 241-254). Wood,
with a tensile strengthabout thirty times greaterthan marble, would have affordedprotectionagainst lateral
shearing. It was also less expensive than iron. The cuttings in the blocks not only have no traces of lead but
they are also not damaged,as would be the case if scavengershad pried out the iron and lead. Traces of lead
and iron are found in many of the cuttings for T-clamps on other blocks.
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FIG. 30. OrthostateT2 44B with swallowtail-clampcuttings

shows clearlythe verticaldivisionbetweenthe two sets of blockswhich restedon it (P1.46:c).
The outer face of the exteriororthostatewas set back ca. 0.095 m. from the outer edge of the
toichobate.The total width of the toichobate(ca. 0.656 m.) less the width of the exteriororthostates(ca. 0.305 m.) leaves ca. 0.256 m. for the interiororthostates,a width which fits the
patternof the chisel marks.The pry holes in the toichobateindicatethat boththe exteriorand
interiororthostateswere ca. 1.00-1.10 m. long, with staggeredjoints.
There was no molding on the outside of the toichobate,as there is in the Hephaisteion.
Gandy illustrates a molding which he found in the interior of the cella, suggesting that it
was a base molding for the interiorwalls; Petrakos,however,has now shown that it belongs
to the base of the cult statue.120The moldingconsistsof a carvedguilloche set above a scotia
under a cyma recta, which is then crowned by a carved bead-and-reelastragal: the total
height is 0.177 m. (6.98").
The base of the walls on the interior of the temple was probably unadorned,as was
commonin the Doric order.The interiororthostateswould have appearedsomewhatlower
than those on the exterior because the level of the paving of the cella was 0.153 m. higher
than the top of the toichobate.Above the course of orthostates,the wall would have been
built of blocksof uniformsize extendingthe full width of the wall (ca. 0.55 m.).
The wall blockshave entirelyvanishedfromthe site. They would havebeen of a size most
convenientto local inhabitantsfor re-use in their own structuresor for burning to produce
lime for cement. The total height of the wall, from the peristyle pavement to the ceiling
120

Gandy, pl. 13; Petrakos,"Base,"pp. 246-248.
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beams, was 5.4 19 m. When the heights of the raised toichobate,the orthostates,and the epikranitisare subtracted,the total height left for ordinarywall blocksis 4.3445 m. If the blocks
were dividedinto eleven equal courses,each blockwould have been 0.395 m. high.
The Antae
Three orthostatesfrom the antae are preserved,which were found lying askew in the
temple. The best preservedblock formedthe exterior side of the northeastanta of the pronaos. It is 1.548 m. long, 0.811 m. high, 0.31 m. wide where it adjoinedthe wall blocks,and
0.353 m. wide at the front. It has the same unfinishedsurfacesas the exteriororthostatesof
the cella walls. The length of the return on the side is 0.722 m., close to the lower diameter
of the columnsof the peristyle;the finishedprojectionof the returnis 0.05 m. The face of the
anta would have been 2 x 0.353 m. = 0.706 m. wide, and the pronaos wall 0.706 - 2 x
0.05 = ca. 0.606 m.
That the wall thicknessof the pronaoswas greaterthan that of the cella (ca. 0.56 m.), as
indicatedby the greater width of the pronaos toichobate,is confirmedby the placementof
the edges of the paving slabs of the pronaos,which revealsa slightly narrowerinteriorwidth
than that of the cella. This arrangementis also indicatedby the chisel marks on the toichobate at the junction of the door wall with the outer walls of the cella: these show that the
narrowerinteriororthostatesof the cella walls turned inward and continuedup to the sides
of the door. On the west end also, the narrowerbackercoursecontinuedalong the inner side
of the crosswall.
The pronaos and opisthodomoswould not have appeared stark because the antae had
richly carved capitals. Gandy illustrates the anta capital, Shoe measured part of an anta
capital, and a small fragmentof one was found north of the temple.121 The moldingsof the
capital consist of a fascia crownedby a cyma reversa,both set above a hawksbeak;beneath
the fillet of the hawksbeakis an ovolo deeply carvedwith an egg-and-dartpatternand below
that an astragal carved with a bead-and-reel pattern. The total height of the moldings is
5.17" (0.131 m.), very close to the height of the abaci of the column capitals (0.130 m.).
Below the moldings a fascia 3.8" (0.0965 m.) high projectedslightly beyond the face of the
anta. On the basis of fragmentsin the storeroomat Rhamnous, Iliakis restoresbeneaththis
one a secondfascia, decoratedwith a delicatelateral-palmettedesign, and below it, a second
astragal,carvedwith a bead-and-reelpattern.122
Gandy illustrates the anta and anta capital of the opisthodomos(pl. 9). The return on
the side was shorter than that on the antae of the east end: immediatelybeneath the anta
capital, he gives the return as 1' 2.9" (0.378 m.) wide, close to the width of the triglyphs of
the exterior frieze (0.377 m.). As noted above (p. 165), he incorrectlyassigned the heavier
121 Gandy, pls. 6, 9; Shoe, pl. LVII:10. Shoe states (p. 120) that she did not know whether to restore the
ovolo and bead-and-reel astragal shown by Gandy, which recall the Parthenon. The small fragmentthat I
found north of the center of the temple confirmsGandy's drawing, as it preservesthe bead-and-reelastragal,
with the brokenlower edge of the ovolo aboveit. This piece was subsequentlyremovedto the storeroom:pres.

L. 0.109 m., pres. W. 0.098 m., pres. H. 0.048 m.; H. of astragal, 0.011 m. (= Gandy's .44").
122

Iliakis, "Ornament,"pp. 253-256, ill. 9 and pls. 56:B, 57.
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epistylionto the exteriorof the building and the blockswith lighter moldingsto the pronaos.
At the top of the exterior orthostatein Gandy's drawing, the return is shown wider than at
the anta capital, 1' 4.1" (0.408 m.); this is closer to the minimum of 0.42 m. which should
match the heavier regulae of the pronaosfrieze.
The Door

The thresholdblockof the doorto the cella was ca. 1.826-1.871 m. wide, as indicatedby
the pry holes. It would have been somewhathigher than the floor of the cella (as it servedas
a stop for the doors), and it provideda step up from the pronaos of at least 0.152 m. The
jambs of the doorprobablyprojectedover the ends of the thresholdblock.Gandv restoresthe
width of the door as 4' 9.17" (1.452 m.), equivalentto the distancehe gives between the two
columns of the pronaos. The door may have had a carvedlintel, for Gandy illustrates another set of moldingswhich he found in the pronaos:a deeply carvedcyma reversacrowned
by a cavetto,with a carvedbead-and-reelastragalbelow (pl. 13).
The Epikranitis

Several blocks of the epikranitis are preserved.They extendedthe full thicknessof the
wall (ca. 0.55 m.) and supported the ceiling beams of the flank peristyle, the cella, the
pronaos,and the opisthodomos(P1.48:a). The height of the blocksis ca. 0.168 m. on the side
which faced the cella, and ca. 0.177 m. on the side which facedthe pteromata.The height of
the exterior side matches that of the ledge on the back of the geison blocks, and together
these blocks supported the ceiling beams of the flank peristyles. The exterior side of the
epikranitisblockswas carvedwith a hawksbeakmolding (not preserved)which would have
matchedthe one on the back of the geison blocks (0.046 m. high).
On the east, where the frieze was carriedacross from the antae to the back of the exterior frieze, the epikranitiswould also have been carriedacrossas a crown course above the
frieze and its backer.On the west, the epikranitisalone as a beam was carriedacrossto the
back of the flank peristylefrieze. The same hawksbeakmoldingis carvedon all the blocksof
the geison and must have been matched by one on the epikranitis which ran above the
friezes of the pronaosand opisthodomos.On the interiorside of the epikranitiswas carveda
heavier hawksbeakmolding with a height of 0.065 m. (Fig. 24).123
The Ceilings

Many fragmentsof marble ceiling beams were found on the site. Two series are preserved which differ only in their height and (restored)length. The first series, represented
Shoe assigns a heavier hawksbeakmolding to the outer face of the epikranitis,which would require that
two hawksbeaksof differentheights (0.046 m. and 0.065 m.) meet (p. 127, pl. LX:14). It is difficultto see how
such a transition is possible, and this assignment should be rejected.An even heavier hawksbeak molding
(0.077 m.), representedby Ep3 75D and Ep5 220E, should be assignedto an Archaicbuilding in the sanctuary, perhaps the predecessorof the Temple of Nemesis (see footnote 53 above). The hawksbeak molding
which I assign to the interiorof the epikranitishas a profile which by itself might be 'datedto the late Archaic
period (Shoe, p. 127, pl. LXXVII).
123
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by the majorityof the preservedbeams, is 0.207 m. high and had a span of 1.092 m. and a
soffit 0.361 m. wide (P1. 47:a). The beam is crownedon each side by an ovolo, which was
continuedon thin filler panels slipped between the ends of adjacentbeams, perpendicularto
them, to fill the intervalsbetween the beams (CB8 181B; P1.47:b).
This series of beams is to be assignedto the flank peristyle. Their number and spacing
may be deducedfrom the slots cut for them on the backsof the geison blocks,which indicate
that fourteen beams were used on each flank. The easternmost beam was set only ca.
0.36 m. from the epikranitiscourse which was carriedfrom the antae of the pronaosto the
flank peristyle. A half coffer grid should be restoredover this interval. The length of the
flank ceilings was ca. 13.80 m.; when the widths of the short interval and of the fourteen
beams (soffit width 0.361 m.) are subtracted, the fourteen remaining intervals would
average0.599 m. The spacing of the beams from centerto centerwould then be 0.960 m., a
reconstructionconfirmedby the placementof the slots for beams on the backs of the geison
blocks. The slots vary in width from 0.40 to 0.45 m., and the intervalsvary from ca. 0.50 to
0.55 m.; the average spacing would be ca. 0.95 M.124The visible soffit of the marble coffer
grids would have been 0.517 m. wide.
The second series of ceiling beams has a height of 0.245 m., but the width of the soffit,
0.361 m., is identicalto that of the beamsfromthe flankperistyle.The lengthof their exposed
soffitsmay be restoredto ca. 2.582 m., the span acrossthe east porch,and 1.983 m., the span
across the west porch.125One end beam from the porches is preserved, CB6 18OD/E
(P1. 47:c). Like the beams in the Hephaisteion, its top surface is chamferedto allow the
raftersto pass over it.126It is clear fromthe chamferingthat the beam was set as far back on
the rear ledge of the (flank) geison blocks as possible (Fig. 21). The distance between the
backsof the beam ledges of the two cornerblocksof the geison (on the preservedwest end) is
8.344 m. When the widths of two end beams (soffit width 0.366 m.) and of seven regular
beams (soffitwidth 0.361 m.) is subtracted,spaceis left for eight intervalsaveraging0.636 m.
Thus the beams were spaced 0.997 m. on centers.127The visible width of the coffer grids
would have been 0.553 m.
The marble coffer lids of the Temple of Nemesis were carved individually and separately from the coffer grids and were held in place by raised,beveledrims on the tops of the
grids. A similar arrangementwas used on the Hephaisteion, except that there an elaborate
system of lettering indicated the exact position of each separate lid on the grids.128Some
124 These figures are necessarilyrough averages,because the actual length of the slots on the geison blocks
and the intervalsbetween them do vary five or six centimeters.There was no need for precisework here, since
the slots receivedonly the rough ends of the beams,which themselvesvary in width. All these partswould have
been concealedby the thin filler panels in the intervals.
125 The dimension 1.983 m. is given by the preservedgeison blocks of the south flank, west end (G12, G13).
The dimensionfor the east porch is derivedfrom the restoredlength of the geison blockson the south flank at
the east end (G14, G15, G16, and the inner cornerof G1; only the length of G14 is incomplete).
126
Cf. Dinsmoor, Jr., "Hephaisteion,"p. 228, ill. 4.
127 This restorationdiffers from Gandy's (pl. 3); he did not place the end beams on the ledge of the geison,
and so the full width of its soffitwas exposed.As a result, the spacingof the beams is narrowerin his drawing.
128 Wyatt and Edmonson,pp. 135-167.
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masons'marks on grids from Rhamnous have been recorded,but they appear to have been
used as more casual notations (P1.48:c).129
Three fragmentsof coffer grids from Rhamnous,now in the collectionof the American
School of Classical Studies at Athens, provide some of the dimensionsof the grids.130The
grids are 0.054 m. high, and the soffit of the individual section is 0.088 m. wide. On the
center of the soffit are engravedtwo parallel lines between which was painted a bead-andreel design. A completegrid would have had two rows of four panels.131 This type of coffer
grid should be assignedto the flank peristyles.The coffergrids for the porcheswould necessarily have been slightly larger,since their visible soffitwas 0.553 m. wide, in contrastto the
0.517 m. of the grids on the flanks.
The use of a largercoffergrid over the porchesis confirmedby other fragmentsof coffer
lids, of which there are three sizes.132The first consists of coffers carvedtogether with the
grids. The workmanshipon one type observedat Rhamnous is inferior to that of the other
two; in addition, the height of its grid (ca. 0.035 m.) is less than that of the coffer grids
assigned to the flank peristyle (0.54 m.), although the block as a whole is thicker than the
flank grid and lid combined(ca. 0.14 m.). Hodge assigns this type to the pronaos and opisthodomosceilings,133but because of the workmanship,the differentheight of the grid, and
the design with lid and grid together,these pieces are more likely to have been replacements
of the Roman period.
The second series of coffer lids has a coffer sinking 0.105 m. square, measuredwithin
the moldings, and the height of the whole lid is 0.042-0.048 M.134 This type of lid, the
smallest found on the site, is to be assignedto the ceilings of the flank peristyle.
The third series of cofferlids has a coffersinking 0.116 m. square, measuredwithin the
moldings,and a total height of 0.062-0.069 m.135The height of the ovolo moldingis 0.02 m.
129 B. Petrakos comments on these masons' marks and illustrates them with a drawing ("Inscriptions,"
pp. 329-330, ill. 6).
130 I thank Professor Henry Immerwahrfor permissionto include these fragmentsin this study. Their dimensions are as follows:
1 (no. 8). Fragmentof grid, at junction of four panels

Pres. L. 0.183 m., pres. W. 0.197 m.; pres. H. 0.046 m., with bevel between lids, 0.59 m. Bottom surface not

preserved.
2 (no. 12). Fragmentof grid, part of junction at one end
Pres. L. 0.208 m., pres. W. 0.101 m., W. soffit 0.088 m., H. 0.054 m., H. with bevel between lids 0.066 m. On

soffit, two parallel incised lines for painted astragal (W. 0.006 m.) in center.
3 (no. 13). Fragmentof grid, from end
Pres. L. 0.18 1 m., pres. W. 0.136 m., H. 0.055 m., H. at end 0.064 m. On soffit, two parallel incised lines for
painted astragal (W. 0.007 m.) in center.
131 Gandy illustratesthe coffer grids and lids but does not providethe dimensionsof entire blocks (pls. 6, 9).
He also illustrates the painted design, a gold star, which he found preservedin the soffit of the lids, a design
which recalls those on the the Parthenon(see footnote31 above).
132 Hodge first noticed the three differenttypes, and he illustrates fragmentsof each (WGR, pp. 112-115,
fig. 23). The existenceof the three differenttypes was confirmedby the authorby measuringthe fragmentson
the site (Oct. 25, 1980).
133Hodge, WGR, p. 114.

134Hodge,

WGR,p.

114.

The dimension 0.116 m. is given by Gandy (4.6", pl. 9) and confirmedby Hodge (WGR, p. 114). The
other dimensionsare given by Gandy (pls. 6, 9).
135
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This larger size of coffer lid should be assigned to the ceilings of the porches, since they
require a slightly larger grid to accommodatethem.
As Hodge has pointedout, the ceilings over the flank peristyleand porcheswere apparently constructedto be as high as possible.136Becauseof their high position,the top surfaces
of the coffergrids and lids would have obstructedthe passageof the woodenraftersand have
had to be trimmedon their outer edges, closestto the blocksof the geison, in orderto let the
rafterspass over them (Fig. 24). That the coffergrids were in fact trimmedis shown by one
fragment which has a beveled end (P1. 48:b). The outermost lids must also have been
trimmed.
The ceilings of the pronaosand opisthodomoswere probablyalso of marble.The beams
of the pronaos would have had a span of ca. 2.33 m., and those of the opisthodomosca.
2.78 m. There were probablysix beams and five intervalsover each chamber,whether the
spacing was similar to the ceiling of the flank peristyle, 0.96 m., or that of the porches,ca.
0.996 m. At present there is no evidence for the dimensionsof the beams or ceiling coffer
grids and lids, and no fragmentscan be assignedthere. It is possiblethat a third systemwas
used, with dimensions different from the ceilings of the porches and flank peristyles. The
ceiling beams of the cella had a span of 5.17 m., and the ceiling and beams were probably
made of wood, as that was the usual practicein the 5th centuryB.C.
CHRONOLOGY
PREVIOUS

DATING

OF THE TEMPLE

Because the sanctuaryof Nemesis has not yet been fully excavated,there is no ceramic
evidence which would help date the temple. Nor can we turn to specific literary or epigraphic testimony for a precise date. The temple thereforemay be dated only by an assessment of its style and techniques of constructionin relation to those of other, more securely
datedbuildings. In 1939, Dinsmoorsuggestedthe date 436-432 B.C., which has been widely
This date was based on assumptionsabout the historicalcontext of
quoted and accepted.137
the temple and on its attribution, together with three other temples, to one architect's
"hand".Dinsmoor attributed the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Ares in the Athenian
Agora, the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion, and the Temple of Nemesis to one architect,
whom he named the "TheseumArchitect"on the analogy of Beazley's practiceof inventing
names when attributingvases to particularvase-painters.
Dinsmoor derivedthe date of 436-432 in the following way. He had dated the beginning of constructionof the earliest of the four temples, the Hephaisteion, to ca. 450 on
archaeologicalgrounds,and that date providedhim with a terminus post quem for the series
of temples. Since he thought it unlikely that temples would be built during the Peloponnesian War, he took 431 as his terminus ante quem for the dates of all the temples. The intervening years were then dividedinto the following four periodsof construction:
Hodge, WGR, pp. 114-115. Cf. the remarksof Wyatt and Edmonson,pp. 140-141.
B. Dinsmoor, "Archaeologyand Astronomy,"ProcPhilSoc80,1939 (pp. 95-173), pp. 152,
163-165; for dates and discussionof the architect,idem, "Ares,"p. 47, repeatedin Observations(footnote20
above), pp. 153-155, and in AAG3,pp. 181-182.
136

137 For dates, W.
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449-444 Hephaisteion
444-440 Temple of Poseidon
440-436 Temple of Ares
436-432 Temple of Nemesis
The Temple of Nemesis was placed last in the series partly becauseof certainsimilaritiesto
the Parthenon, finished (except for its pedimental sculpture) in 438, and partly because
Dinsmoor believed it was left unfinished owing to the outbreakof the War.138This schematic sequenceis suspectbecauseeach building takes the same amountof time for construction, and each is finishedbeforethe next is begun.
Dinsmoor'sabsolutedating for the beginningof the Hephaisteionshouldbe adjustedin
view of more recentstudies of the building. The date of ca. 450 for its beginning (which had
been based on ceramicevidenceexcavatedin the foundationsand his correlationsbetween
the ancient and the Julio-Claudian calendars)has been revisedby Wyatt and Edmonsonon
the basis of recentstudiesof the style of the sculpturaldecorationon the Hephaisteionand of
the profiles of its moldings (especially in the upper courses) and their own study of the
masons'marks used on the ceiling coffers,all of which indicatea longer period of construction than was previouslythought, beginning ca. 460 and lasting until the 420's.139The cult
statue was addedca. 415 (IG I3, 472). Plutarch'scommenton the speedy completionof the
new constructionon the Akropolisduring Perikles' lifetime emphasizeshow unusual such
expeditiousconstructionwas (Per. I 3. I -3). The historyof constructionof the Hephaisteion,
a long one over more than forty years, was normal. This fact raises doubts about the rapid
138 Dinsmoor, "Archaeologyand Astronomy"(footnote 137 above), pp. 127, 165. He expressedreservations
about the date:
It would also be possibleto assign the temple to a slightly later period,about 420 B.C., which might
well be regardedas more suitable for the hesitant introductionof a new building material [conglomerate]
which did not becomecustomaryuntil the fourthcentury,and for the sculpturalstyle of certainfragments
of relief fromthe pedestalof the cult statue;the known careerof the sculptorof the statue,Agoracritusthe
pupil of Pheidias, could fit either period, and the incompletionof the temple could be attributedto the
disasterat Syracuseas well as to the outbreakof war. In short, we must scan every date within a quarter
of a century,438-413 B.C. (p. 127).
He then calculatedthe date of the temple by reckoningthe day of the festival of Nemesis, the Nemeseia,
because he assumed that the axis for the temple was laid out on the goddess'birthday,in the directionof the
rising sun. The date of the festival is not actually known but is supposedto be the same as the Genesia. The
ancient date of the Genesia was then correlatedwith the Julio-Claudian calendar;Dinsmoor found that the
date 425 would work well with the axis of the sun at the appropriatetime of year, but he seemedto feel that
the political conditionsin Attica at the time were not suitable and so preferred436. The precisedates given for
the four Attic temples are all derived by correlatinggeneral stylistic dates with such calendriccalculations.
Although these calculationsand methods have not been generally followed by students of architecture,religion, or the Athenian calendar,the precise dates derivedfrom them have been widely accepted.
139 Wyatt and Edmonson, pp. 165-167, with references;for sculpture, Ridgway, pp. 28-30, 88; S. von
Bockelbergdates the frieze to 430-425 B.C. in "Die Friese des Hephaisteion,"AntP 18, 1979, pp. 23-50,
reviewedby E. B. Harrison,AJA 85, 1981, pp. 232-234; E. B. Harrison, "TheArchitecturalSculpturesof the
So-calledTheseum,"abstractof paper in Greeceand Italy in the Classical World:Acta of the Eleventh International Congressof ClassicalArchaeology(London, 1978), London 1979, p. 220; eadem, "Style Phases in
Greek Sculpture," Twelfth International Congressof Classical Archaeology (Athens, 1983), Athens 1983,
pp. 16-17; for moldings, Shoe, pp. 108, 128, pls. LII:21, 22; LXI:1, 2.
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completion and neat sequence of constructionproposed by Dinsmoor for the other three
temples in this group.
The terminus ante quem of 431, the beginning of the PeloponnesianWar, should be
loweredto ca. 415, in view of the widespreadbuilding activityin sanctuariesin Athens and
Attica during the period from about 425 to about 415, which will be discussedbelow. When
the initial efforts of the ArchidamianWar were over and Athens was in a more secure
position, evidentlyfunds were then available for building projects.
The attribution of the four Attic temples to the "hand"of one architectwas a crucial
part of Dinsmoor's chronology. In two brief discussions, he made this attribution on the
which he thought indicatedone mind at work.140These charbasis of eight "characteristics"
acteristics,and the buildings which exhibit them, are as follows:
1. Slendercolumn proportions:all four temples.141
2. Adjustmentof the columnplacementso that the antae of the pronaosare alignedwith
the third column (from the front) on the flank:all four temples.
3. A cella without an internal colonnade:original plan of Hephaisteion (but not as
actually constructed);Temple of Poseidon;Temple of Nemesis; not known for Temple of
Ares.
4. Lowest step of darkerstone:Hephaisteion (poros);Temple of Nemesis (darkerlocal
stone).
5. Doric columnswith sixteen flutes:Temple of Poseidon.
6. Height of frieze and epistyle identical:Hephaisteion (on east front only); Temple of
Poseidon;not known for Temple of Ares.142
7. Sima with Corinthianovolo:Hephaisteion;not known for Temple of Ares.143
8. Interestin carvedornament,exemplifiedby Ionic crowningmoldingsfor architrave:
Hephaisteion;Temple of Poseidon.
See footnote 137 above.
Height of column measuredin lower diameters(computedfrom Dinsmoor's figures in AAG3,pp. 337339; his own computationsin the table opposite p. 340 are roundedoff):
ca. 5.7045
Temple of Ares
Olympia, Temple of Zeus
4.635, 4.719
5.7125
Bassai, Temple of Apollo
5.13, 5.31
Delos, Temple of Athenians
Temple of Nemesis
5.7422
Propylaia, west wing
5.4483
5.7756
Parthenon
5.476
Sounion, Temple of Poseidon
Nemea, Temple of Zeus
6.3607
Hephaisteion
5.611
Propylaia, central building
5.6636
142 Bouras (p. 180) gives the following set of proportions:
H. of epistyle: H. offrieze
0.930
1.010
Brauron, Stoa
Hephaisteion
Delos, Temple of the Athenians 0.920
Temple of Poseidon
1.008
0.909
Nemea, Temple of Zeus
Parthenon
1.000
Tegea, Temple of Athena Alea 0.880
[Temple of Ares
1.000]
Stratos, Temple of Zeus
0.870
Propylaia
0.986
Temple of Nemesis
0.982
This list shows that the only building with a epistyle and frieze of identicalheight is the Parthenon.(The
figure for the Temple of Ares is an estimatebased on incompletepieces.)
143
The design of the flank sima of the Temple of Poseidon,piercedand with a flat profile (unique in marble,
140
141
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Of the eight characteristicsnoted above, one which all four buildings certainlyshare is
that the proportionsof their columnsare more slenderthan those of the Parthenon;but this
is true of the columnson all temples built after the Parthenon,except the Temple of Apollo
at Bassai (supposedlydesignedby the architectresponsiblefor the Parthenon).
The second characteristicwhich all four share, a ground plan with the antae of the
pronaos aligned with the third column of the flanks, is a design which allows the frieze
acrossthe pronaosto be extendedacrossthe spacebetweenthe cella and the outer colonnade
and to join the back of the frieze of the outer columns. The principal advantage of this
arrangement,found also in the Temple of Apollo at Bassai, and alreadywell establishedin
Western Greece, is the moderatelyincreasedspace for sculpturaldecoration.The Classical
temple at Kalapodi in Boiotia, dated in its early stages to ca. 480-460, is the earliest Doric
temple in mainland Greece with this ground plan.144
The use of an extended frieze across the pronaos in the Hephaisteion is distinctivein
comparisonwith its immediatepredecessorand with its contemporary,the Temple of Zeus
at Olympia and the Parthenon. The design is related primarily to the size of the building
and the desiredextent of a sculpturedfrieze. In the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, the Doric
frieze over the pronaos and opisthodomoshas sculptured metopes. The Parthenon has a
continuousIonic frieze aroundthe outside of the whole cella. The practicaladvantageof the
arrangementin the four Attic temples comparedby Dinsmoor is that it providesspace for a
continuous sculptured frieze but one of a limited extent. In the Temple of Poseidon, the
frieze was extendedaroundthe whole front pteroma.145This design providesa compromise
between the extremesof an interiorwith no sculptureand one with lavish sculpture.It is not
surprisingthat once this convenient,modestarrangementwas invented,it was used again in
other buildings. In the Temple of Nemesis, too, the frieze was extended to the outer peristyle; it is not certainwhether it was left blank or had triglyphs.
The attention to the adornmentof the pteroma given by the inclusion of a sculptured
frieze reflects an increased interest in this part of the building and emphasis on it. This
interest,which developedmuch furtherin temples and tholoi of the 4th centuryB.C., did not
begin with the Hephaisteion. The earliest example in Athens may be the Old Temple of
Athena on the Akropolis, which probably had a continuous (Ionic) frieze across the pronaos.146 Another early example is the Great Temple of Apollo on Delos (ca. 475), which
and paralleled only in types used in Sicily and Magna Graecia), was re-used on the Temple of Ares when it
was reassembledin the Athenian Agora. Dinsmoor ("Ares,"p. 47) mistakenlyattributedpart of the Hephaisteion sima to the Temple of Ares, but see Dinsmoor,Jr., "Poseidon,"pp. 226, 233-237. The rakingsima of the
Temple of Poseidon is "archaizing"and resembles the sima of the Temple of Aphaia at Aegina (ibid.,
pp. 221-223).
144 R. C. S. Felsch et al., "Apollonund Artemis oder Artemis und Apollon? Berichtvon den Grabungenim
neu entdecktenHeiligtum bei Kalapodi 1973-1977," AA (JdI 95) 1980 (pp. 38-115), pp. 99, 107-108.
145 A. Delivorrias, "Poseidon-Tempelauf Kap Sunion,"AM 84, 1969 (pp. 127-142), pp. 137-142.
146 F. Brommer,Der Parthenon Fries, Mainz am Rhein 1977, p. 152; Coulton, "PerikleanDoric," p. 43;
Ridgway, p. 30; A. F. Stewart, Greek Sculpture:An Exploration, forthcoming.The Archaic Telesterion at
Eleusis, contemporarywith the Old Temple of Athena, had Ionic columns in its interior whose bases (o-7rELpaL)are listed in the accountsof the epistatai at Eleusis for the years 408/7 and 407/6 (IG I3, 386, line 105;
387, line 115); for discussion see T. Leslie Shear, Jr., "The Demolished Temple at Eleusis," Hesperia,
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had a triglyph-and-metopefrieze around the entire cella, a precedent,in the Doric order,
for the continuousIonic frieze around the cella of the Parthenon.147 Even more innovative
was the inclusion of a triglyph-and-metopefrieze around the interior of the pronaos and
opisthodomos.148
Here the emphasison the interioris unequivocal,even though the metopes
of the frieze were not sculptured.The articulationof the inner peristyle with friezes is not,
then, a sudden invention in the Hephaisteion but a further developmentwithin a larger
stylistictrend.
With regard to Dinsmoor's third characteristic,the absence of an interior colonnade
should not be surprisingin buildings much smaller than the Parthenon.In a comparisonof
the size, interior configuration,and location of Doric buildings, Hodge has shown that the
presenceof an interior colonnadeseems to be a regional preference,perhaps based on the
availability of suitable timbers for large spans.149Hodge's chart (on his p. 39) shows that
generally in Western Greece interior colonnadeswere omitted,while in mainland Greece,
they were usually included until the mid-5th century.150With the exception of the 4thcentury Temple of Apollo at Delphi, notable for its adherenceto the plan of its Archaic
predecessor,the Parthenonand the Hephaisteionare the last rectangulartemples with freestandinginteriorcolonnadesuntil the end of the 4th centuryB.C., when the Temple of Zeus
at Nemea was built.151 In the secondhalf of the 5th centuryand throughoutthe 4th century,
Suppl. XX, Studies in Athenian Architecture,Sculpture and Topography,Princeton 1982 (pp. 128-140),
p. 135. The combinationof Ionic and Doric featuresis certainlyattestedin Athens as early as 470-460, in the
constructionof the Stoa Poikile in the Agora;there Ionic columnswere used in the interior,while the exterior
was Doric (T. L. Shear, Jr., "The Athenian Agora: Excavations of 1980-1982," Hesperia 53, 1984
[pp. 1-57], pp. 5-19). Ionic columns are also reconstructedin the opisthodomosof the Parthenon.
147 Courby, De'losXII, pp. 70-74; R. Vallois, L'architecturehelle'niqueet helle'nistique
a De'los,II, Grammaire historiquede l'architecturedelienne, Paris 1966, pp. 215-216; the Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi
(ca. 480 B.c.) and the Late Archaic Temple of Artemis on Paros (ca. 475 B.C.), both small, non-peripteral
buildings,distyle in antis, also had continuousDoric friezes aroundtheir exteriors(for the Temple of Artemis:
M. Schuller, "Die dorischeArchitecturder Kykladenin spatarchaischerZeit,"JdI 100, 1985 [pp. 319-398],
p. 397). Coulton has noted the many aspectsof the design of the Great Temple of Apollo which seem to follow
Western Greek precedents,and this use of the frieze is one of them ("PerikleanDoric," p. 44). Dinsmoor
suggestedthat the temple was not built abovethe level of the krepidomauntil the 3rd century,but the profiles
of the capitals of the pronaosand the details of the entablatureindicate that constructionon the temple up to
that level continued into the third quarter of the 5th century (Dinsmoor, AAG3, p. 184, note 5, and p. 221;
Coulton, "PerikleanDoric";Kalpaxis, p. 142).
148 Courby, De'losXII, pp. 79-82; Vallois, op. cit., pp. 215-216. A precedentfor the triglyph-and-metope
frieze in the interiorsis found in the early Archaic (ca. 575) Temple of Aphaia on Aigina, tetrastyleprostyle,
which had an inner Doric frieze carried back from the colonnade,over the antae, and across the door wall
(Schwandner,op. cit. [footnote27 above],figs. 59, 62, and pp. 93-94, 98).
149Hodge, WGR, pp. 38-44; Hodge concludes that Sicilian architects knew the truss, but see now
R. Meiggs, Trees and Timber in the Ancient Mediterranean World, Oxford 1982, pp. 176-203, 423-457,
462-466.
150 Within the sphere of mainlandGreece,the two exceptionsare the Late ArchaicKardakitemple on Corfu
and the Early Classical Great Temple of Apollo on Delos: the interiorcolonnadeis omittedin both, and both
are subjectin other details of design to Western Greek influence. The architectof the Temple of Poseidon at
Sounion may have omitted the interior colonnadewith knowledge of the Western Greek prdctice,just as the
designs of the flank and raking simas for the temple show inspirationfrom outside Athens. (For the Kardaki
temple, see W. B. Dinsmoor,Jr., "The KardakiTemple Re-examined,"AM 88, 1973, pp. 165-175.)
151 For a study of the interiors of the temples at Tegea, Nemea, and Stratos, see N. Norman, "The 'Ionic'
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adequatetimberswere obviouslyavailable for wide spans, and this systemwas preferredto
the manufacture of a complete, double row of freestanding columns for the interiors of
temples. The omission of an interior colonnade,however, is not peculiar to the Temple of
Poseidonand the Temple of Nemesis.
Three other characteristicsof the "TheseumArchitect"listed by Dinsmoor are shared
by only two of the four temples in each instance, but even they are hardly unique to these
buildings:darkerstone for the lowest step is not restrictedto the Hephaisteion and Temple
of Nemesis, as noted above (p. 145); nor is interest in carvedornamentor the use of Ionic
moldings in Doric buildings. And the last two characteristics,the sixteen-fluted exterior
column at Sounion and the Corinthian sima on the Hephaisteion, are each unique in this
period.
Upon closer examination,the similaritieswhich Dinsmoorobservesin the four temples
may be more accuratelydescribedas stylistictrends characteristicof 5th-centurytemples in
general, and some of these arrangementsmight have dependeddirectly on the size of the
temples or the amount of decorationplanned for them in accordancewith these trends.The
builders of the Attic temples had a clear awareness of panhellenicprecedents.Coulton has
argued convincinglythat two of the sources of inspiration for many of the new features of
the "Periklean Doric" style were Western Greece and the Cyclades;with so much constructiongoing on in the secondhalf of the 5th century,masonsand architectswere in high
demand, and it is very likely that they traveled widely, just as sculptors did.152The similarities in the Attic temples suggested by Dinsmoor which survive careful scrutiny do not
providesufficientcriteriafor assigning them to the "hand"of a single architect.
THE DATE OF CONSTRUCTION

The ArchaeologicalEvidence
For the date of the Temple of Nemesis, we are left with its style and proportionsas
criteria. The date of the Parthenon, 447-438, should provide a terminuspost quem, since
some details of the Temple of Nemesis such as the form of the sima, the decorationon the
coffer lids, and the anta capitals seem to have been inspired by those of the Parthenon.
These reminiscentforms do not require that the Temple of Nemesis be dated immediately
after the completionof the Parthenon,however,as is shown by the similarlyinspireddetails
in the Temple of the Athenianson Delos and the temple at Segesta.
There are certain signs of economyin the constructionof the Temple of Nemesis. The
building as a whole is quite small in comparisonwith other peripteral Doric temples;it is
the smallest we know until the Metroon at Olympia, which was built a centurylater. Local
marble was chosen for it, which reducedthe cost of transportation.An even cheaper conglomerate stone was used as packing in the foundations.Costly iron T-clamps were used
only in the upper parts of the building, in the cornersof the secondstep, and in the corners
Cella: A Preliminary Study of Fourth Century B.C. Temple Architecture,"diss. University of Michigan,
1980.
152 Coulton, "Periklean Doric," p. 44; the "international"characterof building projects due to traveling
architects and trained crews, as attested in literary and epigraphical evidence, is emphasized by Burford
("Economics,"pp. 21-34).
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of the toichobate.In orderto compensatefor the lack of clamps in the foundationsand steps,
the blockswere fitted into intricatepolygonalpatterns,which providedsolidjoints. Dowels
were used sparingly.The orthostateswere probablyclampedwith wood.
The temple was left unfinishedwhen funds ran out: the fluting of the columnswas not
finished, there are still lifting bosses on the orthostates,and the steps and stylobateare not
smoothed (see above, pp. 155-156). Nonetheless, the moldings and ceiling coffers were
painted, and the commission for the cult statue, with its elaborate base, was given to a
famous sculptor,Agorakritos,active ca. 430-420.153
The details and proportionsof the capitals, the columns, and the entablatureall indicate that the Temple of Nemesis was built after the Propylaia,as an early contemporaryof
the Stoa at Brauronand the Temple of the Athenianson Delos. This conclusionis suggested
also by the profiles of the moldings, which in most instances may be dated to the 420's.154
Although of course stylistic evidenceprovidesonly a range of dates ratherthan a single one,
the collectiveevidenceindicatesthat the Temple of Nemesis was built ca. 430-420.
Constructionin Sanctuariesduring the Peloponnesian War
The date proposedfor the Temple of Nemesis was during a time of considerablebuilding activity in Athens and Attica. The accumulating archaeologicalevidence shows that
constructionin sanctuaries continued throughout the 5th century in Athens and Attica,
certainlyafter ca. 425, and even during the still more difficultconditionsof the later part of
the Peloponnesian War, after the failed invasion of Sicily and the Spartan occupationof
Dekeleia.155In addition, the archaeologicalrecord shows that at this time the Athenians
gave renewed attentionto cults and sanctuarieswhich had been neglectedand made provisions for cults that were new to Athens. The new temple at Rhamnous would have been
constructedin this context.
Religious feeling (probablywith an admixtureof practicaland political concerns)was
surely a primarymotive for dedications,embellishmentof temples, and additionsto sanctuaries. The effectsof the Plague on the religious feelings of the people who survivedit should
not be underestimated.156
By the summerof 431, the city of Athens was so full of people that
153 Despinis in 1971 dated the statue of Nemesis to ca. 430, with work on the frieze of the base continuing
down to ca. 420 B.C. The discrepancyof ten years in date (pointed out by Ridgway [pp. 172-173]) and the
resulting technical difficultiesfor the installationof the statue are addressedby Petrakos(<<Hpo,8X4'/araT77i
T7- NEMuET'Jsq>>,in Archaischeund klassischegriechischePlastik (Akten des interna,8ao-,qgTov ayaXuLaToq

tionalen Kolloquiums vom 22.-25. April 1985 in Athen), II, Klassische griechische Plastik, Mainz am Rhein

1986 [pp. 88-107], pp. 90-91, 107); in a discussionfollowing the paper, Despinis indicateswillingness to date
the installationof both statue and base to a single date within the years ca. 430-420 B.C. (p. 107).
154 For the dating of the capitals, columns, and entablatureof the Temple of Nemesis, see above, pp. 160164, 170. All moldingsexcept the hawksbeakof the pronaosepikranitisare datedto the 420's: above,passim;
for illustrations,Shoe, pls. XXI:4, 25; LII:16; LVII:10; LIII:25.
155 I presentedsome of the informationincludedhere to the annual meeting of the College Art Association,
Los Angeles, 1985, in a paper entitled "ReligiousArchitectureduring the PeloponnesianWar" as part of a
session chairedby A. F. Stewarton the arts during the PeloponnesianWar. I am gratefulto the chairman,the
membersof the panel, and the audiencefor helpful discussionof the issues.
156 J. McK. Camp II makes this point about drought,famine, and plagues in general and assemblesa large
body of supportingevidence("ADrought in the Late Eighth CenturyB.C.,"Hesperia48, 1979 [pp. 397-4 11],
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even the sanctuaries,hero-shrines,and the Pelargikonwere completelyfilled with refugees;
only the Akropolis and the City Eleusinion (and any other sanctuary which could be securely closed) remainedinviolate (Thucydides,II.I 7.I-2). Then in the next summer,during
the worst outbreakof the Plague, the temples were filled with corpses,and burial customs
were not just neglectedbut abused when people would dump bodies on funeral pyres prepared for others (Thucydides, II.52.3-4). 157 After these and other horrors of the repeated

bouts of the Plague and the lawlessness and impiety so vividly describedby Thucydides,
many Athenians must have felt a need to return with devotionto traditionalreligious customs, or search for new ones, with the hope that they would be effective.The uncertainties
broughtby the war and Spartanraids could only have addedimpetus to this feeling.
Furthermore,Thucydides reports that in addition to outbreaksof the Plague in 427,
Athens suffereda series of strong earthquakes,unusual phenomenafor the city (III.87, 89).
The Athenian fortificationon Atalante near Boiotia was destroyedby giant tsunamis.The
earthquakewas so strongin the city that it made the upper north side of the Parthenonshift
to the north by 2.5 cm., and it probablycaused damage elsewhere.'58It is hard to imagine
the effects of such a dreadfuland unexpectedevent on the people, already in distressfrom
the Plague.
Appeals to the gods and new provisionsto encouragetheir presenceand help are clearly
evidentin the sanctuaries.The best known and best preserveddedicationto a god in connection with the Plague is the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (Pausanias, VIII.4I.89).159 Apollo is alreadywell establishedas the bringerand averterof plague in the Iliad, and
numerousreferencesattestto attentionto him in that role duringthis outbreak.160
Athenian
appeals to him are reflectedin Pausanias'remarkabout a statueof Apollo Alexikakosin the
Agora, which he saw in front of the Temple of Apollo Patroos (I.3.4): Pausanias associates
its dedicationwith a consultationof Apollo at Delphi about the Plague.16I
pp. 403-404); Mikalson discusses the renewed interest in religious affairs after the Plague ("Religion and
Plague").
157 Gomme notes the traditionalprohibitionagainst deaths inside a sanctuary(p. 159).
158 M. Korresand C. Bouras, MEA\E'T)
'A7roKaTao-Tadwq ToVoHapOEvW^vo, Athens 1983, pp. 328-330.
159 Cooper (footnote 33 above), pp. 10-28; idem, "ArkadianEpikouroi and the Date of the Temple at
Bassai," abstract of paper in Greece and Italy in the Classical World:Acta of the Eleventh International
Congressof ClassicalArchaeology(London, 1978), London 1979, pp. 210-211.
160 Camp (footnote 156 above).
161 H. W. Parke and D. E. W. Wormell doubt the associationof this statue with the Plague of the 420's
becauseof the pro-Spartanpolitics in Delphi at the time and becauseof Pausanias'attributionof the sculpture
to Kalamis, whose work is generally dated earlier in the 5th century (The Delphic Oracle I, Oxford 1956,
p. 190). Harrison, however, has suggestedthat Kalamis may have still been working as late as ca. 430 on the
friezes of the Hephaisteion ("ClassicalMaiden," pp. 51-52). Thucydides states that supplicationsin sanctuaries were made and oracleswere consultedat the outbreakof the Plague but that finally the people, overcome
by the disaster,ceasedsuch activities(II.47.4). G. Huxley has noted evidencefor a probableconsultationof an
oracle about the Plague in Crete by Nikias ("Nikias, Crete and the Plague," GRBS 10, 1969, pp. 235-239).
Other offeringsin connectionwith the (Athenian) Plague notedby Pausanias include a bronze goat offeredby
the people of Kleonai to Apollo at Delphi (x. i i.5), a temple and statue of Apollo in the agora at Elis (VI.4.6),
and a sanctuaryat Troizen of Pan Lyterios,who revealedin dreamsthe cure for the Plague (II.32.6).
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The Athenians took decisiveaction to win Apollo over with the purificationof Delos in
426/5, by transferringall old burials to Rheneia and by reinstituting and expanding the
Delian festival in honor of Apollo and Artemis (Thucydides, III.104). Diodoros (perhaps
following Ephoros) explicitly states that the Plague was the motivationfor the purification
(xII.58.6-7).162 The Athenians' new temple to Apollo on Delos was begun at this time, a
temple with many similarities to the Parthenon in details, proportions,and quality, although closer in size to the Temple of Nemesis; it was probably dedicatedin 417 by Nikias.163The purification, the restoration of the festival for Apollo and Artemis, and the
constructionof a new temple in a sanctuaryoutside Athens and Attica illustrate the intense
interest in religious affairs soon after the Plague ended. This must have been part of the
effortsto avert a new outbreak,even if other reasons also attendedthe activity.164
The end of the Plague in 426 after nearly five years was followed by the end of the
annual Spartan raids, when the Spartan troops decidedto turn back at the Isthmus after
more earthquakes (Thucydides, III.89). Hanson has shown that the Spartan raids on the
Attic countrysidewere not so devastatingto crops, vineyards, and orchards as is usually
supposed, and the literary and epigraphicalevidencehe cites presents a picture of relative
prosperity during the late 420's.165Several areas, including the Marathonian Tetrapolis,
escaped the most destructiveraid (the secondone of 430) altogether.Temples and sanctuaries should have been safe from the Spartansin any case, as we have no evidencethat they
violated traditionalprohibitionsagainst desecrationof a sanctuary.166That the Attic sanctuaries were still receivingdedicationsis shown by Demothenes'dedicationof 300 panoplies
162 Mikalson suggests that one motive for the Athenian attentionto Delos was to raise the cult there to be a
rival of Delphi, which was pro-Spartan ("Religionand Plague," pp. 221-222); Parke and Wormell suggest
that the Athenians suspectedpro-Spartanleanings on the part of the Delians (op. cit., pp. 194-195); Gomme
sees the purificationas a thanksgivingfor the end of the Plague and an opportunityto overseean international
festival, as the others were under the controlof Peloponnesians(p. 414).
163 Courby,De'losXII, pp. 205, 220-225; for a careful analysis of proportions,see D. Mertens, Der Tempel
von Segesta, Mainz am Rhein 1984, pp. 220-228. The dimensionsof the stylobateof the temple (hexastyle
amphiprostyle)arerestoredto9.686 x 17.014m. (Courby,p. 110);cf. the Templeof Nemesis, 9.96 x 21.431 m.
In additionto the influenceof the Parthenonnotedby Courbyand Mertens,the use of windows in the doorwall
may also have been inspired by the windows in the pronaos wall of the Parthenon, recently discoveredby
M. Korres ("Der Pronaos und die Fenster des Parthenon,"in Parthenon-KongressBasel, Mainz am Rhein
1984, pp.47-54).
164
IG I3, 137 (dated ca. 421-416) also refers to cult activityfor Apollo.
165

V. Hanson, Warfare and Agriculture in Classical Greece (Biblioteca di Studi Antichi 40), Pisa 1983,

pp. 111-127. As Hanson notes (p. 116), of especial interest is Thucydides'remarkthat the raids of the early
420's had not preventedthe Athenians from making "full use of the land"duringthe rest of the year (VII.27.4).
166 Hanson points out that sacredgroveswere intentionallybypassedby the Spartans(op. cit., pp. 121-122);
Linders argues that even temple furniture and votives would have been safe and notes that the only instance
Thucydides recordsof the pillaging of a shrine (IV.97-98) was done by barbarians;it was the Athenianswho
violatedthis customat Delion in 424/3, althoughthe violationconsistedof profaningthe temple of Apollo and
drinkingthe water from a sacredspring, not stealingany valuableitems (OtherGods,p. 18 and p. 84, note 46).
There is an implied threat of Peloponnesians"borrowing"from Delphi and Olympia in Thucydides, L.I2I.3,
I43.I. For Spartan scrupulousnessin war, see M. D. Goodmanand A. J. Holladay, "Religious Scruples in
Ancient Warfare,"CQ36, 1986 (pp. 151-171), pp. 152-160.
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after his victoryat Idomene (426/5, Thucydides, III.' 14.I).167 The remarkableresilienceof
the Athenian economyin the mid-420's and the cessationof Spartanraids after the capture
of the Spartanson Sphakteriawould have provideddemesmenwith a welcome opportunity
to refurbishthe local sanctuariesand improvethem with new construction.
In the city of Athens, majorprojectson the Akropoliswere resumedwith the completion
of the present Temple of Athena Nike (whose foundations had already been laid in the
430's) during the 420's.168Attention to Athena Nike was especially appropriateafter the
Athenian victoryat Pylos. The Erechtheion,which housed so many ancient and local cults,
was startedin the 420's, and constructioncontinuedduring the latter part of the war.169
By 420, the cult of Asklepios was broughtto Athens, and a new sanctuaryfor him was
built in a prominentlocation on the South Slope of the Akropolisby Telemachos, a private
donor.170While it was under construction,the sacred snakes (or the god himself) were
hosted by the playwright Sophokles and by Demeter and Persephone in the City Eleusinion,just to the northof the Akropolis.171 This new cult was introducedat a time when the
effects of the Plague were all too fresh for the Athenians. The Peace of Nikias was the first
opportunity the Athenians had had for amicable relations with the Epidaurians, whom
Athens had unsuccessfully attacked in 430 (Thucydides, II.56.4).
The "First Fruits" decree of ca. 422, which establishes the procedurefor offerings to

Demeter and Persephoneat Eleusis, containsa rider, movedby Lampon, calling for supervision of the Pelargikon,the old lower wall of the Akropolis(IG I3, 78).172 Evidentlypeople
167 Gomme notes that the panoplies were a personalgift to Demosthenesfrom the Akarnaniansand Amphilochians (p. 428).
168 For the date of the foundations,M. M. Miles, "The Date of the Temple on the Ilissos River,"Hesperia
49, 1980 (pp. 309-325), pp. 323-325; for discussionsof the date of the temple, with bibilography,see H. Mattingly, "The Athena Nike Temple Reconsidered,"AJA 86, 1982, pp. 381-385; B. Wesenberg, "Zur Baugeschichtedes Niketempels,"JdI 96, 1981, pp. 28-54; W. Childs, "In Defense of an Early Date for the Frieze of
the Temple on the Ilissos,"AM 100, 1985 (pp. 207-251), pp. 208-210, 249-251; for the date of the parapet,
see summaryby Harrison, "ClassicalMaiden,"p. 47, note 35. A thoroughstudy by I. Mark of the temple and
its date is forthcoming.
169 J. M. Paton and G. P. Stevens, The Erechtheum,Cambridge,Mass. 1927, pp. 452-456.
170
Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary, pp. 127-128, with bibliography;L. Beschi, "Il Monumento di Telemachos, Fondatore dell'Asklepieionateniese,"ASAtene, 45-46 (n.s. 29-30), 1967-1968 (1969), pp. 381-436;
B. Holtzman, LIMC, s.v. Asklepios,no. 394 and pp. 889-891; SEG XXXII, 266. For a studyof the sanctuary
in the 4th centuryB.C., see R. Townsend, "Aspectsof AthenianArchitecturalActivityin the SecondHalf of the
Fourth Century B.C.", diss. University of North Carolina, 1982, pp. 42-89.
171 Eleusinion:IG 112, 4960, lines 4-8; with Sophokles:PhilostratusJunior, Im., 13; Plutarch, Num., 4, 9
and Moralia, 1103B; EtymologicumMagnum, s.v. AeeLwv; the testimonia are collectedin E. and L. Edelstein, Asclepius II, Baltimore 1945, nos. 590, 590a, 590b, 591, 720, pp. 326-327, 374-375. For the relationship between Asklepios and Demeter, see C. Benedum, "Asklepios und Demeter," JdI 101, 1986,
pp. 137-157.
172 For this date, see Meiggs and Lewis, no. 73, pp. 217-223; SEG XXXIII, 6; discussion of Pelargikon,
Travlos, PictorialDictionary,pp. 52-53, with bibliography,p. 55; H. Mattingly, "Athens,Delphi and Eleusis
in the late 420's,"Proceedingsof the AfricanClassicalAssociations9, 1966 (pp. 61-76), pp. 66-68; G. Nenci,
"II 'Pelargico' (Thuc., II. 17 1-3; Parke-Wormell,Delphic Oracle,II n. 1) e la 'zona di rispetto' nelle citt'a
greche archaiche,"in AIIAPXAI. Nuove ricerchee studi sulla Magna Grecia e la Sicilia antica in onore di
Paolo Enrico Arias, Pisa 1982, pp. 35-43; J. Camp, "Water and the Pelargikon,"in GRBM, X, Studies
Presentedto Sterling Dow, Durham, North Carolina 1984, pp. 37-41.
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had been setting up unauthorizedaltars and taking stones and soil from the old wall, and
Lampon sought to prevent this kind of activity. The Basileus was instructedto delimit the
sanctuaries,and there were stiff penalties for infractions.If the date of ca. 422 is correct,the
primaryconcernof the rider, the setting up of unauthorizedaltars, fits well with the general
activity in other sanctuariesof this period. After Thucydides mentions the violationsof the
boundariesof the Pelargikonat the beginningof the Archidamianwar, he then discussesan
old oracle predicting dire consequences for not leaving the Pelargikon as it was (H1.I7.I-2).

The same concernwith establishingthe boundariesof a sanctuary,tidying it, and administeringit properly is clear in the regulationsfor the sanctuaryof Kodros,Neleus, and
Basile (IG I3, 84), datedto 418/7.173 The arrangementsincludefencingthe temenos,selling
mud from the drainage ditches, and leasing the temenos for a grove of 200 olive trees. The
exact location of the sanctuaryis uncertain,but it is likely to have beenjust outside the city
walls in the area southwest of the Olympieion.174
Beginning ca. 430, several small sanctuariesin the Agora were restored. In each instance, the shrine had an earlier history of use and was refurbishedand fencedin just after
430. While there was no indicationof an earlierphase of constructionaroundthe outcropof
bedrockfenced in by the CrossroadsEnclosurein the northwestcornerof the Agora, there
was a considerablequantity of dedicatorymaterial from the mid-5th century found there;
the excavatordates the enclosure itself to ca. 430.175 The Triangular Shrine in the southwest part of the Agora has a similar history, with clear evidenceof cult activity as early as
the 7th centuryB.C. and a wall addedafter ca. 430.176The periboloswall of the Altar of the
Twelve Gods was also reconstructedca. 430-420.177At this same time, there were repairsto
and modificationsof the Altar of AphroditeOurania, which was first built ca. 500.178
173 R. Wycherley, "Neleion,"BSA 55, 1960, pp. 60-66; F. Sokolowski,Lois sacreesdes cite'sgrecques,Paris
1969, no. 14, pp. 28-30; D. Behrend,AttischePachturkunden(VestigiaXII), Munich 1970, pp. 55-61; H. A.
Shapiro, "The Attic Deity Basile," ZPE 63, 1986, pp. 134-136; SEG XXXIII, 14; for the importanceof
Kodrosas a hero, see E. B. Harrison, "The Iconographyof the EponymousHeroes on the Parthenonand in
the Agora," in Greek Numismatics and Archaeology:Essays in Honor of Margaret Thompson, Wetteren,
Belgium 1979 (pp. 71-85), pp. 81-83.
174 Cf. Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary,p. 332.
17'T. L. Shear, Jr., "The Athenian Agora: Excavations of 1971," Hesperia 42, 1973 (pp. 121-179),
pp. 126-134; idem, "The Athenian Agora: Excavations of 1972,' Hesperia 42, 1973 (pp. 359-407),
pp. 360-369; Agora XIV, pp. 121-123; H. A. Thompson, "Athens Faces Adversity,"Hesperia 50, 1981
(pp. 343-355), pp. 346-348; Camp, pp. 78-82.
176 G. V. Lalonde, "A Fifth Century Hieron Southwest of the Athenian Agora," Hesperia 37, 1968,
pp. 123-133; AgoraXIV, p. 120; Camp notes that the shape of the enclosuresuggeststhat it might be a shrine
of Hekate (p. 78).
177 M. Crosby, "The Altar of the Twelve Gods in Athens," in Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, Commemorative
Studiesin Honor of TheodoreLeslie Shear, [Princeton]1941 (pp. 82-103), pp. 98-99; H. A. Thompson, "The
Altar of Pity in the Athenian Agora,"Hesperia 21, 1952 (pp. 47-82), p. 52; AgoraXIV, pp. 129-136; Camp,
pp. 40-42, 78.
178 Shear, Jr. (footnote 146 above), pp. 24-33; Camp, pp. 57, 78; for discussionof a possible Roman copy of
the cult statue, see Harrison, "ClassicalMaiden,"pp. 50-51. For anotherhero shrine with a historysimilar to
the shrines noted above, see G. Lalonde, "A Hero Shrine in the Athenian Agora," Hesperia 49, 1980,
pp. 98-105.
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The constructionof other buildings in the Agora continuedduring this period. Up on
the Kolonoshill overlookingthe centralarea, the Temple of Hephaistos was completedand
the cult images were installed by 416/5. The Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios and South Stoa I
were built in the 420's, a monumentto the EponymousHeroes was set up, and later, after
415, the New Bouleuterionwas built and porcheswere addedto the Stoa Basileios.179
At this same time, people residentin the outer communitiesof Attica were no less busily
refurbishingsanctuaries.The Sanctuaryof Artemis Brauronia,for example, receiveda new
stoa with a dining complex ca. 425-417 B.C.180This cult (originally founded because of a
plague) was closely connectedwith the city of Athens, with a subsidiaryof the sanctuaryon
the Akropolis.181The stoa is a complexbuilding, with dining roomsbehind a colonnade,but
the full plan was never realized:the excavatedremains include foundationsfor wings left
unfinishedwhich would have tripled the size of the complex as it was built.182
At Sounion, the Propylon to the sanctuaryof Poseidon and a new stoa were added ca.
420.183The Propylonwas built of the same Agrileza marbleas the Temple of Poseidon,and
in many of its details it seems to have been inspired by the Propylaia to the Athenian
Akropolis.The cult of Poseidon was also not just locally important,for funds belonging to
Poseidonat Sounion are listed among the accountsof the Other Gods on the Akropolis.184
In the mining town of Thorikos a new colonnadedbuilding was constructedabout this
time, but its purpose is not obvious.185This unusual building, with a peripteralcolonnade
of sevenby fourteencolumns,has neverbeen thoroughlyexcavated.Neither the excavations
179 Stoa of Zeus: Thompson (footnote22 above), pp. 39-55; Agora XIV, pp. 96-103; Camp (pp. 105-107)
stressesthat the Stoa of Zeus was actually a religious building, even though in the form of a stoa ratherthan a
temple. South Stoa I: Agora XIV, pp. 76-78; Camp, pp. 122-126. Porchesof Stoa Basileios:Shear,Jr. (footnote 52 above), pp. 250-252. Monument of the Eponymous Heroes: Shear, Jr. (footnote 22 above),
pp. 203-222. New Bouleuterion:Agora XIV, pp. 31-34; G. Kuhn, "Das Neue Bouleuterionvon Athen,"AA
(JdI99) 1984, pp. 17-26; Camp, pp. 90-91.
180 Bouras, pp. 149-159; for the sanctuarygenerally, with bibliography,M. Hollinshead, "AgainstIphigeneia's Adyton in Three Mainland Temples,"AJA 89, 1985 (pp. 419-440), pp. 424-427, 432-435.
181 R. Rhodes and J. Dobbins, "The Sanctuaryof Artemis Brauroniaon the Athenian Akropolis,"Hesperia

48, 1979, pp. 325-341; T. Linders, Studies in the Treasure Records of Artemis Brauronia Found in Athens,

Stockholm1972, pp. 2-4, 70-73.
182 Bouras, pp. 17-18, 25-28 and passim, with figs. 4 and 5 on pp. 20-21; J. J. Coulton, The Architectural
Developmentof the GreekStoa, Oxford 1976, pp. 42-43, 226-227; Kalpaxis, p. 150.
183 Gandy, chap. 8, pp. 53-56; Boersma, p. 203; W. B. Dinsmoor, Jr., Sounion, Athens 1971, pp. 25-28;
Shoe, pp. 104, 105, 110, 166, 169, pls. LII:17, LIV:3, 10.
184 IG I3, 369, lines 62, 82; 383, lines 106-107, 319, 330, 349. A cult of Poseidonhad been establishedon the
Akropolis ca. 475 B.C.: H. A. Shapiro, "Theseus, Athens, and Troizen," AA (JdI 97) 1982, pp. 291-297;
J. Binder, "The West Pediment of the Parthenon:Poseidon,"in GRBM, X, Studies Presented to Sterling
Dow, Durham, North Carolina 1984, pp. 15-22; on the issue of state or local controlof the cult, see Linders,
OtherGods,pp. 12-18 and note 43 on pp. 82-83, with references.
185 The same party of the Societyof Dilettanti who investigatedRhamnous (Gell, Gandy, and Bedford)also
uncoveredpart-ofits remainsand publishedthree plates of drawings:Gandy, chap. 9, pp. 57-59. H. Mussche
reports on a test trench over the stylobateof the building: H. Mussche, et al., Thorikos1964, Brussels 1967,
pp. 73-76, with bibliography;Dinsmoor, Jr., "Floating Temples," pp. 415-420, 434-438, 451-452; Kalpaxis, pp. 137-138. Mr. Dinsmoor told me that he would date the colonnadedbuilding ca. 420 B.C.
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of 1812 nor those of 1893 uncoveredan inner wall, but, as in the case of the temple at Segesta, excavationswith modern techniques may reveal footing trenches for interior construction. Because of its atypical plan, with an odd number of columns on the short ends and
slightly widened intercolumniationson the longer fapades,the building has been assigneda
variety of functions, including temple, stoa, and even a "telesterion".186
The building is
perhapsto be associatedwith Demeter and Kore, for at least one and possiblytwo boundary
markersfor a temenosof the goddesseswas found in the vicinity. In the Roman periodparts
of the building, including at least four columns and capitals, were moved to the Athenian
Agora and rebuilt into the Southwest Temple. Its importancefor our purposes here is as
another example of substantial constructionin Attica in the last decades of the 5th century B.C.
In the western part of Attica, new arrangementsfor the Sanctuary of Demeter and
Persephone at Eleusis are indicated in inscriptions.The Rheitoi Bridge, used during the
annual processionto Eleusis by prospectiveinitiates,was built overone of the Rheitoi Lakes
on the road to Eleusis in 422 (IG I3, 79).187 It was to be built of whatevermaterialfrom the
ArchaicTelesterion had not been used in the sanctuarywall, and it was to be quite narrow,
in order to be impassableby wagons, but secure enough for foot traffic,to ensure the safety
of the priestesses when they carried sacred relics. In addition to the concerns about the
Pelargikon,Lampon'srider at the end of the "FirstFruits"decree (see pp. 230-231 above)
calls for three storehousesto be built at Eleusis. Lampon was clearly anticipatingthe effectivenessof the main body of the decree:abundantofferingswould be broughtto Eleusis and
much more storage area would be needed. Excavationsat Eleusis have uncovereda triangular building dated to just this time; it may be one of Lampon'sstorehouses.188
It is in this contextof building activityin the last three decadesof the 5th centurythat I
wish to place the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous. Constructionin honor of Apollo and
Artemis and the introductionof the cult of Asklepios to Athens were a natural reactionto
the Plague. The Eleusinian goddessesalready had a central position in Athens, and their
role as agriculturaland fertilitygoddessesensuredattentionto their cult. Nemesis, although
not specifically a "plague"goddess, nonetheless could have been perceived as kin to the
others, as the goddess of balance and rightful outcome in human affairs; furthermore,she
had already assisted the Athenians at Marathon and would surely help them against other
threats to the inhabitants.
The activitydetailedaboveshows, furthermore,a patternof special attentionto smaller
shrines and aggrandizementof ancestralheroes such as Erechtheus(and Erichthonios,on
186 Dinsmoor, Jr. discusses the problem in "FloatingTemples," p. 415, note 9, with referencesto earlier
views. Becauseof the peripteralcolonnade,the quality of construction,and the material (marble),I think that
the building was a temple. Cf. the Temple of Athena at Sounionwith an equally unusual plan: colonnadeson
only two sides, with 10 x 12 columns (Dinsmoor,Jr. [footnote183 above],pp. 40-49).
187 Shear,Jr. (footnote146 above), pp. 130-131; for the date of the bridge,see B. Meritt and M. McGregor,
"The Athenian Quota List of 421/0 B.C.,"Phoenix 21, 1967, pp. 85-91.
188 G. Mylonas, Eleusis and the Eleusinian Mysteries, Princeton 1961, p. 126, with references.
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the base of the cult statues of Athena and Hephaistos), Kodros,Neleus, and Basile, and the
Eponymous Heroes of the tribes of Attica. The re-establishmentof boundaries and the
erectionof walls and fenceswere other concernswithin the city, at the Pelargikon,the Altar
of the Twelve Gods, and the anonymous(to us) heroa.189
The most costly projectswould have been the completionof the Athena Nike sanctuary
(includingthe parapet),the Erechtheion,and the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios,built with Pentelic marble. Possibly the constructionof the Temple of Ares (of Pentelic marble, and presumably in Attica) was continuedinto the 420's or later, and the steps, at least, were never
finished. There are signs of economyin many of the other projectsnoted above:the use of
local stone, the mixture of materials,includingre-used blocks,smaller scaled buildings and
shrines, and the unfinished condition of several of them, especially those outside the city
(Thorikos, Brauron, Rhamnous). That there were funds for these projects is, however,
indisputable,although the expenditurewas not lavish.
The Temple of Nemesis probablycost about 30 talents.190Where the moneycame from
is problematic.The one preservedaccount, from ca. 440, of five years of loans of funds
belongingto the goddessprovidesan estimate of 9-1OT in resources(IG I3, 248). 191While
this is a substantialsum for a cult in a deme, supplementaryfunds would have been necessary to build the temple. Of course, the amount does not necessarilyrepresent all the resourcesof the deme. Moreover,Meiggs and Lewis point out that the cult was "ofmorethan
local importance";although Nemesis is not listed amongthe "OtherGods"whose funds and
treasures were overseen in Athens (IG I3, 369, 383), the independenceof her cult from
Athenian controlis not certain.192Some sort of joint administrationof the sanctuaryseems
189This is also the period (ca. 425 B.C.) when gravestoneswere reintroducedand when votive reliefs were
made in great numbers;documentreliefs becamecommonafter 425. For gravestones,see Mikalson, "Religion
and Plague," pp. 223-224; S. Humphreys, "Family Tombs and Tomb Cult in Ancient Athens,"JHS 100,
1980 (pp. 96-126), p. 112; C. Clairmont, Gravestoneand Epigram, Mainz 1970, pp. 40-44; R. Stupperich,

Staatsbegrabnis und Privatgrabmal im klassischen Athen, Munster 1977, pp. 243-247; Ridgway, p. 129; for

votive reliefs, see G. Neumann, Problemedes griechischen Weihreliefs,Tubingen 1979, pp. 45-48; for document reliefs, see C. Lawton, Corpus of Attic Document Reliefs, forthcoming.
190 I base this rough estimateon comparisonswith the estimatesfor other buildings:R. Stanier estimatesca.
460-500T for the Parthenon,200T for the Propylaia ("The Cost of the Parthenon,"JHS 73, 1953, pp. 6876); Burford,on the basis of these estimates and the known cost of ca. 23T for the Temple of Asklepios at
Epidauros,estimatesca. 50T for the Hephaisteion, and 40-50T for the temples of Ares and Poseidon( "Eco-

nomics," p. 25; eadem, Greek Temple Builders at Epidauros, Liverpool 1989, pp. 81-85). The Temple of

Nemesis is smaller than the Temple of Asklepios (12.03 x 23.28 m., with 6 x 11 columns) but was built of
marble, which takes longer to work than poros; of course, the columns and other surfaces were unfinished.
Burfordhas shown that the costs of temple building were surprisinglystable over the 5th and 4th centuries,
with little or no inflation.
191 For the inscription,Meiggs and Lewis, no. 53, pp. 134-146; Pouilloux, no. 35, pp. 147-150; D. Whitehead, The Demes of Attica, Princeton 1986, pp. 158-160; for the administrationof such funds, Gomme,
pp. 20-33; W. S. Ferguson, The Treasurersof Athena, Cambridge, Mass. 1932, pp. 85-95, 106-109;
R. Bogaert, Banques et banquiers dans les cites grecques, Leiden 1968, pp. 93-94, 279-304.
192 Meiggs and Lewis suggest that the funds were securein the fortressat Rhamnous;they assume that state
controlprevailedpartly on the basis of the presumedattributionof the temple to the "TheseumArchitect"and
partlyon the large numberof borrowersfrom Nemesis' funds (p. 146); opposingopinions are held by Boersma
(p. 78) and Linders, who states, "the fact that it was administeredby the deme authorities, not the state, is
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likely, with a large contributionfor the cost of the temple and the cult statue providedby
state funds. Similar contributionsmust have been madeto Sounion,Thorikos,and Brauron,
and certainlyfor the temple to Apollo on Delos.
Alison Burford, working with evidence for building costs in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C., has shown that the pacing and timing of constructionof temples and other buildings
in sanctuaries was determined largely by the presence and availability of the necessary
After
specialistsand trained craftsmen,ratherthan by costs, or even wartime conditions.193
ca. 450 B.C., the first actual "buildingrecession"in Greece occurredca. 400-375 B.C., when
specialists and craftsmen were evidently scarce and only very essential repairs were
made.194When Athens' Long Walls were rebuilt by Konon in 394/3, for example, volunteers from Boiotia, Thebans, and workmenfrom other cities had to be broughtin to help.195
In contrastwith such bleak exigencies, the continousactivitydiscussedabovein sanctuaries
on the Akropolis,in the Agora, in the city of Athens, and in Attica establishesthat there was
no building recession during the PeloponnesianWar. The Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous was one of many new provisionsfor the gods.
REPAIRS

TO THE TEMPLE

Extent and Characteristics

At some point after the original construction,the Temple of Nemesis was severelydamaged at its eastern end and the upper courseswere subsequentlyrepairedwith new blocks
(see pp. 181, 199, 208-209 above). Although most blockson the site are brokenand weathered, there are no definite traces of burning or calcination;furthermore,if the temple had
been burned,the damagewould not have been confinedto the upper coursesof the east end.
These blocks had to be replaced presumablybecause most of the east frieze, geison, sima,
and roof had been dislodged,pulled down, and allowed to smash on the ground.
Homer A. Thompson has observedthat the archaeologicalrecordof Athens and Attica
-indicateswidespreadinstancesof apparentlydeliberatedamageto monumentsand sanctuaries in the Hellenistic period.196Among sanctuarieswhich suffered damage, three are located on the easterncoast of Attica and lie near a fortress:the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous, the colonnadedbuilding at Thorikos (perhapsa temple of Demeter), and the Temples
of Poseidon and Athena at Sounion. Thompson suggests that the damage to these temples
and the destruction of monuments in Athens was caused by the armies of Philip V of
Macedon during his raids in 200 B.C.197 Deliberate damage and destructionof sanctuaries
shown by the dating by the demarch"(Other Gods, p. 13 and note 38 on pp. 80-81). In line 33 of the inscription, the hieropoioihave control over the funds. Whitehead suggests a joint responsibility,of uncertain
division, between the central and local governments([footnote191 above]pp. 257-258).
193 Burford,"Economics,"
pp. 30-34.
194 Burford,"Economics,"
p. 32; eadem, Greek Temple Builders (footnote190 above), pp. 25-31, 204-205.
195 IG 112,1656-1664; SEG XIX, 145, XXXII, 165; Xenophon, Hell. Iv.8.9-Io; Diodoros, xIv.85.3-4.
196 Thompson (footnote 175
above).
197 For a narrative account of the activities of Philip V, see W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, London
1911, pp. 272-277; F. W. Walbank, Philip V of Macedon, Cambridge 1940, pp. 129-131, 139, note 3, and
139-141.
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by the troops of this king is documentedby ancient sources.198The Temple of Nemesis,
lying above the fortressat Rhamnous and across the strait from Euboia where Philip was
encamped,would have been a likely target for his marauding.
The blocks which were used to repair the Temple of Nemesis are distinct from the
original blocks:the marble is coarser,darker,and more friable than the original. The tooling also is quite different; for example, rough picking, executed with a heavy, rounded
point, was left as the final surfaceon the tops of the geison blocks.The sizes of the blocksof
the geison and frieze and their details also differ. The quality of the moldings on the replacementblocks is poor, but an attemptwas made to copy the original. Even T-clamps (in
rough form) were used, copying the techniques of the 5th century B.C. Replacementblocks
made for the frieze, the geison, the raking geison, and the ceiling coffersare preserved,and
there were probablyreplacementsmade for the tympanon,sima, and roof tiles.
The characteristicsof the replacementblockssuggest that the repairs were made in the
Roman period, when interest in the old Classical temples was renewed.199During the period of the Julio-Claudian emperors,for example, new temples (often of re-used materials),
rebuildingsof old shrines, additionsof Imperial nomenclatureto traditionalcults, and numerous dedications attest to a revival of old cults.200A fragmentaryinscription (IG 112,
1035) calls for an extensive program of restorationof sanctuariesand shrines in Athens,
Peiraieus, and Salamis; its date is uncertain, but probably lies in the 1st century after
Christ.201The rebuildingof the Temple of Nemesis may well have been carriedout during
this period of restoration.
The Occasion of the Repairs

The central block of the architraveon the east end of the Temple of Nemesis bears an
inscriptionwhich may be associatedwith the repairs to the temple, which is rededicatedto
the goddess Livia by the Demos (IG 112, 3242). Although the inscription is honorific and
makes no mentionof the repairs,its locationrequiresthat the architrave,and surely the rest
198 Livy,

XXXI.24.8- I8;

XXXI.29;

XXXI.44.4-8.

199

Whole buildingsare known to have been movedin the Augustan period,a processwhich usually involved
reworking the clamps. Dinsmoor, Jr., "Floating Temples"; Shear, Jr., "ProvincialTown," pp. 361-363.
Frazer lists many passages in which Pausanias mentions roofless and ruined temples (42 citations), temples
without images, pedestals without statues, and other ruined buildings ([footnote14 above] I, p. xiv, note 6).
The refurbishingof a temple in Attica, in situ, appearsto be unusual. Other examples of movedbuildingsare
given by A. Petronotis,"'Wandernde'Tempel 1.," in ITHAH, pp. 328-330.
200 Shear,Jr., "ProvincialTown," pp. 358-368; for constructionfor the Imperialcults generally,see S. R. F.
Price, Rituals and Power, Cambridge1984, pp. 133-169; for the mergingof the cults of Julio-Claudians with
traditionalcults, see D. Geagan, "ImperialVisits to Athens:the EpigraphicalEvidence,"in FIpaKTLKaTov- H'
s- ('AOtfva3-9 'OKT3,8PLOV 1982) Athens 1984
LCEOVovs1VVdEpL0V 'EXX-tVLKfJs9 Kat Aa7TLVLK-s 'E7rLypa0LK
(pp. 69-78), pp. 76-77.
201 IG 112, 1035; SEG XXXIII, 136; G. R. Culley ("The Restoration of Sanctuaries in Attica: IG, II2,
1035," Hesperia 44, 1975, pp. 207-223; "The Restorationof Sanctuariesin Attica, II," Hesperia 46, 1977,
pp. 282-298) dates the inscriptionto 10/9-3/2 B.C.; Shear proposesa date between A.D. 41 and 61 ("Provin-

cial Town," pp. 366-367); J. von Freeden would move the date of the inscription back to 74/3-65/4 B.C.
(OIKIA KYPPHITOY [Archaeologia29], Rome 1983, pp. 157-160, reviewedby R. R. R. Smith,JHS 105,
1985, pp.230-231).
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of the faade, was in place. It seems very likely that the occasion of the repairs and the
occasionof the inscriptionare the same.202
The block is brokenat one end, and the inscribedface has been cementedtogetherfrom
at least-four fragments(E4 215J). The inscriptionwas first publishedby Orlandos,then by
Broneer,Kirchner, Pouilloux, Dinsmoor, and Petrakos.203I give Petrakos'text here, with
his new readingsat the beginning of lines 3 and 4 but without his restorationof line 6:
o

-glos,

OEatAEt,8l/a. 1rparmqyo3vpros1
E[7T'] 7oyvs' o7rTX[L]as

rovvKaCt'EpECOS'GEas,

K[a]Lt fE3aa[r]ovi Kato-apos,[AZy]oo-rpacrov
['roviAtovv]O-LOv FJaAA?)vxos,apxocwrosbe
- ----- rov 'Av<rt>7Ta'rpov 'IAv[cos' V]ECiYrEpOV

Pct)[ [j]S'

or,

[?--------[ ?---------

The people (honor)the goddessLivia.
Demostratosson of Dionysios of Pallene
was hoplite general and priest of the
goddessRoma and Augustus Caesar.
son of Antipatrosthe Youngerof Phlya, was Archon.
the Younger,son of Antipatrosof Phlya, was Archon.

The empress Livia died in A.D. 29 and was deified in A.D. 42, which gives a terminus
post quem for the date of the inscription.204
The precisedate of the inscriptionis difficultto
determine,since the archon'sname is missing and must be restored.
For evidencefor the date of the inscription,we may look first to the name of the hoplite
general. The man Demostratos son of Dionysios of Pallene, named on the dedication as
hoplite general and priest of Roma and Augustus Caesar, is probably related to officials
with the same names who were active at least two generationsearlier.205A father and son,
202 Iliakis seems to think that the blocks of the repair in the Roman period are of poor quality and that the
inscriptionis so well cut that it should not be associatedwith the repairs;he then proposesto date the repairsto
the reign of Julian, A.D. 361-363 ("East End,"pp. 221-223). I do not find his suggestionpersuasive.
203 Orlandos, "Note,"p. 319; 0. Broneer, "SomeGreek Inscriptionsof Roman Date in Attica,"AJA 36,
1932, pp. 397-400; Kirchnerin IG 112,3242 follows Broneer'stext; Pouilloux (no. 46, p. 156) follows Kirchner. In footnotes,J. H. Oliver restores the archon as Antipatros without further comment (The Athenian

Expounders of the Sacred and Ancestral Law, Baltimore 1950, p. 85, note 18; "Greek Inscriptions," Hesperia

11, 1942, p. 83, note 23a). Dinsmoor republishes the inscriptionwith Oliver's restorationand discusses the
genealogy and dates of the restoredarchon'sfamily members ("Fantasies,"pp. 186-194). Petrakosgives the
text as 1st centuryafter Christ, with new readings ("Inscriptions,"p. 329).
204 Livia was honoredin the Agora as Artemis Boulaia, with a statue and perhaps a temple (the Southwest
Temple), SEG XXII, 152 (Shear, Jr., "ProvincialTown," pp. 363-364; Agora XIV, p. 166; J. H. Oliver,
"Livia as Artemis Boulaia at Athens,"CP 60, 1965, p. 179); she also receiveddedicationsas Sebaste Hygeia
(IG II2, 3240) and Pronoia (IG II2, 3238), and her priests had designatedtheater seats (IG II2, 5096, 5161).
For her cult, see G. Grether, "Livia and the Roman Imperial Cult," AJP 67, 1946, pp. 222-252 and Price
(footnote200 above) passim and pp. 249, 255, and 258 for dedicationsof temples and statues on Lesbos, in
Ephesos, and in Smyrna. For portraits found in Greece, A. Stavrides,<<1v,3,8oXjO-rTV ELKovoypa0LaT?)s
in ITHAH, pp. 300-302.
AL/3t'ag zpov0-LXXasg a-rov EAAX?VLKoXspo>',
av7-oKpa7E-pag
205
Dinsmoor, "Fantasies,"p. 194 and note 40, with references;T. Sarikakis (The Hoplite General in
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Dionysios son of Demostratosand Demostratosson of Dionysios, of Pallene, both servedas
sacredofficialsat Eleusis, probablyin 20/19 B.C.206 The hoplite general in the dedicationto
Livia is probablya descendantof these men, but the dates of the activitiesof the family and
their precise relationshipsto one anotherare not certain.The careersof this family may be
adjustedwith equal historicalprobabilityto fit severaldates. Hence the name of the hoplite
general does not providea fixed date for the rededicationto Livia.
The restorationof the archon'sname and the date of the archonshipof the rededication
are also problematic.Broneer restoredthe archon's name as Aiolion, since a man named
Antipatrosof Phlya (the patronymicin line 6), known to have been archonin A.D. 45/6, had
a son named Aiolion who himself served as archon.207The date of Aiolion's archonshipis
not known. Broneer dated it, and hence the rededicationto Livia, to the reign of Galba,
68/9, since Galba assumedthe name Livius and was known to have honoredthe empress.A
dedicationof the Temple of Nemesis to her would have indirectlyexpressedappreciationof
Galba. But this date would require a delay of 26 years after her deification;there is no
mention of Galba in the inscriptionor of a specificdedicatorother than the Demos.
Dinsmoor, in a discussionperipheral to his own restorationof the archon'sname, redatesAiolion's archonshipto the reign of Nerva, in 97/8.208 Nerva is known to have been of
great help to Tiberius Claudius Atticus Herodes of Marathon, father of Herodes Atticus
and patriarchof the prominentfamily living near Rhamnous.209If Dinsmoor's redatingis
correct,then this importantlocal family might have been involvedin the restorationof the
temple of Nemesis. It would be tempting to suppose that the special relationshipbetween
Tiberius Atticus and Nerva inspiredthe repairs,rebuilding,and honorarydedicationof the
Temple of Nemesis, so close to Atticus'home. Tiberius Atticus' son, Herodes Atticus, made
dedicationsin the sanctuaryof Nemesis, and his wife Regilla built a temple to Nemesis and
Athena on the Via Appia outside Rome.210This connectionwould help explain the discrepancy of 55 years between Livia's deification and the dedication. The inscription on the
architrave,however, mentionsonly the Demos as responsiblefor the dedication.
Athens, Athens 1951, pp. 28, 48-49) dates this hoplite general to 45/6 after acceptingan alternativerestoration of the archon'sname, which will be discussedbelow.
206

K. Clinton, The Sacred Officials of the Eleusinian Mysteries (Transactions of the American Philosophical

Society64, part 3, 1974), p. 77 and note 8.
207 Broneer(footnote203 above), pp. 397-400; Antipatrosof Phlya is given as archonin IG II2, 1945, 1969,
and 1970, and by Phlegon of Tralles, H1Ep'OavAao-ltwv,
FGrHist, no. 257, F 36, VI; the son Aiolion is named
as ephebe in IG II2, 1973 and as archon, but without patronymic,in IG I2, 1998. The epithet "neoteros"
refers to the father in Broneer'srestoration;cf. the use of "neoteros"for distinguishinghomonymousarchons,
discussed by P. Graindor, Chronologie des archontes athe'niens sous l'empire (Lettres et Sciences Morales et

Politiques 8), [Brussels 1921], p. 69, note 3.
208 "<Fantasies,"
pp. 193-217.
209 Tiberius Atticus was said to have found a great treasure in his house near the theater [of Dionysos]
(Philostratos, II.1.3), which Nerva allowed him to keep. Domitian had confiscatedthe property of Atticus'
father Hipparchos and may have condemnedhim to death (P. Graindor,He&rode
Atticus et sa famille, Cairo
1930, pp. 11-17, 20-23; W. Ameling, Herodes Atticus I, Hildesheim 1983, pp. 3-20).
2101G II2, 3969, 13208; Graindor,op. cit., pp. 94-98, 117-118; Pouilloux, no. 50, p. 159; no. 51, p. 160;
Ameling, loc. cit.
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Dinsmoorproposeda differentrestorationof the archon'sname:Antipatrosthe Younger of Phlya, whose archonshipwas in 45/6, accordingto Phlegon of Tralles.21' The epithet
"neoteros"in the inscriptionwould then apply to the son, serving as archon,rather than to
his -father, and the inscription would read, "Antipatrosthe Younger, son of Antipatros of
Phlya, was Archon."This date is much closerto Livia's deification,when the Demos would
have been likely to grant this honor;no speculativeassociationsare requiredto explain the
date. In support of this restoration,Dinsmoor also gave a new reading of the stone, which
addedpart of the final letter, upsilon, of the archon'sname. If Dinsmoor'sreadingis correct,
it would add to the plausibility of his suggesteddate.212
The rededicationof the Temple of Nemesis to Livia, then, should be datedto 45/6, just
three years after her deificationin A.D. 42. A pedestal of a statue honoring Claudius was
found in the sanctuaryof Nemesis, and it too could be associatedwith the occasion of the
repairs.213Both this statue and the inscriptionhonoring Livia show the integrationof the
Imperial cults to the traditional one of Nemesis, just at the time when other sanctuaries
were being restoredin Athens and Attica.
The projectof rebuildingthe Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnousmust have been a costly
one, since it involvedreplacingthe east end, which requiredmakingduplicateblocksfor the
frieze, geison, perhaps the tympanon,the raking geison, the akroteria,and perhaps part of
the sima, roof tiles, and ceiling coffers. Although the replacementblocks are easily distinguished, some care neverthelesswas taken to duplicate the forms of the original blocks.
Unlike other temples in Attica which had fallen into disrepair,the Temple of Nemesis was
not strippedof useful parts or removedwhole to Athens. Instead,it was restoredwith pride
as an importantlocal monument.
THE ARCHITECT

OF THE TEMPLE OF NEMESIS

The celebratedbuildings of the 5th centuryB.C. have been particularlysubjectto scholarly attributionsto individualarchitects(namedor nameless),and the Temple of Nemesis is
no exception. From the art-historicaltraditionsof the Renaissanceand the Graeco-Roman
world itself, modern scholars have inherited a keen appreciationof the individual artist's
skill, inspiration,and expressionin the visual arts. Althoughthe evidencefor the architect's
contributionis far scantierfor Classical Greecethan for later periods,nonethelessthe extraordinary qualities of Classical temples have encouragedefforts to reconstructcareers and
personalities.214
211FGrHist, no. 257, F 36, VI.
212 I have not examinedthe inscriptionto checkthis reading.The most recenttext, that of Petrakos,does not
include the dottedupsilon given by Dinsmoor.
213
IGII 2, 3275; SEG XXXI, 165; Pouilloux, no. 47, pp. 157-158; Petrakos,"Inscriptions,"p. 330, fig. 7.
214
What an ancient Greek architectactually did in the courseof his job and how he went about it have been
subjectsof much discussionin recentyears. These questions are closely connectedto the issue of architectural
"hands"or assessmentof individualartisticpersonalityin the design of buildings. For recentviews and earlier
bibliography,see the papers in Le dessin d'architecture(footnote26 above), and in Architectureet Socie'tede
l'archaismegrec a'la fin de la republiqueromaine(Actesdu Colloque, 1980), Paris/Rome 1983 and Coulton,
Architects.
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So accustomedare we in the modern world to the link of "personality"to artistic endeavorthat the general anonymityof ancient architectsseeminglyreflectsa great limitation
in the evidence.Only a small numberof architects'names are known to us through literary
and epigraphical evidence, while names of sculptors in these same sources are far more
abundant.215
Yet in the 6th and 5th centuriesB.C., the very nature of the commissionsavailable to even the best architectswould have discouragedassertionsof individuality.Because
the architectwas usually hired at public expense by a city or communityfor a communal
dedicationof a new or rebuilt temple, he was constantlyunder public scrutinyand his work
subjectto the wishes of the community.216
Only with the emergenceof the privatepatron in
the Hellenistic period could the architectperhaps have had greater scope for personal expression;even then, the patron more so than the architectwas rememberedand associated
with the building.
What constitutes "originality"in Greek architecture?We might cite experiments in
modularsystems and proportionaldesigns;there were technicaltriumphs, involvingextraordinaryscale or feats of engineeringand "new"combinationsof moldingsor of parts of the
Doric and Ionic orders;highly precise workmanshipallowed the introductionof "refinements",such as delicate curvature;the relationshipof the peristyle to the cella was shifted;
there came to be new emphasis on interiors,extensionsof the ordersto non-weight-bearing
surfaces,and proliferationand elaborationof the orders.In the 5th centuryB.C., the design
of a small number of buildings stepped beyond the peristylar temple or simple stoa: the
Propylaia, the Erechtheion,the Telesterion at Eleusis, all unusual buildings to meet unusual requirements.What is clear is that there was originality in design but only within a
tight range of modes,just as there were only two or three orders and six basic profiles of
moldings. Like the restrictedprogrammeof the Olympic games, refinementand competition took place within a set, narrow frameworkof possibilities. Innovationfor its own sake
was not the goal.217
Given these circumstances,what should be the criteria for "hands"in architectural
design? Greek temples are far more complex than two-dimensionalpaintings or freestanding sculpture, and they are not the handiwork of one or even a few individuals.Although
usually only one individualwas responsiblefor the design, and he supervisedits execution,
the actual constructionwas a group project.Analogies from the attributionsof "hands"in
the study of Greek vase-paintingcannotbe helpful here.
Of course, the constructionof temples was a far less frequentundertakingthan the carvingof sculpture;
but even so the architects'names were less memorable:for example, Pausanias remarksthat at Olympia they
did not rememberthe name of the architectof the Temple of Hera (v. I 6. I). Only one architect'ssignatureon a
building is known, that of Kleomeneson the steps of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse(IG XIV, 1).
216 We do hear of exceptions to public sponsorship:Themistokles dedicated his own temple to Artemis
Aristoboule(which "gaveoffense",accordingto Plutarch, Them. 22.I) and to Aphrodite.Individualsoccasionally offered (for various motives)to underwritethe expenses of public projects:e.g., the Alkmaionidaipaid for
a marble front for the Temple of Apollo at Delphi (Herodotosv.62), and Perikles offered to pay for public
works his critics had deemedtoo costly (IG I3, 49; SEG XXIX, 10).
217 For discussion of this and related points, see J. J. Pollitt, The Ancient View of Greek Art, New
Haven/London 1974, esp. pp. 12-26, 32-37.
215
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The basic ground plan of a temple was usually designed to fit specific requirements.
Most Classical Greek temples were built on earlier foundationsand often incorporatedreused material from their predecessorsin the foundations or even in the superstructure.
Successivetemples frequentlyhave features"inherited"from their predecessors,such as the
division of the cella of the Parthenon,the plan and orientationof the Temple of Apollo at
Bassai, and the plan of the 4th-centuryTemple of Apollo at Delphi. This careful attention
to precedent,for reasonsof cult or continuity,reinforceda tendencytoward conservatismin
design. Furthermore,the architecthad to addressthe desiderataof the civic committeeto
which he reported. The evidence from excavated temples suggests that the overseers expected a replacementof what had been there, but with some modificationto make the temple larger, or more impressivein decorationor material, or expandedin other appropriate
ways to honor the god.
The systems of proportionmight be evidencefor "hands",but they could be conveyed
easily through books or instruction (or through autopsy by a visiting architect), as in the
temple at Segesta and the Temple of the Athenians on Delos, whose proportionswere inspired by the Parthenon.218Details such as the choice of moldings and their profiles are
helpful to modern students as chronologicaland regional indicators,but they are dubious
evidencefor architectural"hands",especially on contemporarybuildings within one city.
Interestin a particularaspect of design, such as Iktinos'innovativeinteriors,could be a
more convincingindicatorof "personality".219
But this kind of assessmentis dependenton
the literary sourceswhich tell us that Iktinos was the architectof the Parthenon,the Telesterion at Eleusis, and the Temple of Apollo at Bassai; if we did not have these references,
would a single authorshipof these buildingshave been obvious?In the case of the Propylaia
and the Parthenon,the details and innovativefeaturesof both and their physical and chronological proximity would have made these a likely pair for attributionto one exceptional
architect, simply on the basis of the buildings themselves, yet our sources give Mnesikles
separatecredit for the Propylaia.
It would appear that architectural"hands",as evidencedby the design in a building,
should be assigned with great caution, and that the few instances of attributionwhich remain plausible after careful scrutinyof the evidencerest ultimatelyon literaryor epigraphical testimonia.

Since the buildings themselves are often the only evidence for an architect'spersonal
stamp, the technical details of constructionmust be a primary concernof the architectural
historian. The details of constructionin Greek temples provideimportantcriteria for comparisonsbetweenbuildings:they are helpful for datingand for the analysisof regionalstyles
and internationalinfluence. Because the duties of the Greek architectincluded numerous
technical decisionsabout construction,the hidden parts of a building, the seams and joints
218
219

Mertens (footnote 163 above), pp. 179-186, 220-228.
J. R. McCredie, "The Architects of the Parthenon,"in Studies in Classical Art and Archaeology:A

Tribute to Peter Heinrich von Blanckenhagen, Locust Valley, N.Y. 1979, pp. 69-73. McCredie emphasizes

the importanceof the literary sourcesfor the attributionof buildings to Iktinos.
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that were intended to be as inconspicuousas possible, can reveal evidence for or against
authorship.The inner details provideevidenceof the architect's"hand"which should correspond to that given by their external appearance.
As this study shows, both the techniques of constructionand the stylistic details of the
Temple of Nemesis indicate that its architectwas not the so-called "Theseum Architect"
who had startedthe Hephaisteion in Athens some thirty years earlier. Perhaps a local man
was engagedfor this projectin honor of the local goddess.
The architectwas certainly familiar with the Attic "Ionicizing"style which had been
developing in Athens and Attica, but he chose to use pure Doric forms for the temple at
Rhamnous. Just as the Temple of Athena Nike and the Erechtheion give us the finest
expression of the Ionic order in Athens near the end of the 5th century B.C., their contemporary, the Temple of Nemesis, is a striking and elegant expression of the Doric. The
temple provideda complementarysetting for Agorakritos'graceful statue of Nemesis.

APPENDIX I: BLOCK LIST
The blocks listed below were located in areas accessible to the public in 1977-1979. A
catalogue with measurementstaken by the author at that time, state of preservation,and
significant features for each block is on file in the archives of the American School of
ClassicalStudiesat Athens. Lettersfollowedby numbersare those of the author'scatalogue;
numbersfollowedby lettersreferto the author'sinventoryof blocksby locationon the site in
1977-1979 (see Fig. 31).
CAPITALS

C1 2A
C2 19A
C3 47B
C4 72C
C5 78C
C6 111J
C7 211D/E
C8216J
CEILING BLOCKS

Flank

Intermediate

CB1 32A
CB2 53B
CB3 169B/C

Porch
CB492K
CB5 112K
CB6 180D/E
CB7 179K

Interbeampanel
CB8 181B
COLUMN DRUMS

Bottom
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8

D9 1941
D10 224E
Dll 225E
D12 227M
D13 228M
D14 229M
D15 230M
D16231M
D17 232M
D18 233M

3A
4A
5A
6A
48C
49C
67C
77C

D19 7A
D20 8A
D2116A
D22 34A
D23 35A
D2445B
D2546B
D26 50C
D27 51C
D28 76C
D29 79C
D30 80C
D31 190J
D32 191J
D33 1921
D34 1931
D35 195H
D36 196H
D37 197H
D38 198J
D39 199J

D40
D41
D42
D43
D44
D45
D46
D47
D48
D49
D50

200J
201J
202J
203J
204J
205K
206J
222D
223E
226E
212E

EPISTYLE BLOCKS

Corner
El 10J (NE)
E2 178J (SE)
E3 170D (NW)
Intermediate
E4 215J
E5 115C
E6 182J
E7 1A
E8 217B
E9 20A
E10 17A
El1 172A

EPISTYLE BACKERS

Intermediate
EB1 22A
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EPIKRANITIS BLOCKS

Interior

Epl 33A
Ep2 39A
Ep3 91K
Archaic(?)
Ep4 75D
Ep5 220E
Ep6 230E
Ep7 231E
Epikranitis(?), Archaic
Ep8 234A
FRIEZE BLOCKS

Corner

Fl 165G + 74C (SW)
F2 1071 (SE)
F3 209K (NW)
Intermediate

F4 171B
F5 12A
F6 14A
F7 15A
F8 10A
F9 73C
F10 18A
Fll 71B
F12 13A
F13 168D
F14 214E
F15 167D
F16 116D
F17 118D
F18 121E
F19 11A
F20 24A/K
F21 176J
F22 1081
F23 177J

Roman replacements
F24 174J
F25 175J
F26 173J
F27 207K
F28 208K
FRIEZE BACKERS

Corner
FB1 21A (NE?)
Intermediate
FB2 25A/K
FB3 109J
FB4 117D
FB5 1841
FB6 1851
FB7 187J
FB8 189J
FB9 206J
FB10 213E
FLOOR BLOCKS

Fll 70B
GEISON BLOCKS

Corner
Gl 100I + 120D (SE)
G2 141J (NE)
G3 132D (SW)
G4 130E (NW)
Flank, center
G5 26A
G6 63D
G7 52B
G8 157E + 151 E
Flank, intermediate
G9 94K
G10 137A + 42A
Gil 136D

G12 58D
G13 129D +36A
G14 1051
G15 1041
G16 1011
G17 38A
G18 29A
G19 28A
G20 30A
G21 128D +114D
G22 31A
G23 96H + 125E
G2498H +27A
G25 158E
G2640A
G27 97H
G28 95H
G29 1551
G30 991
G31 1031
G32 37A
G33 55C
G34 57D
G35 66C
G36 81K
G37 82K
G38 83K
G39 84K
G40 126D
G41 154K
Front, center

G42 59C
G43 122E
G44 106J + 89K
Front, intermediate

G45 56C
G46 133D +123E
G47 60C
G48 127D + 156D
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G49 62D
G50 64D
G51 93K
G52 150D
G53 54B
G54 152D
G55 153D
G56 159C
G57 65C
G58 61D
G59 88K

RG6 146C
RG7 147C
RG8 148C

G67 87K
G68 90K
TYMPANON BLOCKS

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

113D
119D
124E
131E
161E (center)
218D + 221E
219D

SIMA

RT1 68B
RT2 69B
RT3 102F
RT4 134D (corner)
Akroterion support
RT5 140D

Roman replacements, front

G60 41A
G61 43A/K
G62 138K
G63 139K
G64 160K
G65 85K
G66 86K

RAKING GEISON

RG1
RG2
RG3
Roman
RG4
RG5

142C
149C
143C
replacements
144C
145C

WALL BLOCKS

Tl 9A
T2 44B
T3 162L

APPENDIX II: TEMPLE OF POSEIDON AT SOUNION
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE FRIEZE
The blocksof the frieze have the following cuttings:1) a small T-clamp cuttingon each end,
for attachmentto adjacentfrieze blocks;2) a dowel hole parallel to the face of the block,with
pry holes, for attachingthe geison;3) square holes, rectangularin section,on each end of the
block, for lifting it into position;4) dowel holes on the bottomfor attachmentto the epistyle.
As in the Temple of Nemesis, the locationof the dowel holes for the superposedgeisonblock
indicatesits configuration,that is, whether it endedin a mutule or a via on the doweledend.
This in turn indicates whether the geison blocks and the frieze block itself belong left or
right of center.
The fifteen survivingfrieze blocks preservethe following units: one cornerT-TM, six
TM, six MT, one TMT, and one TM[T] restoredhere as a three-unit block.These blocks
are now located on the north, west, and south sides of the temple. The reconstructionpresentedhere assumesthat their currentlocationindicatesthe side of the temple to which they
belong. The cuttings on the blocks justify this assumption, since in most cases the only
alternativeposition for the blocks is diagonallyopposite. The present locationof the geison
blocksalso provedto be useful in the reconstruction.
The reconstructionof the frieze courseis presentedin Figure 32. The cornerblocksare
one triglyph and one metope long (1.338 m.) on the flanks, with one triglyph on the return.220Only one of the four, S-1, remains;it was found lying west of the temple, and its
configurationshows that it belongs to the southwestcorner.Its top is completelybrokenoff,
but its full length is preserved.
The cuttings on S-4 show that the southeastcornerblock must also have been similarly
designed,with one metope and one triglyph on the south side and one triglyph on the eastern return. S-4 has three units (TMT). The dowel hole for the superposedgeison block
shows that it ended in a via on the right, and thus belongs right of center, as does the frieze
block. The only position right of centerfor a frieze block that ends on the right in a triglyph
is adjacentto the corner.Any other position would require that the block(s) to the right of
the three-unit block end in a metope on the left, and the blocks on the site today which
belong right of the centeron all four sides end in a triglyph on the left. That the cornerblock
was two units long is shown by the placementof the dowel hole for the geison on S-4, which
allows just enough space for a block with two mutules and two viae before the final two
mutules of the corner geison block. It is assumed here that the northeast and northwest
cornerblockswere cut in the same configurationas the southeastand southwestcorners.
A preservedblock which belongs left of center on the south side is S-2, a block of two
units. A third block on the south side, S-3, of two units, also belongs left of center, somewhere between the three-unit blocks adjacentto the southwest corner and the three-unit
block in the center.The exact positionsof S-2 and S-3 cannotbe determined.
220
Plommer (pp. 84-85) supposedthat the cornerblockshad three units (TMT) in orderto accommodatea
rectangularcornergeison block (an assumptionshown to be incorrectby Dinsmoor,Jr. ["Poseidon"]).
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32. Reconstructedplan of the frieze of the Temple of Poseidonat Sounion
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On the west end there are two blockspreserved,W-1 and W-2. The dowel holes for the
geison blocks indicate that they belong left of center. There are four possible positions for
these two blocks.
On the north side, nine blocks of the frieze are preserved.One block, N-1, should be
restoredas a block of three units, TM[T]. Its right side is brokenoff at a point ca. 0.30 m.
from the missing triglyph. It belongsadjacentto the northwestcorner.Six other blocks,N-2
through N-7 (TM), belong right of center, on the evidence of the dowels for the geison.
They fit any of the nine positions available between the missing center block (MTM) and
N-1.
Two other blocksof two units each, N-8 and N-9 (MT), belong left of center,again on
the evidence of the dowel holes for the geison blocks. Since the right edge of the last laid,
presumablyundoweled geison block "K"lay over the missing center frieze block (MTM),
all other frieze blocks left of center should have dowel holes for the geison. Blocks N-8 and
N-9, with dowel holes, could belong to any of the nine positions between the center block
and the three-unit block (TMT) adjacentto the northeastcorner.
Unlike the frieze course of the Temple of Nemesis, the frieze course of the Temple of
Poseidonwas doweled into the epistyle course. Hence this reconstructionmust be regarded
as provisionaluntil the evidenceof the cuttingsin the top surfaceof the remainingblocksof
the epistyle is available (a large portionof the epistyle remains in place on the temple).
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a. Reconstructionof the east fagadeof the Temple of Nemesis by John
Peter Gandy (The UneditedAntiquitiesof Attica, London 1817)
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c. Foundation packing block with wedge-shapedquarry cuttings
MARGARET M. MILES:
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d. Cuttings for lifting tongs in the top of a
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PLATE 32

a. Temples of Themis and Nemesis from the east
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a. Fragment of a geison block with incised guide
lines for guttae
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b. Bottom of drum D1O 224J with incised guide lines for the
placement of an empolion

c. Euthynteriaof the Temple of Nem
corner of the Temple of Themis

MARGARET M. MILES: A RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE OF NEMESIS AT RHAMNOU

PLATE 34
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a. Raised ledge on the top of the euthynteria,east side
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b. Euthyneriandgsepon sopof
the huthysideiat
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a. Steps, north side, with horizontalstippled bands

h. Euthynteria, south side

MARGARET M. MILES: A RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE OF NEMESIS AT RHAMNO
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a. Top of the middle step, north side, showing
polygonaljoints, chisel marks, and pry holes

b. Middle step, north side
showing polygonaljoin

c. Stippled panel left on the stylobate, south side; raised lip on
outer edge
MARGARET M. MILES:
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d. Southwest corner block of t
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a. Intermediatecolumn drum D24 45B, split and
weathered

b.
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d. Bottom drum D18 233M, south pro

c. Bottom drum in situ on the stylobate, south side
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b. Capital C7 211D/E

a. Capital C3 47B

a. Capital
474B
C3

d. Temple of Poseidon, Sounion: top of a ca
for the epistyle

c. Larger capital C8 216J
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b. Replacementfrieze block of the Roman period F
(MT)

a. Frieze block of four units F19 llA (MTMT)
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c. Top of frieze backer FB4 117D with cuttings from two
periods of use
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d. Temple of Poseidon, Sounion:frieze block N-5
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a. Left side of geison block G31 1031, from position P on the south flank

b. Top of corner geison block G2 141J

Vi

c. Detail of the re entrant cornerof b (G2 141J)
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d. Top of corner geison block G4 130E

MARGARET M. MILES: A RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE OF NEMESIS AT RHAMNO

PLATE 41
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a. Top of corner geison block G3 132D
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a. Top of flank geison block G25 158E, showing the configurationof
typical blocks

b. Top of flank geison block G12 58D
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c. Top of front horizontalgeison block G45 56C
MARGARET M. MILES:

d. Top of front horizontal geison block G60 4
A
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a. Top of central tympanon block P5 161E (face uppermost)

d. Tympanon backer P6 218Dbis with cuttin

c. Tympanon backer P6 218D
MARGARET M. MILES:

b. Top of tympanon backer P4 131E
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PLATE 44
a. Raking geison block RG1 142C (original). At left, fragmentof
Roman replacementRG3 143C

b. Sima block fragment RT1 68B: inner end with an integral
stop for the second-rowcover tile; first-row cover tile in
place
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c. Temple of Apollo, Bassai: trapezoidal backer block to support

the sima above the flank geison

d. Temple of Apollo, Bassai: front of a flank
geison block showing the inclined ledge to
support the sima
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PLATE 45
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a. Bottom of the southwest corner sima
block RT4 134D with a cutting for a

dowel
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b. Fragment of central akroterionbase
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140D,fromtheside
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a. Pavementof the southwest cornerof the pronaos

b. Celia paving block with cuttings for temp

c. Toichobate on the south side of the cella, from the east

d. Exterior orthostateblock T2 44B
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a. Top of flank ceiling beam CB3 169B/C
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c. Soffit of porch end be

b. Fragment of a filler panel set into a bea
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a. Top of epikranitis block Epl 33A
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c. Soffit of a coffer grid

b. Top of a coffer grid with a beveled end
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